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· ABSTRACT
The photoconductivity of cadmium iodide is described in this
dissertation. Measurements have been made at temp,eratures between
3000K and lOoK on high quality single crystals grown from solution.
A sensitive electrometer"with a noise level of less than 10..16 amps
enabled low currents to be measured and low illumination intensities
to be used; the photocurrent was then proportional ,to the intensity.
The photoresponse has been determined at energies up to-6.5eV; at
high energies, near 5.6eV, where exciton effects become important, th~
photoconductivity is comparab~e to that in the adjacent band to band
transition regions.
Ref~ectivity measurements ,have been made in the same apparatus,
many of the reflectivity features appeared in the photoconductivity
spectrum in particular the high energy. exciton reflectivity peaks
appeared as photoresponse dips. The reflectivity spectra enabled the
photoresponse,to be corrected for photons lost by reflection. When the
photoresponsefor absorbed photons was plotted against absorption
coefficient .a smooth curve was obtained. The points corresponding ,to
the exciton lines at 5.7eV and 6.2eVdid not· fall on the curve, however,
the exciton photoresponse,was Some 100% greater than that predicted on
the basis of absorption coefficient. The smooth curve may be interpreted
in terms of,the De Vore model and the increased photoresponse at.the
exciton lines in terms of an exciton diffusion process.
A semi.empiri cal electron 'energy level scheme has been give~this
is based upon the correspondence between the,optical spectra obtained .
from many metallic iodides., The scheme is consistent with the available
optical.information,and agrees with.the photoconductivity results.
The measurements of photoconductivity, particularly those made at
low temperatures, were involved with the polarisation of the sample
caused by the trapping of charge carriers. This polarisation waa found
to be both intensity and energy dependent, so that it could i~fl\1ence
the shape of the photoresponse spectrum. An explanation has been given.
for these effects, in particular the energy dependence was explained in
terms of:the variation of.the absorption coefficient.
The thermally stimulated current curve method has been used in
an investigation of trapping levels. Illumination took place at lOoK,
subsequent'warming indicated that many different trapping levels were
active. The trapping level energies were.determined and glow peaks
compared in two different ,electrode geometries. Some peaks were enhanced
when a volume sensitive electrode geometry was used; it was therefore
possible to distinguish volume and 'surface distributed traps. These
conclusions were substantiated when a thin ,film was used, since only surface
traps would then be important. Spectrographic.analysis of typical crystals
showed that the impurity content was low, the chief impurity was iron with
3 ppm.
A discussion of the ,effects of intense ultra-violet illumination,
i.e. photodecomposition, on cadmium iodide is given in Chapter Seven.
These experiments indicated that decomposition occurred most readily at
crystal imperfections •. After visible decomposition the surface,resistance
of typical crystals fell by many orders of magnitude to a value of ~o6n.
This resistance was not strongly temperature dependent, the current was
thought to be carried along filaments of decomposition products. Part
of ,the photodecomposition investigation lead to,the discovery of the
diffusion of,silver in.CdI2 at temperatures near 2500C. This result
indicated that silver electrodes were not suitable for photoconductivity
or ionic conductivity measurements at high temperature and explained why
previous high temperature measurements were.unreliable. Evaporated gold
has been ,shown to give ohmic. con~acts and to be stable at high temperatures
even after prolonged use.
The electronic and optical,properties of·CdI2 were summarized in
Chapter Eight. Proposals have been made for future experiments to
investigate these properties. Amon~st these a new technique for the
measurement of,photoc;onductivity and simultaneous correction for
reflectivity ,loss was described.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
The electronic properties of a crystalline solid, consisting of
a periodic ~rray of atoms, are very different from those of the isolated
atoms. In partic~ar, those properties that are determined by the
electronic energy le~els and the behaviour of electrons moving under the
influence of applied fields have been extensively studied. In order to
fully understand the electronic behaviour of a solid it is first
necessary to achieve some understanding. of the arrangement of electron
_,- --
energy levels in that material. It is natural, although not essential,
to begin by considering the nature of atomic electronic levels. In an
holated atom or ion electrons are assumed to exist in discrete energy•r »,
levels, motion between energy levels taking·place only under the influence
of.an external field ·and subject to selection rules.
In single crystals, however, the atomic energy levels are broadened
'into bands of closely spaced levels which may not have the same sequence
in energy as the isolated atomic levels (fig. 1.1). The selection rules
governing transitions between states are affected by the perturbation
from the large number of atoms in the crystal. Any given energy level
derived from N atoms of the same species has an N-fold degeneracy which
may be removed by perturbation of the lattice. Several basic procedures
have been adopted in order to calculate the'positions of the energy levels.
We begin by considering the valence-bond treatment. On this model,
which is based on the atomic orbitals, the crystalline electron states
are'treated as linear combinations of atomic orbitals, (Ziman 1964).
This.treatment is applicable only.when the electrons are tightly bound
to the individual atoms. It may, for example, be applied to the inner
levels or to low lying bands in ionic crystals.
Atomic:
l...eveL~
SoLi.d
ONe:- EI..EC::T~ON AiOMIC ENE~GY LEVELS SP'-li INTO
BANOS IN SOLID.
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1.2 Electron Energy Bands
In the one-electron scheme the electron distribution in the
solid is considered to benon-1ocaJ..ised. The1outermost electrons of
the isolated atoms cease to belong to particular atoms and are able to
move through the crystal. The lattice periodicity allows any wave
property to fulfill Bloch's Theorem. This theorem states that any
wave property of the 1att~ce is inyariant under an integral number of
lattice period translations. Electron states may be treated in this
Waf and are Bloch waves. If we now consider a model which allows the
free' electrons in the crystal to behave as 'electrons in a box', we
find that the energy of an electron J is given by'
E = ~
2m
• • • • • • • 1.1
where ~ = electron energy, kn • wave number, m • electron mass. ~
is then the electron momentum and kn = n·'II'Wbere n is the quantum numberLand L is the box dimension~
More generally
E .=
2 k2 k2 k2~ (x +. y + z
2m •
, . • • .·'1.2
This means that E versus k is parabolic in three dimensions.
~he free-electron model neglects the lattice periodicity and the
individual atoms. If we now introduce the lattice as a set of periodic
potential wells and treat the electrons by the Bloch method then dis-
continuities appear in the E versus k parabola. The discontinuities
appear at values of k corresponding to electrons at Brillouin Zone
edges. The parts of the E versus k curve which are allowed energy
regions are called energy·bands. Electrons may not, therefore, have
energies between the energy extremes of successive bands. Electron
states in the forbidden regions correspond to imaginary values of k.
Since there is a finite number of electrons in a crystal, all of
which obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, we may say that all allowed energy
states are filled up to an energy EF• the Fermi Energy. It can be shown
- 3 -
that only electrons in partly filled bands contribute to electrical
current. Empty or full bands do not, but an empty state in an.
otherwise full band may behave as a positive charge and is called a
positive hole.
1.3 Insulators and Semiconductors
An insulator is a crystalline solid which has nd partly filled
electron energy bands. It is a necessary conditipn that the UppetTDlost
filled band be'sufficiently separated in energy from the next empty
band so that thermal excitation between them is improbable. ka:>
intrinsic semiconductor is an insulator in which the second condition
is not 'fulfilled,·ele·ctroris'may, therefore,. be the~ally excited into
empty bands (fig. 1.2)~ Extrinsic semiconductors have impurity energy
levels in the forbidden gap between the energy bands. Thermal excitation
may raise electrons from impurity levels to the conduction band or
raise positive holes to impurity levels. In a metal, however, the'
Fermi-level lies in an unfilled band and thermal excitation takes place
in this band. There are, therefore, carriers available at all
temperatures.
It is important to realise that the distinction between semiconductors
and insu.l:atorsis quantitative not qualitative since ~emicond~ctors may
behave as insulators at low temperatures. The reverse effect applies
in principl~ at high temperatures but it is often masked by ionic
, .
conduction. It'is usual for intrinsic semiconductors to have band gaps
of 1.5eV or,les3.(e.g. Ge-O.7eV, Si ......1 5eV).
1.4 Qptical Transitions
Consider an electron in an energy state E· with momentum k· ; thiso -0
electron may be excited to a state ~l of higher energy provid~d the
transition probability is sufficiently large. The transition probability
will depend upon the energies of the states and the joint density of
states function. If such a transition takes place and if the excited
C:oncluct~on Bond.
% Condu..ctLon Bond.
~
Valence Bond
Vo.lenc:e6o.nd.
1NSUI.ATOF=f
ES »kT
,I"-ITRINSIC
SEMICONOUCTOR
ES <<. kT
Fi.9·~.e
I<. ~
F'~ONONASSISTEQ
lNOI~ECT iRANSITIONO~e:CT TRAN51TION
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~ ~ .electron goes into an unfilled band then energy will have been absorbed.
The required energy may have been supplied by an optical photon. Optical
,photons have energies of the order of electron volts. The momentum
r~, ..,associated with an opt1Cal photon is negligible compared with the electron
momentum. This quantity is proportional to the wavenumber which is
typically some 104 em-land 108 cm-l for photons and electrons respectively.
Although total momentum must be conserved in an electronic transition,
the electron momentum, therefore, is also essentially unchanged in optically
induced transitions. Thi~ means that optical transitions are vertical
in k,space. There is, however, the possibility of inducing, a non-vertical... , . .
transition by the intervention of a phonon of non-~ero momentum (fig. 1.3).
The transition probability of phonon assisted or 'indirect' transitions
is "much,smaller than that of vertical or,direct transitions. Direct
transitions consequently lead to ~bsorption coefficients of-lOS em-I,
indirect transitions to values near 103 em-I. The energy dependencies
of·'thetwo types ·of transition process are different. It is possible'
to'use this difference to distinguish between the processes ,by plotting·
curves :'Of'log a against''log E, ~where a and E are the absorption ·co~
efriderit' and photon energy respectively. 'A feature of indirect transitions
which derives from the phonon assistance is the strong temperature
dependence of the absorption. If the absorption leads to a feature in
a spectrum, for example an edge Or shoulder, then'thisfeature will be
strongly temperature 'sensitive for an'indirect transition process.
The absorption of photons in solids may lead,to,.,severalprocesses
other than interbandtransitions. At the low energy~end of.t~e ,optical
spectrum, usually In the infra-red region, lattice vibrations may be
excited in th~'transverse mode thereby giving rise to the Restrahlen
bands by direct coupling of ions to the electromagnetic rield. It is
also possible fo~defects such as impurities to lead to weak ab~orption
bands 'on the low energy side of an interband threshold. SUch absorption
is dependent upon the, concentration of absorbing centres. It is not
characteristic of the ideal crystal but may be significant in real,
specimens.
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1.5 Exciton States
;.-.
At energies higher than those described above, but just below
the corresponding absorption edge, exciton formation is possible.
Exciton states are formed as a result of the degeneracy of the lattice,
they cannot be described by a one electron scheme. An exciton may be
described as the lowest excited state of the lattice, Dexter and
Knox (1965), Knox (1963). If an electron is excited from a valence
band to the conduction band then the photon energy absorbed must equal
the difference in electron energies between the two bands .at the k
value required for the process. The energy required to ,form an electron
and hold as a bound entity will be less than that required f_orthe band
to band transition. The electron-hole binding ismmilar to the binding
of a hydrogen atom. The exciton absorption lines lie below the absorption
threshold which in many ionic materials corresponds to exciton ionization.
The Wannier model of the exciton treats the electron and hole as
wave pockets and finds a series of energy eigenvalues determined by the
coulomb interaction. The hydrogenic series of.levels is given by
= • • • • 1.3
where ~ = reduced mass of electron-hole entity, e = electron charge,
E = dielectric constant, n = quantum number •.
The series of levels is of the same form as that found for the
hydrogen atom. Many of the.properties of excitonsin the presence of
external fields are analagous to those found in the case of the hydrogen
atom. The Wannier.model is usually applied to materials with a large
dielectric constant, where the exciton binding is weak and the electron
orbits are much larger than a lattice parameter, so that a continuum
approximation is justified.
In the Frenkel model the exciton is described as an excited state
of an atom. The exciton may move by a reson~ce transfer process because
of the N-fold crystalline'degeneracy.The Frenkel model is usually
confined to molecular solids and tightly bound crystalS. In many crystals,
- 6 -
however, the exciton absorption may be of the hydrogenic type, but
the innermost orbits (where the principal quantum number n = 1) may
not fit the series. The inner orbits, being more tightly bound approach
the Frenkel description. In these orbits the electron 'sees' a non-
continuous lattice and the low frequency value of the dielectric
constant no longer applies. There are also central-cell corrections
because of the exchange interaction in s-like states. ·In many cases,
therefore, the first line will not fit a hydrogenic series. Since the
oscillator strengths of exciton lines for allowed transitions vary as
13 then the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th line strengths are in the ratio
n
1 : ~ : :7 :~. The absence of the first line therefore means that
the final l~nes necessary to fit a series will be very weak. Very high
quality samples and low temperatures are therefore necessary.
At photon energies higher than the absorption edge it is possible
for excitation of .the so called 'core electrons' to take place. The
energies required are of the order of 20eV in many cases. This core
excitation is a property of the atoms rather than of the crystal
lattice and will not be further discussed.
1.6 Optical Spectroscopy
We have described above some of the elementary electronic processes
which may occur in crystals when optical radiation is ·absorbed. In
atomic spectroscopy it is usual to equate photon absorption or emission
with electron energy change, and to hence determine the energy levels of
the atom involved. The same principle should apply in the case of solid
state spectroscopy but in this case interpretation is somewhat more
difficult because of problems concerned with band structure calculations
(Phillips 1966) and the multi-valued nature of E(k).
Ideally, simple materials could be studied whose electron energy
band structure has been calculated. It should then be possible to
compare the optical absorption spectrum with this structure. The. optical
features could then be assigned to transitions between symmetry points in
the band scheme. At these critical points there are singularities in
- 1-
the joint density of states function, leading to strong transition
probabilities.
In practice the above approach is Lmpos si.b.Ie , The band structures
of the majority of solids are not known. Seemingly simple non-metallic
solids have been found to have complicated band schemes, which have only
recently begun to be calculated. Even when the band structure has been
calculated it is difficult to assign transitions unambiguously because
of the possible occurrence of more than one transition having the
.required energy.
Optical absorption is therefore used as an aid in calculating and
checking band calculations. It is clear that a theoretical scheme must
agree with the experimental evidence. At the same time only extremely
careful experiments are useful since many.transition thresholds may be
obscured by poor experimental technique. Where possible more than one
technique should be utilised.
Studies of the ejection of electrons by photons (photoemission) can
give information about the density of electron energy states in the bands.
These experiments are extremely difficult because of the necessity for
Ultra-High.Vacuum and Vacuum Ultra-Violet techniques. It is possible
to alleviate the latter difficulty by Caesium coating to lower the work
function,. and therefore the photon energy required. This procedure tends
to complicate the already difficult interpretation.
Cyclotron resonance has been used to give information over small
regions of k space. More recently der ivat ive t.echnf ques such as electro-
reflectance have been used to provide additional information on energy
band structure.
1.1 Techniques for the Study of Optical Properties
In order to study the ab~orption of light by a solid several tech-
,niques may be used. Perhaps the most fundamental ,a:pproachis to determine
the real and imaginary part~ of·'the dielectric constant£ I: (n - ik)~
•
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The difficulty iIidetermining nand k is that the absorption constant
may be of the order of lO~ cm-1• In .standard.met.hods of determination
of .n usingin~erference techniques; and of k, by the measurement of
the variation of transmission with sample thickness; it is necessary
to measure the transmitted light. At such high values of k this is
impossible on samples of usual dimensions e.g. m.m. thickness. In
highly absorbing regions it is possible to use the reflectivity of the
sample surface as a means of determining the constants. One method uses
the reflectivities for the electric vector parallel to and perpendicular
,
to the reflecting surface. Polarised light at non-normal incidence must
therefore be used. It is also possible to use the fact that n and.k are
connected by dispersion relations. Then n(~) and k(~) satisfy the Kramers-
Kronigrelationships .and hence if either is known for all values of ~
then the other may be determined from these relations. In practice one
or other is determined.over as large a range of ~ as possible.
Many optical absorption experiments are performed on.thin specimens
.of ~lOOO~ thickness by the use of evaporated films. Great care is
necessaryin.the extrapolation of results from thin films to bulk
specimens. There are often differences of structure and even of
stochiometry between the two sample types. There is justification for
~his extrapolation .ifthe thin film can be shown to be monocrystal1ine
or textured. Reflection from the rear surface causing interference
may C9~p1icate the results in regions of low absorption.
Many experiments on single crystals are performed using normal
incidence in order to determine the reflectivity spectrum. The
reflectivity at.normalincidence isR where
R = [(n - 1)2 + k2]
[(n + 1)2 + k2]
In regions of very strong absorption wh~re k2»n2 then R+l and for
• 1.4
negligible absorption k~. This means that very strong absorption is
accompanied by a marked increase in reflectivity~ The situation is more
complicated in intermediate regions .where nand k are comparable, One
". .
of the main difficulties of reflectivity techniques is that sample in -
sample out measurements .are impossible. It is possible to replace the
- 9 -
sample with a specimen of known reflectivity e.g. Aluminium. In order
\
to measure the absolute reflectivity without the possibility of error
introduced by comparison or secondary reflection it is necessary to
measure both incident and reflected intensities. In the case of
anisotropic crystals difficulties arise because of the dependence of
the reflectivity on the orientation of the electric vector. In many
optical experiments structure is more readily resolved at low
temperatures. Exciton lines are particularly temperature sensitive.
It is therefore necessary to use cryostats capable of maintaining and
reproducing low temperatures; window materials of low absorption are
also required.
1.8 Photoemission
When light is absorbed and excites electrons to the conduction
band, these electrons are free to move under the influence of an
applied field. If a field is present at the crystal surface then
electrons of sufficient energy will be emitted. In a semiconductor
or insulator it is necessary for the light quanta to have sUfficient
energy to raise electrons from the valence band to the vacuum level. '
The energy required is called the photoemission threshold. In photo-
emission measurements the energy of the emitted electrons may be
determined and the energy distribution of emitted electrons may then
be calculated. The quantum yield of electrons as.a function of
radiation energy is also an important parameter. The. initial and final
"state .energies of the excited electrons and the selection rules
governing the transitions may be determined from the photoemission
'measurements.
If photoemission data is augmented by reflectivity or other.
optical data it is possible to make deductions concerning the energy
band structure. (Iindig and Spicer 1965). This extremely powerful
.technique ,has not been extensively used because of experimental
difficulties. Ultra High Vacuum facilities are necessary in order to
achieve atomically clean surfaces. Samples must therefore be able ,to
withstand high temperature: degassing at some·4000C. Also, high photon
energies are necessary in many cases in.order to excite electrons
- 10 -
from the crystal. The energy required depends upon the initial electron
energy relative to the Fermi level and the depth of the Fermi level
below the vacuum level. It is necessary in many cases to use Vacuum
Ultra Violet light in order to provide sufficient energy.
1.9 Photoconductivity
If the absorption of.a photon creates an electron-hole pair
then the absorption process may be detected by measuring the charge
release per incident photon. It is usual to apply an ..external field·
to the sample which must therefore be able to support this field. The
charge movement or current produced by the app1~cation of a measured
number of photons is then recorded. It is clear that zero absorption
leads to zero photocurrent and that absorption of one photon should
lead to the detection of one electron charge.
Photoconductivity was first observed in 1873 but a systematic
research programme was not undertaken until the 1920's when Pohland
his co-workers studied natural crystals of the alkali halides and
diamond (Pohl 1937). They were concerned with the 'prima~ photo-
conducti vity i.e. the current which flows on appHcation of the light.
This method is probably the mast direct for determining the quantum
efficiency of·electron production. ,
•
1.10 Primary Photoconductivity •
•
Consider an insulating sample of length 1. The sample must be
insulating in'order that charge does not move in opposition to the
field before the application of the light. The sample is illuminated
in a narrow region at a distance x from the anode •. The initial charge
. . 0
released into the conduction band is nN where N is the number of
photons incident and n is the quantum efficiency of electron production.
The charge released [assumed for simplicity to b~ e1e~trons.onlY] will
drift towards the anode. Some charge will then be trapped in the process
of,drifting and some will reach the anode. The electrodes used are
- 11.-
'blocking' so that no charge leaves or enters the crystal via the
electrodes. Insulating spacers are normally used to avoid electrical
contact.
The charge measured by the electrometer is then Q where
-x
Q = .9.u.1 (1 - e ~) nN
R-
cf Mott and Gurney (1948)
where q is the electron charge 'and W = electron schubweg or mean free path.
1.5
This equation was derived assuming that all incident photons were
absorbed. It is therefore necessary tq take account of the proportion
reflected. The number of photons reflected is NR, hence after reflectivity
correction equation 1.5 becomes
ewoE. (1 - e-~) n N(l-B)
R-
1.6Q =
(assuming that w = wE).o
In an experiment Q is measured. It is usual to vary E and to fit
the value of Wo to the experimental curve of.Q against E •. The curve
saturates at large values of E corresponding t~ the condition when all
electrons are pulled to the anode. The value ofw may therefore beo
determined. The quantum efficiency may be determined by increasing E
to saturation and measuring the saturation value ot Q as a function of
photon energy.
1.11 Experimental Primary Photoconducti~ity
This method of determining the quantum efficiency may be applied
in similar form to the case of an applied field in the direction of the
illum~n~tion. The primary photoconductivity has been used successfully
by Teegarden and co-workers. Their thin film results on the alkali
halides are particularly interesting since they clearly show the relation-
ship between·opticai absorption and photoconductivity at 800K and lOoK
(Huggett and Teegarden, 1966). The photoconductivity data together with
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the optical data on RbI give the band gaps of the material and show
that the first low energy peak is excitonic in nature. In the alkali·
halides exciton effects are strong and there is some difficulty in
determining the position of the first band edge from optical data.
This edge,however, corresponds to the onset of photoconductivity since
the exciton peaks do not lead to appreciable photoresponse.
This work was the result of prolonged studies begun by Ferguson
unsuccessfully in 1944, and continued more recently by Taylor and
Hartman (1958). Primary photoconductivity is involved with low current
<10-12 amps since larger currents lead·to space charge polarisation.
Photons of such high energies lead to photoemission necessitating
elaborate precautions and careful design.
It was not until 1961 that reliable results appeared (Nakai and
Teegarden, 1961, Kuwabara and Aoyagi? 1961), although Teegarden had made
preliminary experiments in 1958. The results of Huggett and Teegarden
have since,been substantiated by Sydor (1967).·
The primary photoconductivity method which necessitates the use of
low currentsis therefore extremely difficult. The difficulty is increased-
in the far ultra-violet; because of weak light sources, currents as low
as 10-16 amps are often found. These difficulties, coupled with others
previously described, make studiesin.the fundamental regions of ionic
crystals somewhat scarce. However, once reproducible results are obtained
they may be used to analyse and supplement optical data to show which
~ransitionslead to appreciable number of free electrons. Crystals other
than·the alkali halides have been studied with success. In particular
AgCl and TlCl have been studied by Heyningen and Brown (1958) and Kawai
et al (1965). Since few of these materials are suitable as practical
photoconductors and because of the experimental difficulties, the bulk
of research has been directed towards semiconductors.
1.12 . Photoconductivity in Semiconductors
The situation in semiconductors is somewhat. less straightforward
than in insulators. In semiconductors the thermal generation of free
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carriers leads,to appreciable dark currents. The dark current may cause
the build up of space charge and will tend to swamp the photocurrent.
The primary photoconducting t.echnique is therefore inappropriate. It
is usual in semiconductors to use electrodes which maintain a steady
dark current flow. The contacts should also ensure.that the photo-
conductivity is ohmic (Bube. 1960). The effect of illumination at wave-
lengths where free carriers are formed is to change.the carrier concentra-
tion of the sample. We assume for simplicity that only electrons are
mobile then
• 1.7
6a and 6n are the changes in electron density and ~ is the electron
mobility. The equation is readily modified to take account of non zero
hole mobility.
This relationship means that the change in conductivity is pro-
portionalto 6n, which is in turn proportional to the incident light
intensity. The relationship ho~d~ at low'light levels only in generaL
At higher intensities .recombination becomes important and the current
ceases to vary linearly with light intensity. The relation then changes to
.. • 1.8
where I is the photo current due to illumination intensity i. The valuep
of S is determined by the intensity and wavelength of the illumination.
At very high values of i'direct recombination takes place and the value
ofS tends to ~.
In order to correct for the above effects precise experiments should
determine the current-intensity curve at each wavelength. In many
experiments the quantum flux is mainta~ned'constant and the effect on the
photocurrent of varying wavelengths determined. It is preferable, however,
to maintain constant absorbed quantum flux although this necessitates a
knowledge of.the reflectivity spectrum. In regions of strong absorption
and hence high reflectivity, the surface rec;mbination is important. In
low absorption regions the bulk recombination parameters apply. It is
therefore difficUlt to accurately correct.the I versus energy curves for
the reflectivity loss unless the I versus i curves have been plotted.
. p
Even with these complications many interesting experiments have been
performed on semiconductors.
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1.13 Exciton Photoconductivity
In ionic materials it is unusual to find strong exciton effects
throughout the region of fundamental absorption. In semiconductors
exciton effects are weaker. Semiconductor spectra are dominated by
edges and peaks due to singularities in the joint density of states
for interband transitions, (Phillips 1966). A large number of
materials do not fall into either category and exhibit exciton effects
together with interband edges.
Some of these intermediate materials having practical importance
have been extensively studied, in particular CdS and Cu20. Many other
materials have shown interesting exciton structure including hydrogenic
series. In many cases the exciton structure leads to similar or
reversed structure in photoconductivity. The work of Gross in U.S.S.R.
and Nikitine in France has been particularly extensive. Gross'
paper in the 1964 Paris conference is interesting because it relates
optical absorption, photoconductivity and luminescence in the exciton
peaks and shows some of the complications involved.
Among the intermediate materials is a group known as the layer
structured metallic halides. This group, which includes PbI2and CdI2,
exhibits strong exciton effects. Some of these materials ,have also
been shown to have practical importance.
1.14 The Layer Structured Metallic Halides
.. '
Materials of the MX2 type, for example PbI2 and CdI2, have
the well known sandwich-layer structure. In these crystals close
packed layers of halide ions have the smaller metallic ions sandwiched
. in the octahedral interstices. The bonding between the oppcs i.t e
charges is largely ionic,'whereas that between the halide ions of
adjacent sandwiches is largely of the Van derWaal's type.
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The structure of these materials leads to marked anisotropies.
in their physical properties. In both Pblz and Cdlz' for example,
the ionic conductivity along the layers is some three orders of
magnitude larger than that in the perpendicular direction.
The optical properties of Pblz and in particular the exciton
spectrum have been studied by Tubbs (1964). The photoconductivity
spectrum has also been studied and a peak in photoconductivity assigned
to exciton absorption. Closely connected with both photoconductivity
and opt Lea), absorption is the photodecomposition process. In Pblz
this process is linked to exciton formation.
Recently, Tubbs (1968a) has shown that the optical spectra of
many of the metallic iodides of this group have remarkable similarities.
All of the materials used exhibited strong exciton absorption peaks.
The positions of the exciton lines were found to agree with a proposed
iodide ion excitation model, Tubbs (1968b).
CdIZ has si~ilar electronic and crystal structure to Pblz• In
the case of·Cdlz extremely interesting optical reflectivity spectra
were presented by Greenaway and Nnsche (1965). The. present work was
stimulated by this and by the relationship between Cdlz and other
members of the above group.
1.15 . The optical Properties of Cdlz
Preliminary experiments were performed by Fesefeldt who measured
the optical absorption spectrum of Cdlz thin films. The spectrum was
determined at RT and is fairly smooth with a peak at 5.2eV and a
smaller one at 3.8eV. Further experiments of a preliminary nature
were performed by Gross and Kapliankii (1955), Putseiko and Tevenin (1949),
(1953) and by Fotland (1959). It was not until 1963 that Best reported
the optical absorption of thin films of Cdlz prepared on substrates at
various temperatures, so that a reliable spectrum e~hibiting strong
exciton lines could be observed.
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Single crystals of high quality were used by Greenaw~ and
Nnache (1965) to record reflectivity spectra at room and liquid
nitrogen temperatures. They found strong exciton peaks which they
designated Xl and Xz. These peaks were some 3eV above the onset of
intrinsic absorption at ~3eV. The low energy edge was shown to be
due to indirect transitions from a valence band to a conduction band.
In order to explain the shape of the exciton lines occurring near 6eV,
Greenaway and. Nische suggested that Phillips'.~model of mete..stable
excitons be invoked. It has also been suggested that a lower lying
valence band coupled with two conduction bands might lead to a similar
spectrum involving only transitions at k=O (Tubbs 1968a). The
assignation of these peaks to exciton formation 'was made because of
their sharpness and marked dependence on temperature and crystal
structure. The spectrum found by Greenaway and N!sche has since
been substantially verified by Brahms (1965) and by Tubbs (1968a).
In the high energy region near 6eV the optical absorption
coefficient is so large that it is impossible to measure the optical
absorption in single crystals of normal dimensions. Thin films must,
therefore, be used. In the case of CdI2 the structure of vacuum deposited
thin films has been studied by Best (1963) and by Yu (1967). Yu reported
that films of thickness ""lOOO~ were largely composed of single crystal
regions several microns in lateral dimension. There is, therefore, some
justification in using thin films for absorption measurements in Cdlz'
Thin film absorption measurements are in fact in good agreement with
single crystal reflectivity data.
In view of the interesting optical spectra of CdIz' particularly
the high energy exciton peaks, it was decided to study the photo- .
conductivity response at higher energies and lower temperatures than
those used by previous investigators.
1.16 Photoconductivity in Cadmium Iodide
Previous.photoconductivity experiments on CdIz have been confined
to room temperature. and above. Fotland (1959, 19601 for example,made
a quantitative study of optical absorption and photoconductivity up to
3.4eV. No appreciable· structure was found, the experiments being largely
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concerned with anisotropy effects, in particular those concerned with
ionic conductivity. Values of 4 x 107ncm and 4 x 1011ncm were measured
perpendicular to and parallel to the 'c' axis. The crystals ·usedwere
mainly prepared by the Bridgmann technique although some were obtained
from aqueous solution. In solution grown crystals the resistivity
increased to 20 x 1011ncm parallel to the~' axis. This result
indicates that crystals 'grown from the melt tend to have a higher
content of defects than those obtained from solution.
Fotland's work was repeated by Yu who used solution grown
crystals of high quality. The electrometer sensitivity limited these
meas~ements to room temperature and above and necessitated the use of
high light levels (_1013 quanta/cm2/sec). The photoconductivity is not
linear with intensity at such high light levels and interpretation is
therefore difficult.
Our experiments on photoconductivity in solution grown crystals
have extended the spectrum into the exciton region. Measurements have
been made at energies up to 6.5eV using an electrometer with a sensitivity
of -5· x 10-17 amps. The experiments were performed using low light levels.
Although this made room temperature measurements difficult, at low temperature
the photocurrent was found to be proportional to the light intensity.
Spectra have been obtained at liquid helium and liquid nitrogen temperatures
as well as room temperature. The reflectivity spectra of single crystals
have also been determined in the same apparatus. The photoconductivity
spectra were found to reproduce many of the features of the reflectivity
spectra.
As a result of the work of Fotland (1959) and of Yu (1967) on CdI2
papers, photodecomposition has been studied in CdI2 single crystals. The
crystals were found to be very insensitive to decomposition even at the
optimum temperature near 250oC. We.have also studied the effect of photo-
decomposition on the photoconductivity spectra. One interesting aspect of
the decomposition studies was the discovery ofa silver diffusion effect
in CdI2•
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Closely allied to the study of photoconductivity is the study
of trapping levels. The method of thermally stimulated current has
been used to determine the energy levels of traps.
The results of the experiments briefly described above will be
discussed in later chapters.
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CHAPTER TWO
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter One Cdl2 was introduced as a material of interest
because~of the remarkable structure in its high energy optical properties.
Several workers have found high energy exciton peaks in this material
whose properties are intermediate between those of· strongly ionic and
covalent crystals. Cdl2, however, is of interest not only for its own
sake but because of its relationship with other layer structured materials,
such as Pbl2•
Since the optical properties of Cdl2 are now well documented it is
of some importance to compare and contrast these properties ~ith information
obtained from photoconductivity experiments. We have indicated in
Chapter One how successful this approach has been in other materials.
Previous experiments concerned with photoconductivity in Cdl2
were limited in scope by the lack of sensitivity of the current measurine
instruments. The. measurements were therefore confined to large currents
-11 . '0of ""10 amps and to.temperatures above ""'290K. The lack of sensitivity
also restricted the spectral range obtainable and in fact no spectra were
recorded at energies above 3.4eV, the indirect absorption edge being at
-3.2eV. These experiments had indicated a fall in sensitivity at photon
energies ,above the absorption edge. Greater intensities or sensitivity
were apparently necessary to allow measurements to be:made at higher
energies. The latter course was adopted since high intensity continuous
light sources were not available in the Ultra-Violet region.
There were other. more fundamental reasons for the choice of
increased sensitivity. At·low intensities the photoc\lrrent is proportional
to the illumination inten~ity whereas in general, at high intensities,
this is not so and there are then difficulties in correction for energy
.dependent photon flux. High intensity illumination may also lead to
localised heating of the speci~en, a particularly troublesome ~ffect at
low temperature. At higher temperatures intense illumination may prqduce
photodecomposition.
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Once the low current method had been chosen to measure photo-
conductivity it was necessary to decide between a direct or an
alternating current measuring technique.
2.2. Current Measurements
Many photoconductivity experiments have been performed on semi-
conductors using modulation techniques, whereas the direct current
technique has usually been found to be more suitable for studies of
insulators.
In semiconductors or,ionic conductors the dark current may be
comparable with or greater than the photocurrent. In these cirqumstances
if the light intensity cannot be increased then some means must be found
of amplifYing the photocurrent .but not th~ dark current.
The dark current may, for ins'tance, be stabilised and then offset.
leaving the photocurrent to be amplified. Since'the dark current usually
varies exponentially with temperature, stringent temperature control is
necessary in this case. It may be possible to offset the dark.current
by the use of a bridge method. This technique has been used by Apfel and
Portis (1959) in Cu20. Large samples of uniform properties are required
since three electrodes are placed on the front surface to give two
resistors of the same material. The two resistance regions may then be
used as arms of abridge'circuit.· Illumination in one region leads to
an unbalance in the bridge and hence to a photocurrent signal. The effect
of temperature drift on the dark current is therefore reduced.·
If,the incident light is modulated then the photocurrent may be
amplified by a tuned amplifier and phase sensitive detector. The dark
current, 'which is not~odulated, will not be amplified. This technique
reduces the. effects of dark currentdrift and scattered light.
In insulating crystals the photo~urrent may.be large compared with
the'dark current and the combined current may therefore be amplified for
measurement. One complication which then arises is the decay of photo-'
current with time for stea~ illumination. Xhis effect is caused by the
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tr~pping of the photo-generated carriers leading to a polarisation
field in the sample. The effect of.the polarisation may be reduced
by the use of an alternating field technique which reduces the mean
value of'the polarisation f'ieldto.zero.
It is usual, however, for measurements of the smallest currents
to be made with a direct current electrometer, Measurements may then
be made with a single light pulse and steady electric field. The
alternate measurements may be made with a reversed f'ield. A depolarisation
procedure may also be adopted between measurements. This technique
essentially measures charge displacement and may be used in non ohmic
conditions.
The choice of a particular technique was based on the information
available from previous photoco~ductivity e~eriments on CdI2• Some.
indication of time dependent room temperature photocurrents·and dark
currents had been given by Fotland (1959). This effect was probably'
caused.by spacec~arge polarisation. The conductivity of'.melt-grown
crystals was high so that the resistivity at.room temperature: was
some l07ncm along the~ cleavage plane, increasing to lOllncm in the
perpendicular direction. The resistivity of solution grown crystals
was some 2 x l012ncm in the latter direction. It was therefore clear
that at low temperatures the material would behave as an insulator. The
direct current electrometer method was therefore chosen to measure photo-
conductivity in CdI2• This method, as well as having the advantages
described,above has the benefit of versatility since transient effects
maybe readily observed.
2.3 ~lectrometer Techniques
The.absence of'previous low temperature, low light level measure-
ments meant that a highly sensitive instrument was desirable. An
E.I.L. Vibron lVibrating Capacitor Electrometer Model 62A was therefore
chosen. The'sensitivity of this instrument was-5 x lO-l?amps
corresponding to-300 electrons/second, a typical sensitiv~ty for
electrometers of this type. Measurements of such small currents
require special techniques.
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Two basic methods of measurement were used. The first was that
of passing the unknown current through a standard resistor (usually of
the order of 1012n) connected across the electrometer input. The sample,
standard resistor and applied potential were then in series (see fig. 2.1).
If the sample resistance is large compared with the standard resistor
then the potential drop across the standard will be small compared with
the applied potential.
The second method measures current by recording the rate of change
of voltage, at a standard capacitance, due to the applied current. The
standard capacitance may be the electrometer input capacitance or the
electrometer in conjunction with standard capacitors. The Vibron
electrometer was equipped with switched input capacitors of known value.
The resistance method regis.ters a fixed voltage for a steady current
whereas the capacitance method registers a voltage increasing uniformly
with time. The first method is therefore more suitable for measuring
current changes superimposed upon steady or slowly vary~ng currents.
This method was therefore used in the majority of experiments. The
•electrometer was equipped with a facility for backing-off voltage which
could be used for offsetting dark currents. This facility also amplified,
the difference between the applied voltage and the voltage offset.
The capacitance method was used to advantage with small currents
when the time constant of resistance circuits became large. The time
constant is proportional to the circuit capacitance and the input
resistance. Negative feedback in the electrometer effectively reduced
the value of this product by a factor of 100. In many experiments
using the 10120 resistor the response time was of the order of seconds.
2.4 The Electrical System
Currents of the order of 10-16 amps due to' applied potentials of
1000V correspond to effective sample resistances of 1019n. The insulation
in parallel with the sample must therefore have a resistance greater than
10190 if such small currents are.to be measured.
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The electrometer m~asures potential at its highly insulated and
screened terminal relative to the second input terminal. The input
terminals are designated ,'High' and 'Low'. The unknown potential is
applied in such a way that the grounded end of the circuit is connected
to the 'Low' terminal, since the insulation and screening is less
efficient at this terminal.
If.leakage resistances exist in the external circuit (in, for
example, co-axial cables) then they will affect the current recorded
by the electrometer. In or4er to minimise the effect of this
resistance in the l~ad to the electrometer input the cable outer was
fixed at 'Low' potential. The voltage across the leakage resistance
was therefore the measuring voltage, which was small compared with
the applied potential. If the sample resistance Rx (fig. 2.2) is equal,
for example, to the leakage resistance RLl then the leakage current
ipL-is small compared with ip. The 'low' side of the electrometer
was earthed for ease of operation.
It is clear from fig. 2.2 that the leakage resistance RL,must be
large compared with the input resistor RS' Since RS may be lo13n then
highly insulating leads are required. Co-axial cables have resistances
of the required order but all are susceptible to mechanical disturbance.
A rigid demountable co-axial connecting system was therefore designed.
The current carrying 1nner conductor was of brass rod, the outer
screen being of 1" diameter copper tubing. P.T.F.E. insulation was used
as shown in fig. 2.3. Straight pieces of this screened conductor were
push fits into elbows. Connections between brass rods were made with
helical brass springs. The entire system was therefore rigid and of
excellent insulating propertieq but readily demoUntable.
The potential applied across the sample was from several dry
batteries.wired into a reYefsing switch. A second switch allowed the
applied potential to be positive, negative or zero. The maximum
potential available from this source was ~4ov which could be varied
in steps of90V. No attempt was made to vary the potential by means
of resistances. The potential was therefore remarkably steady, varying
by less than one volt in many months.
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The most likely source of leakage in the circuit was between
the sample connections since the full applied potential appeared between
them. A P.T.F.E.·sheet was therefore used as a support for the sample.
Th,is sheet was some ;2" thick. It was attached to the copper finger of
the cryostat by small screws, a thin smear of silicone grease was used
to ensure good thermal contact. Extremely careful handling and cleaning
of the sample holder was necessary to eliminate grease smears which could
cause leakage. The cleaning procedure adopted was to clean first in
trichloroethylene and to then dry quickly with tissue, repeating the
procedure with acetone and absolute alcohol. This procedure minimised
leakage currents.
The liquid nitrogen temperature cryostat was of the cold finger
type (fig. 2.4). The copper finger was fixed to a Kovar seal. The glass
vessel was evacuated by means of a 12" NGN vacuum coating unit. The
ultimate vacuum obtainable was of the order of 10- 5 torr or <10-6 torr
with liquid nitrogen in the oil vapour trap. It was possible to dispense
with the rotary pump and to pump the diffusion pump with a vacuum
reservoir to reduce vibration. It was, however, rarely necessary to
make use of this facility.
All measurements, including those taken at room temperature, were
recorded with the specimen in vacuo. Atmospheric moisture tends to
reduce insulation resistances and could damage highly soluble crystals
such as CdI2•
2.5 The Optical System
Three light sources were used in the course of the investigations.
The most important of these was a Deuterium Arc Lamp supplied by Hilger
and Watts Ltd •• This lamp gave a continuous emission spectrum from
20Om~ to near 36Om~. Lines became apparent in the spectrum near 38Om~.
The stability of this lamp was adequate for the photoconductivity experi-
ments. The intensity at a given wavelength changes by less than 1% over
the period of an experimental run. The output of the lamp was low, so
that for some measurements it became necessary to use a Mercury Discharge
Lamp. The output of the discharge lamp, which was a Philips High Pressure
Spectral Lamp, varied with time. This variation was probably caused by
~L9' 2.4
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vandering of the arc. The lamp was therefore unsuitable for precise
experiments. It was necessary to use this lamp in conjunction with
some thin films because of the low sensitivity of these samples. The
spectral;Lines of this lamp w~re used to calibrate the monochromator
wavelength scale. It,was also used to calibrate a 150UV photocell
against a vacuum thermopile. since high intensities·were'required to
operate the thermopile.
A Quartz-H~n tungsten filament lamp was used to investigate
photoconductivity at,long wavelengths in some samples. The deuterium,
and mercury arc.lamps were unsuitable because of the strong lines in,
their spectra at wavelengths above 38Om~.
2.6 Int~nsity Measurement
The spectral variation of the output' from the monochromator was
determined with a Mullard l50UV photocell. The photocell was provided
by Dr. R.M. Yu for whom it was calibrated by the National Physical
Laboratory. The N.P.L. calibration is illustrated in fig. 2.5, it
extends from 248-6oOm~. Since in ,our experiments the region belov
248m~ was of particular interest, it was necessary to extend the
calibration. A vacuum thermopile was therefore used to calibrate the
photocell to wavelengths near 20Om~. This instrument was a Hilger-
Schwartz type FT16 with two O.95cm x O~05cm elements, one of which
was shielded. The response of the elements was 25~v/~ Vatt. A_Keithley
Electrometer Model l50B vith a maximum sensitivity of<O.l~V vas used
to measure t~e thermopile output. The thermal fluctuation noise of the
thermopile was of the order of O.2~V,and was greater than the electrometer
noise. ..",
The mercury discharge lamp vas used to provide sufficient intensity
for the thermopile. The monochromator output was then much too great
for the photocell except near 20Om~ vhere the thermopile ceased to respond.
The light beam. from the monochromator was therefore split by a suprasil
silica plate at 450 (fig. 2.6). The transmitted beam vas incident on the
thermopile whereas the'reflected (and t~erefore,attenuated) beam was
incident on the photocell after being further attenuated by a rotating
sector. The overall attenuation was of the order of 1000. The thermopile
4)(~O-2
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elements and monochromator slits were mutually perpendicular so that
the effect of misalignment was minimised. The geometrical calibration
was also simplified by this procedure. The rotating shutter speed
was of the order of 1500 r.p.m. so that the photocell-electrometer
circuit could not respond to individual variations and measured the
mean light level. A slowly rotating shutter was used to interrupt
the input light to the monochromator. The time interval between
light pulses was then some 25 seconds. This procedure reduced the
error due to drift of the thermopile output, a particularly trouble-
some feature at low light levels. The Keithley and Vibron Electrometer
outputs we~fed into chart recorders and the two charts ran simultaneously.
The charts were allowed to run for a number of cycles of the slow speed
shutter at a given wavelength, the monochromator wavelength was then
changed. At 'short wavelengths where the intensity was low it was
necessary to run the charts for a large number of cycles. Fluctuations
in the mercury lamp output appeared on both charts Bothat the the
error from this source could be eliminated. This procedure required
that the time response of both systems should be similar. The photocell-
electrometer time constant was increased, by means of the damping control
of the electrometer until equality was achieved.
A further complication appeared at wavelengths below 21Om~. The
intensity was then so low that the thermopile signal could not be
measured above the noise. It .then became necessary to change the thermo-
pile orientation until the slits of the monochromator were parallel to
the thermopile elements. The calibration was then ,extended to 202.5m •
There was some overlap between the spectral regions calibrated with the
thermopile elements crossed and parallel to the monochromator slit, the
parallel set of measurements were therefore scaled to the crossed set.,
At each ,wavelength it was necessary to take account of the suprasil
reflectivity and absorption and to convert the thermopile reading from
watts to photons/sec. The absorption spectrum of suprasi1 was therefore
measured in a Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer and is shown in fig. 2.7.
The reflectivity was also measured, at 450 (as in the calibration of the. '
photocell), using a reflectivity attachment in the same spectrophotometer.
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2.7 Sample Preparation
Single Crystals
Following Fotland (1959) several attempts were made to grow single
crystals by the Bridgmann technique in evacuated Pyrex crucibles. The
crucibles were sealed to maintain stochiometry. The method was
partially successful in that some crystals were obtained. The crystals
tended to have small cavities and specks of black precipitate (probably
Cd metal). Excess iodine was added to the crucible before crystallisation
but the crystals did not improve appreciably. It was apparent that
much refinement was necessary to obtain crystals of.the same quality
as those obtained from aqueous solution.
Attempts were also made to prepare crystals by deposition from
the vapour phase. A glass combustion tube was electrically heated and
cadmium iodide placed inside the tube close to one end. Nitrogen or
argon could then be admitted at this end and exhausted at the other.
Small flakes of CdI2 condensed at the cooler end of the tube near to
the gas outlet. These flakes were of the order of lmm across.
Growth from solution was therefore found to be the most successful,
crystallization procedure. All crystals used in the experiments were
prepared from solution in the following manner.
A solution of Analar grade CdI2 was prepared by dissolving
approximately 1 kilogramme of the material in Analar grade water by
heating the liquid to boiling point. Additional water was added when
necessary to completely dissolve the CdI2• The solution was then
concentrated by evaporation until it became saturated at boiling point.
Precipitation then occurred. The evaporation was allowed to continue
and the mixture allowed to cool. Approximately one.third of the CdI2
had then precipitated. The solution was then decanted and discarded
and 'theprecipitate redissolved in Analar water. The new solution was
heated near boiling point until a film of CdI2 precipitate appeared
on the surface of the solution. The liquid was then allowed to cool
over the period of a day or more when a small proportion of precipitate
occurred. The solution was then diluted by the addition of approximately
one fifth by volume of water. The n.early saturated solution was then
filtered through Whatman No.6 filter paper into 20cm diameter crystallizing
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dishes. The entire procedure took place in dark room conditions
and after filtration the crystallizing dishes were placed in a dark
cupboard away from mechanical disturbance. Several weeks were
allowed to pass before the dishes were inspected. Great care was
taken to ensure that the dishes were not disturbed during this time.
Large filter papers were used to exclude dust from the dishes at
all stages of the preparation.
Large high quality single crystals were obtained in this way.
The crystals were clear and colourless and occurred in about 20% of
the bowls. The crystals that were used cleaved readily, any crystals
that did not were rejected. Many of.the crystals had growth spirals
on their upper surface. In many cases drops of solution, which were
left on the crystals, later evaporated, leaving small surface
crystallites. The majority of samples were therefore cleaved in order
to remove growth spirals and surface crystallites.
Initially crystals were cleaved with a stainless steel razor
blade. In.later experiments, however, they were cleaved by means of
adhesive tape. The crystal to be cleaved was held in position on a
sheet of clean perspex by evacuation through a small hole in the sheet.
Sellotape was placed lightly onto the top surface of the crystal to which
it adhered. The surface of the crystal could then be pulled away with
the adhesive tape. Surfaces formed in either case were highly reflecting,
the failure rate was however lower with the method using adhesive tape.
The crystal was then carefully placed in the NGN vacuum coating
unit where it was supported on a piece of clean molybdenum sheet. This
sheet was also used as a mask during the evaporation to fix the electrode
spacing. The separation used was~0.6cm and remained constant for all
experiments using evaporated electrodes. PTFE jigs were used to locate
the specimen on .the molybdenum. Gold electrodes were evaporated until
the gold layer was highly reflecting and almost opaque. The sample was
then placed on a PTFE sample holder and retained by gold spring clips
(fig. 2.8). The contact pressure was minimised to avoid unQue mechanical
stress. The spring clips were cemented to the sample by 'silver dag'
paint. This method gave mechanically strong contacts which did not
seriously deform the crystal. It was found during the inv~stigations
FLg. c.S
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that silver diffUsed into the crystals at high temperature. Contacts
onto crystals for high temperature studies were therefore cemented
with barbon dag'. Silverdag was retained for all measurements on
crystals not subjected to high temperatures since carbon dag was less
reliable mechanically. The silver dag was applied to the thick layer
of evaporated gold and was not in direct contact with the crystal.
In the above discussion we have been concerned with electrodes
deposited onto the crystal 'front' surface. The electric field was
therefore parallel to the cleavage plane. This configuration is
designated the 'a axis' configuration. In many experiments the electric
field was applied parallel to the 'c axis' of the crystal and a
different geometry was required. In this case the copper finger of
the cryostat was exchanged for the type shown in fig. 2.9. The
incident light was transmitted through the slit in the copper finger
onto the crystal surface. The front electrode was of nickel sheet or
evaporatedgold~ Both types had a narrow slit to allow light to
penetrate into the sample. Semi-transparent electrodes were not used
because of problems of transmission and reflectivity losses. The slit
in the electrode was somewhat narrower than that in the copper finger.
A quartz cover glass could be interposed between the sample and copper
finger to reduce the effect of contamination of the sample. The sample
was at a temperature close to that of the copper finger which acted as
a cold trap for any pump oil or other vacuum contaminants present. The
quartz plate increased the minimum sample temperature att~inable since
it increased the thermal resistance between sample and cryostat.
Small nichrome heating coils were wound onto mica formers so
that samples in either geometry could be heated. The temperature of the
sample holder could be measured with a coppe~constantanthermocouple
and potentiometer.
2.8 Evaporated Layers of Cdl2
In Chapter One thin films of Cdl2 were briefly mentioned. Films of
thicknesses greater than 200~ prepared at room temperature were shown by
Yu (1967) to be largely crystalline in structure. Best (1963) and
Tubbs (1968) have shown that their optical spectra, particularly in the
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exciton regions, improve if the films are deposited at high
otemperature. The temperature in question is close to 100 C.
eInitially films ofCdI2 were prepared in v~uo and transferred
to the photoconductivity apparatus. It was noticed, however, that
some films apparently changed from a colourless to a slightly milky
form during the transfer. A modified apparatus was constructed to
eliminate the possibility of contamination by atmospheric water
vapour. Films of thicknesses greatly exceeding l~ tended to become
flaky. The flakiness was not immediate and many films changed form
over the period of a minute or more. The milkhess found in some
films could be attributed to this effect.
The films'used in the 'a' axis geometry were prepared in situ by
means of the apparatus shown in fig. 2.10. Cadmium iodide (Analar
grade) was evaporated from a molybdenum boat through an aperture in
a cylindrical tube. The direction of the incident light was perpendicular
to the evaporation direction. The sample was at 450 to each of these
directions. There were many experimental problems associated with this
technique. Careful screening was necessary BO that the window of the
vacuum vessel was not contaminated with CdI2• The thickness of the
films was difficult to determine since a copper radiation shield
prevented the observation of interference colours •.
A second film configuration, the "c axis' geometry, was also
attempted. The experimental arrangement was similar to that described
by Huggett and Teegarden (1966). Cdl2 was evaporated onto a quartz
(spectrasil) disc 1" in diameter. A layer of gold was then evaporated
onto the CdI2• The gold layer was larger in diameter than the Cdl2
so that it covered the sample film. The gold then behaved both as
an electrode and as a protective layer for the cadmium iodide. The
front electrode was a nickel sheet in which a slit was cut to allow
light transmission onto the film. This electrode was 'blocking' since
it was insulated from the CdI2 film by the quartz plate. The 'c axis'
crystal sample holder was used in conjunction with 'c axis' film specimens.
Many very careful experiments were performed using this technique in an
attempt to measure the photoconductivity, but without success. Silver
and aluminium were also tried as electrode materials but both appeared
to attack the Cdl2 layer.
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We attributed the failure of the 'c axis' film method to the very
high field strength in the sample and to the ionic and electronic
polarisation. Since the method uses one blocking electrode no ionic or
electronic carriers may leave the specimen. The probability of polarisation
is therefore increased. It might be possible to prevent the ionic
polarisation by the use of lower temperatures. The number of defects such
as vacancies is·likely to be large in films at high temperature and the
conductivity may then be orders of magnitude higher than that predicted
on a bulk crystal basis. The use of liquid helium temperatures might
then be necessary to prevent ionic polarisation. Very short light pulses
might also be necessary to prevent polarisation due to photo-generated
carriers. At liquid helium temperature the quartz substrate would be
inappropriate because of its poor thermal conductivity.
2.9 Experimental Photoconductivity Techniques
Several measurement procedures were adopted for photoconductivity
experiments.
The simplest method was to apply a square pulse of light to the
sample with the field applied so that the resulting change in current
was recorded. The procedure was then repeated after an interval of a
few minutes at a second wavelength until the spectrum had been traversed.
This method is described as the "point by point method without
depolarisation" since the field was applied between light pulses.
In many experiments this method was inapplicable, since successive
applications of.the same illumination resulted in progressively decreasing
currents. The released charge had been trapped and was causing a
polarisation field which reduced the effective field in the sample. The
polarisation field remained until the next light application when further
polarisation occurred. This phenomenon did not always occur and its
occurrence could be readily identified.,
At room temperature the polarisation due to ionic charge carriers is
more serious than the photocurrent polarisation. ']hefarnerdea3ys ex:pcnenti.eJ¥with
time rendering photoconductivity measurements impossible unless the
photocurrent is large compared with the ionic current value at equilibrium.
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Ionic polarisation reduces the internal field thereby reducing the
photoconductivity. This polarisation could be eliminated by lowering
the specimen temperature. since at low temperatures vacancies cease to
be mobile. The photoconductivity polarisation then became acute but
could be reduced by a reduction in the light intensity. This reduction
enabled more readings to be taken before significant polarisation
occurred. It was not always possible to reduce the intensity because
of the corresponding reduction in photocurrent. It was therefore
necessary in many experiments to adopt a depolarisation procedure.
The field was applied in a given direQtion at a low temperature so
that there was negligible dark current. The illumination was then applied
and the current. recorded on a strip chart recorder. The illumination
ceased and the dark current was recorded. The sample electrodes were
then shorted so that.the applied field was zero. Strong visible or
ultra-violet light was then used to illuminate the sample. This de-
polarising illumination continued until the current, which was still
being recorded, reached a steady value. The sample was then allowed to
cool for a few minutes and the procedure was repeated. Successive
readings of the same wavelength then indicated no progressive pOlarisation.
It was possible to take.alternate readings with the applied field
revetsed but no noticeable improvement resulted. The chief difficulty
of the above procedure was that readings were not sufficiently
reproducible. The error between readings was of the order of 20%, this
made the determination of spectral structure very difficult. Each measure-
mentcycle took many minutes so that some eight hours were required to
traverse the spectrum from 20Om~ to 4oOm~. In many cases unexplained
charges occurred between measurements.
After many spectra had been recorded using combinations of the
above techniques the outline of the photoconductivity spectrum became
clear. The structural details, however, were not"resolved in some
spectra. A continuous scanning apparatus was therefore adopted in an
attempt to improve the resolution.
2.10 Continuous Scanning Apparatus
In this technique the monochromator pass band was scanned
continuously through the spectrum and the corresponding photocurrent
meaaured simultaneously. In the point by point measurements described
MONOCHROMATOR WITH SCANNING MECHANISM
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above it was usual to adjust the width of the monochromator slit to
give a bandwidth of lO~. This was found to give a smoothly varying
output over a wide range, (see fig. 3.17). If the slits were fixed
at a value to give sufficient light near 20Om~ then the intensity
was very high near·38Om~. A monochromator slit setting of 1.5mm was
required to give lO~ bandwidth at 20Om~ but at 4oOm~ the setting
required was only O.l3mm. A setting for example 1.5mm would then give
a small intensity at 20Om~ and a small photocurrent but atN38Om~
the intensity would be so large that the crystal would rapidly polarise.
It was therefore necessary to adjust the slit width continuously with the
changing wavelength. In view of the point by point experiments it was
decided to gear the slit drive to the wavelength drive in such a way that
a 10~ bandwidth was ~aintained. The direct gearing meant that the
bandwidth could be correct in two positions only, the error in all
other positions was, however, less than 15%. The chief disadvantage of
the drive system was that backlash was present in the gear train between
slit and wavelength drum. The slit opening was therefore greater when
sc~ning from 2oo-4oOm~ than when scanning in the opposite direction,
necessitating output calibration in both directions.
A synchronous motor was used to drive the mechanism and a system
of gears allowed three ~ifferent speeds to be used. The spectrum could be
scanned in 1~, 4 or 18 minutes. The fastest speed was rarely used since
the time response of the system was usually too long and because of the
difficulty in establishing wavelength reference points on the strip chart.
The great advantage of the scanning method was the ease with which
structure could be located compared with the methods previously described.
The major disadvantages were the degree of polarisation present in some
samples and the response time of the apparatus. Both of these effects
were wavelength dependent.
It was, however, possible, in many cases, to scan over selected
spectral regions and to reverse the scanning direction to reduce the errors
due to the polarisation and response time effects. The stability of the
monochromator output enabled several spectra to be recorded so that checks
were readily performed. The scanning apparatus was particularly useful at
liquid helium temperature where the time allowed for an experiment was short.
Many other experiments, such as reflectivity spectra, were greatly facilitated
by the use of,the scanning technique.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE INFLUENCE OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES ON THE
PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF CADMIUM IODIDE
3.1 Introduction
When the measurements described in this chapter were initiated
the photoconductivity of CdI2 had not been extensively studied. The
results of Fotland's (1959) investigations were available but these
were limited in scope. In particular no measurements at low temperature
had been reported and the available response curves were confined to the
region near 3.2eV. The lack of sensitivity of Fotlandts apparatus
necessitated the use of high illumination intensities where the photo-
conductivity was not proportional to the intensity.
Our interest was, however, directed towards high energy optical
structure, studies of which are facilitated by the use of low temperatures.
Much of the work to be described in this and later chapters is therefore
of a preliminary nature since it was not possible to forecast th~ type of
results that would be obtained or the difficulties to be encountered in
the measurements. The results obtained using preliminary techniques and
the refinements of these techniques will be described.
Studies of intrinsic photoconductivity in other ionic materials such
as the alkali halides followed a similar if rather more extended pattern.
Extensive preliminary experiments were essential to establish a reliable
technique giving reproducible results.
In an ideal.photoconductivity experiment the number of photons
required to produce one free electron would be measured. The photon
energy would be varied and the variation in the electron yield determined.
For simplicity of interpretation the photon flux would be small and the
photoconductivity would be proportional to the intensity. A uniform
electric field would exist in the crystal but would not affect the
properties of the material. Narrow bandwidth low intensity illumination
containing no scattered light would ensure high resolution and reliable
measurements. The experimental techni~ue would be simplified by the
absence of dark current.
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It is clear that this ideal situation cannot be achieved in
practice. Attempts were made in our investigations to either approach
the ideal or to determine the effect of each departure from the ideal
situation. The dimensions of the crystals were large on an atomic
scale so that they were effectively infinite crystals. The effect
of the electrodes was investigated by the use of different electrode
materials and the most suitable was selected. Great care was taken
to ensure that·the purity and perfection of the crystals was of the
highest standard available. The experimental difficulties involved in
the obtaining of reliable spectra and the measures taken to overcome
them are discussed below.
3.2 Electrode Materials and Contact Phenomena
Initially 'silver dag' was used as an electrode material since it
had been used successfully by Fotland (1959). In particular this material
was found to give ohmic contacts. Many photoconductivity experiments
have been performed using parallel plate electrodes between which the
sample is sandwiched. The electric field in the sample is then
approximately uniform. In our experiments involving illumination
perpendicular to the electric field, however, front surface contacts
were used. The electric rield was then constrained to the surface region
of the crystal. The dark current was therefore reduced without a "
significant reduction in the photocurrent at high absorption coefficients.
'"
Many of the preliminary measurements were performed using the
deuterium lamp and monochromator previously described, with the mono-
chromator slits at a fixed opening. No means of determining the mono-
chromator output was available at that time; it was known, however, from
manufacturers' data that the output varied smoothly' with wavelengths up
to 36Om~. Later, when a photocell calibration of the output was performed
the output. spectrum was found to have the smooth form indicated. in fig. 3.1.
The high intensity of this spectrum at low energies near the absorption
edge caused strong polarisation effects. When the constant slit width
output was.used in a scanning experiment it was expedient to scan from
high energies to low energies. Scanning in the opposite direction caused
the sample to polarise before the high energy region had been reached.
The high energy region referred to is that near 5.5eV where the strong
exciton effects previously described had been found.
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The majority of experiments to be described in this chapter were
performed at a low temperature. Although liquid nitrogen was used in
the cryostat the sample temperature was somewhat higher than 77°K and.
was.described as the intermediate temperature (I.T.). The sample
holder temperature was recorded with a copper-constantan thermocouple.
·All cry~tals in which the electric field was parallel to the crystal
cleavage plane have the prefix 'A' whereas the ones with the field
perpendicular to this plane have the 'Cl ·prefix.
The first successful experiment was performed using the 'a axis'
·geometry and 'silver dag' electrodes. The illumination in this, and
·many subsequent experiments was in a narrow strip ~lmm wide bY-4mm long
,close to the electrode connected to the electrometer head. This
illumination position was adopted because of the danger of photoemission
at high photon energies. If photoemission had taken place it would almost
certai~ly have been greater in one field direction; the field direction
was therefore frequently reversed •. Illumination, for example, near a
positive electrode could possibly have caused photoemission from the crystal
surface to the ,electrode. The spectral distribution of the photoemission
·would therefore depend upon the polarity of the,electric field. In
·particular the high energy photoconductivity would have been,augmented by
'photoemission in one.field direction. This field reversal procedure was
in the nature of a test since photoemission was eliminated by careful
design and construction. .
The spectrum obtained using 'silver dag"electrodes on sample AXl
is illustrated in fig. 3.2, it was unaffected by field reversal. There
·isa peak at 3.25eV, a shoulder at 3.45eV and a slight dip at 5.6eV. The
'current at 5.5eV was 5 x lO-l~ amps. The current at the low energy peak
was probably reduced by polarisation of the sample~ Analysis of photo-.
conductivity spectra includes corrections for the incident quantum flux
and fo~ the intensity dependence of the photocurrent. The latter
correction is particularly important. for non-constant quantum flux. These
corrections will be applied and discussed in the analysis of the spectra
in Chapter Four.·
It was possible with sample AXl to measure the room temperature (RT)
photoconductivity. The intensity at low energies was high because of the
wide Sli~ opening. The light ~eam was chopped by a rotating sector disc
which transmitted light for one second out of every ten. ' This procedure
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appeared to reduce the RT polarisation but not that which occurred at I.T ••
For the next. sample Molybdenum electrodes were used, they were in
the form of thin spring clips some 100~ thick. In this sample, AX2, the
dark current swamped the photocurrent at RT, it was possible, however, to
detect a peak near 3.2eV. The I.T. dark current was negligible and could
therefore be measured. A spectrum obtained with this sample is illustrated
in fig. 3.3. The spectrum has the same basic form as that obtained for
AXl as far as could be ascertained in view of the variation between runs
on either sample.
Although both of the electrode materials described above were
apparently suitable as far as electrical properties were concerned, both
types suffered from other major disadvantages. In the case of 'silver
dag' electrodes there was some doubt conce~ning the stability of silver
on CdI2 at high temperatures. In particular the ionic conductivity was
not repraducible at high temperature. (Yu private communication). This
suspicion was later substantiated when silver was found'to diffuse into
CdI2 at 250
0C (see Chapter Seven). Metallic pressure cont~ct electrodes
were also far from ideal since they tended to damage the sample through
excessive pressure. Attempts to reduce the pressure usually resulted in
unreliable contacts or even displacement of the sample when the sample
holder was cooled to I.T ••
In experiments using the 'c axis' thin film technique silver or
aluwinium was evaporated onto the thin film CdI2 sample as an electrode.
Both materials were found to change the nature of the CdI~ thin film
specimen. No apparent change took place when evaporated gold was used.
Evaporated gold, which was used in some of Fotlands experiments as a
semi~transparent elect~ode,was found to give ohmic contacts on single
crystals. All future electrodes were therefore of this material, which
was deposited onto a freshly cleaved crystal surface. The gold was
deposited until almost opaque, the evaporation taking place in a
vacuum of 10-5 torr. Mechanical constraint and electrical connections
were provided by two gold wire spring clips (see fig~ 2.8). The
contacts between the spring .clips and the electrodes were made with
a small. amount of silver dag paint.
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The evaporated gold electrodes described above were used with
sample AX3• The photocurrent at RT was found to vary linearly with
applied field up to a field strength of 800V/cm~ig. 3.5). Higher
field strengths were not available in the 'a axis' geometry because of
the limitations of the potential source. The measurements were
performed using 26Om~ illumination, this wavelength being chosen to
give a large photocurrent and as having a high absorption coefficient.
The experiment could not be usefUlly repeated at I.T. because of the
lack of reproducibility of the results.
3.3 Preliminary Observations of Polarisation Effects
Figure 3.6 illustrates a RT spectrum recorded using a scanning
procedure; it is to be compared with the point by point spectrum obtained
under similar circumstances. The latter method leads to larger currents,
presumably because of the effect of polarisation on the scanning spectrum.
At I.T. the corresponding scanning and point by point curves are
shown in fig. 3.7. A broad dip has appeared in the scanning spectrum near
4.4eV which is absent in the other curve. This is again attributed to a
polarisation effect and will be discussed in a later chapter. In this
sample there was negligible polarisation at 215m~ (5.77eV), at energies
below this the polarisation increased to a maximum near'300-36Om~
(4.leV-3.4eV). It seems likely that the absence of polarisation at high
energies is due to the ~ow intensity in this region. The polarisation
also falls below the indirect absorption edge peak. There are three regions
exhibiting different polarisation effects. The first region is at high
~nergies near 2lOm~ (5.geV) where the intensity is low and polarisation
is negligible. At lower energies the higher intensities caused a
pronounced polarisation effect. At still lower energies where the
absorption coefficient became small the polarisation again decreased.
The preliminary measurements described above gave some indication of
the photoresponse to be expected at both room and liquid nitrogen
temperatures. It was clear that great care was necessary to avoid, or
to make allowance for, polarisation effects. Accordingly later experi-
ments used lower intensities to reduce the central region polarisation.
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3.4 The Elimination of Polarisation Phenomena
The reduction in intensity necessitated by polarisation elimination
was achieved by adjustment of the monochromator slit opening to give loR
bandwidth at each wavelength. The necessary slit openings were obtained
from manufacturers data. In the majority of point by point measurements
it was necessary to depolarise the sample between measurements. Visible
or ultra-violet light from an unfiltered tungsten-filament or high
pressure mercury discharge lamp was used. A spectrum obtained in this
wa:y is. illustrated in fig. 3.8. A check for polarisation was made at
each wavelength by repetition of the measurement. Preliminary measurements
of the intensity dependence of the photo current were also made. They were
complicated by the lack of rep~oducibility and the effect of polarisation,
but a reliable sequence was found. One measurement Was made with no
attenuation of the light beam~ a second measurement was then made using
an (attenuated intensity. The procedure was then repeated for various
attenuations. In the case of sample AX4 the wavelengths used were 23Om~
and 38Om~. The relationship between light intensity I and photo current ip
was approximately linear at 23Om~ and varied as
ip = 0.7I • 3.1
at 38Om~. The low current measurements were difficult and the errors
involved were of the order of 20%.·
The dark current varied linearly with applied voltage (fig. 3.9) and
indicated an effective sample resistance of 2 x 1013n. The resistivity
of the 4l5~ thick sample was therefore of the order of 2 x 1013ncm
along the cleavage plane.
Crystal AXs WaS much thinner being of some 40~ thickness. Spectra
obtained with this sample are illustrated in fig. 3.10. There was good
agreement between successive runs on this sample, the agreement being
particularly good near the low energy peak. There WaS an appreciable
dip near 2l8mll (5'.6geV) which fell to some 20% below the neighbouring
background.
Sample AX6 waS some 200~ thick; a spectrum recorded point by point
without depolarisation between measurements is illustrated in .fig. 3.11.~ .
The first point recorded was at .36Om~ (3.44eV) on the upper branch, it
WaS repeated after the spectrum had been traversed to 200mll (~2eV). The
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effect of polarisation was to reduce the photo current from 3.2 x,lO-13amps
to 7.5 x 10-14 amps. ~fuen the depolarisation procedure was used the
photocurrent increased, particularly in the low energy region. The
high energy spectrum w~s not changed significantly.
It became clear on investigations of sample AX7 that a modification
of the technique was necessary to investigate fine structure in the
response spectrum. It was possible with this sample to measure the RT
photoconductivity spectrum (fig. 3.12). Room temperature measurements
were usually difficult because of the dark current. In particular the
decay of the dark current with time was accompanied by a corresponding
decay in the internal field and' therefore in the photocurrent •...... _ ..
At I.T. the normal measurement procedure of waiting after each
depolarisation was adopted, the curve sh9wn in fig. 3.12 was then
obtained. This curve was the mean of three runs ~hich differed
from the mean by less than 15% throughout the spectrum.
The current at low energies was found to increase if the measurements
were taken immediately after the depolarisation. The curve also tended
to lack structure.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the residual effect of a polarisation field
so that illumination with zero external field led to a current in the
opposite direction to the original photocurrent. The removal of the
residual field by the illumination is also indicated. Measurements of the
variation of photoresponse with illumination position have been made
using 38Om~ (3.26eV) illumination. These measurements indicate that the
most rapid spontaneous fall in photo current (due to polarisation) occurs
when the illumination is near the electrodes (fig. 3.14).
The experiments described above have justified the use of evaporated
gold electrodes and indicate some of the problems associated with point by
. .
point measurements. These experiments were necessarily long and the results
were not always sufficiently reproducible for the determination of fine
structure.
The shape and magnitude of the photoresponse curve was however clear
after the experiments described above had been performed. An improved
technique was necessary to enable fine structure to be located and spectra
to be obtained more rapidly.
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In all of the above experiments a deuterium lamp, as described
in Chapter Two was used. The output of the monochromator was measured
with a Mullard l50UV photocell calibrated against a Hilger-Schwartz
vacuum thermopile.
3.5 Calibration of th~ l50UV Photocell
The spectral distribution of the output intensity of the mono-
chromatorwas measured at the end of each set?f experiments. This
usually meant one such calibration pe~ jample although in some cases
the intensity was measured befOre anyfier the experiments. The extra
measurements were performed, for example, when the lamp was new. It
was found that the output varied by less.than 20% overall over the first
three months of use. The spectral distribution of intensity remained
essentially constant,particularly s~whencompared with the variations
experienced in photoconductivity spectra. A measurement taken some
18 months later indicated a fall of some 50% in the output at 24Omll.
(5.17eV), falling to 30% and 25% at 200mll (6.2eV) and400mll (3.leV)
respectively. A spectrum recorded on one day could not be distinguished
from a repeat experiment several days later. There was,therefore, no
necessity for output calibration at the same time as the experimental
measurement~ were taken.
The,quantum efficiencY,of the photocell had been determined by the
N.P.L •• The calibration extended from the visible region down to 248~1J.
A Hilger-Schwarz vacuum thermopile was used to extend the calibration to
shorter wavelengths. A calibration in absolute units must determine the
,
photocell current for a given number o/photons incident per second.
Ideally a very small light spot would be focussed onto the thermopile
so that no light was scattered. The,total energy flux would then be
recorded by the thermopile electrometer. This illumination would then
be transferted to the photocell so that a specified area was uniformly
,
illuminated. In reality the thermopile receivers were so ~mal1 1cm x 0.05cm
that the illumination could not be focussed without the risk of scattered
light. It was therefore necessary to focus onto an area 'larger than the
receiv~r and to apply a'geometrical,correction. Also, the illumination...'
necessary to operate the thermopile was so intense that it would have
overloaded and damaged the photocell. It was therefore necessary for
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the illumination to be attenuated. High stability high intensity light
sources were not available so that simultaneous recording was necessary.
This requirement meant that a beam splitter was required. A correction
factor which was wavelength dependent was used to correct for the
variation of reflectivity with wavelength. A suprasil plate was used
to split the beam and to attenuate the reflected beam. The reflectivity
of the suprasil was measured in a Perkin-Elmer Double Beam Spectrophotometer.
The suprasil was placed in a reflectivity attachment and the combined
reflectivity of the attachment and suprasil place was determined. The
suprasil was then exchanged for an aluminium mi~ror of measured reflectivity
. .'
and, by comparison, the suprasil reflectivity was calculated (fig. 3.15).
The curve was smoothly.varying and the absorption is negligible in the
region illustrated.
The errors caused by the geometry of the image on the thermopile
and the size of the attenuation factors were significant but were not
thought to be markedly wavelengt~ dependent. .Inparticular the size of
the image did not change appreciaoly with wavelength. A luminescent.
screen was used to investigate this.effect in the far ultra~violet. In
view of these errors, which would not affect the shape of the calibration
but would· affect the overall magnitude, the distribution of the photocell
quantum efficiency was normalised to'the N.P.L. values. The values
chosen to be normalised were those between 390 and 436m~ where both sets
of values were fairly constant. The deviation between our results and
those of the N.P.L. is less than 10% throughout the region of overlap,
fig. 3.l5b. The agreement is particularly good at the high energy end
of the overlap.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the photocell output recorded on two
separate days, the first spectrum was recorded when the deuterium lamp
was almost new, the second ~as recorded one month later. There is good
agreement between the two spectra particularly as far as their spectral
distributions are.concerned. The spectra were both recorded point by
point.
Once the spectral distribution of the output of the monochromator
could be reliably measured it bec~e possible to improve the photo-
conductivity t echndque , The improvement consisted of a modification
to the monochromator so that the spectrum could be continuously scanned
at constant bandwidths.
The broken curve refers to Suprasil reflectivity calculated from the
refractive indices assuming that the monochromator output was not polarised.
This assumption was verified experimentally. The discrepancy between the
two curves may have been caused by a chromatic aberration in the spectro-
photometer so that the calculated value was used to determine the photocell
efficiency illustrated in the diagram. The difference between the two
reflectivity curves was ·not sufficient to significantly affect the
photoresponse spectra.
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3.6 The Constant Bandwidth Scanning Method
The difficulties apparent with the point by point spectra,
particularly in the resolution of fine structure, led to the adoption
of the constant bandwiath scanning technique. The output of the
monochromator was constant from run to run in the same scanning
direction, but depended upon the direction of scanning. This change
of intensity with scanning direction, caused by backlash in the gear
drive to the slit mechanism, necessitated output calibration in both
directions. A typical calibration is illustrated in fig. 3.17. The
scanning direction from 20Om~ to 4oOm~ was designated ~A$ and the
opposite direction was ~AQ. The intensities were approximately equal
for both scanning directions at 20Om~ (6.2eV) but differed by almost
a factor of 3 at 4oOm~ (3.1eV). The slit opening mechanism was adjusted
to give 10~ bandwidth at 4oOm~ in the ~AQ direction. The bandwidth in
the ~A$ direction was slightly greater than this and the output was
therefore larger.
The experiments previously described had established the general
shape of the photoconductivity spectra. It was therefore possible to
use.the scanning technique to investigate the fine structure without
emphasis on the absolute magnitude of the photoresponse. It was possible,
however, for direct comparisons to be made between the spectra obtained
from both methods. This comparison was made for sample AXe which was
also used to establish the reliability of spectra o"otainedby the scanning
technique.
There was evidence of a.doub1e peak in the room temperature ~A$
spectrum (fig~ 3.18). This spectrum did not change appreciably at.higher
energies on reversing the scanning direction but the 39Om~ (3.18eV) peak
was not apparent, a single peak at 365m~ (3.40eV) remained. There was
some evidence of.a double peak from the experiments of Yu (196V so that
it was of.some.interest to resolve the question of this peak.
A quartz-iodine tungsten filament lamp was therefore used in place
of the deuterium lamp since the spectral distribution of intensity of
this lamp was smooth (fig. 3.17). The spectra shown in fig. 3.19 resulted
after correction for the incident photon flux. The shape of these curves
suggests that effects in the region from 3.3-3.7eV were intensity
dependent.
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The spectrum shown in fig. 3.20 was obtained at -I.T.. There
is evidence for a peak at 3.22eV and a 'second at 3.4eV in the 6A~
direction. The dip at 3.27eV in the 6A~ curve may have b~en due to
energy dependent polarisations. An attenuated light beam was therefore,
used to reduce the polarisation effect, the intensity being reduced to
~ of its initial value. Both of the peaks shown are narrower than the
original peak. The double peak disappeared in the lower curve and the
peak position shifted in the upper. At still lower intensities, i.e. ~
of the initial value, the peak value for both scanning directions tended
towards the same value. The approach of the peaks and the finite
separation was consistent with the effect of the response time of the
system. It became clear that.the low intensity measurements at (I.T.)
indicated that a single peak existed and that doubling of the peak was
caused by increased intensity. It seems likely that a similar
explanation is valid at RT but the dark current precluded the use of
low intensities. These results will be discussed and related to those
of Yu and Fotland in Chapter Four.
Polarisation effects were less troublesome in the high energy
region because of reduced photocurrent. Preliminary experiments performed
using the point by point method are presented in fig. 3.21, th~ curve
illustrated is the result of four runs. The effect of depolarising
between measurements was marked near 360-37Om~ where the current
increased by 20-100%. Typical scanning spectra are illustrated in
fig. 3.22. There is good agreement between the two curves particularly
above 4eV.
The resolution and ease of eXperimentation were both improved by
the scanning method but polarisation and other time dependent effects
could cause structure which was not a reflection of a change in internal
quantum efficiency. This structure could be readily identified by a
point by point measurement which would indicate time dependent effects.
The difficulties of interpretation of photoconductivity spectra
caused by non-constant quantum flux sources have been described in
Chapter One. These difficulties chiefly arise from the non linearity
of the intensity dependence of the photocurrent, that is, when S~ 1.
The value of a is normally energy dependent so that normalisation of
spectra to uniform flux n~cessitates the determination of a throughout
the spectrum. It is, h;wever, sufficient for many purposes to investigate
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the relationship at several values of energy corresponding to different
values of absorption coefficient.
In our investigations on sample AXe the relationship between the
intensity and the photo current was studied at 22Om~ (5.64eV), 28Om~
(4.43eV) and 37Om~ (3.35eV). The method used was described in connection
with sample AX~. The results appear in fig. 3.23.
Strong polarisation effects occurred at 27Om~ with the normal
OIl 0 0 0 0 5 010 h / 2/ 0 0 01 umlnatlon lntensltyof x 1 p otons cm sec. Sllght polarlsatlon
was still present at 1010 photons/cm2/sec which disappeared at ~ of this
value. At 28Om~, however, the effect was slight at lOll photons/cm2/sec
and became negligible at i of this value. 22Om~ illumination caused no
o 0 10 / 2/polarlsatlon ata flux of 10 photons cm sec.
The photoresponse was found to be linear for the longest wavelength
from 5 x 1010 to 2x 108 photons/cm2/sec and at the other wavelengths
from 1011 to 1010 photons/cm2/sec. The low intensity values correspond
to currents of the order of 5x 10-15 amps. The intensity values were
calculated·from the accurately measured flux and the estimated area of
the illumination. The latter quantity is thought to be within a factor
of 2 of the correct value and did not appear to be appreciably wavelength
dependent.
Once the scanning method was shown to be reliable it was used as an
analytical technique, in particular to study the effects of decomposition
on.the photoconductivity of single crystals. This aspect of photoconductivity
is described in Chapter Seven.
Sample AXlO was also to be used to study this phenomenon of photo-
decomposition but after the control experiments the samp1e.was damaged
through a vacuum vessel failure. Some of the experiments performed were
concerned with the variation of photoresponse with illumination position
since in a photodecomposition experiment the optical system was likely to
be disturbed. Accordingly a narrow band of illumination and a broad band
were tried. Figure 3.24 illustrates the effects of·this variation on the
RT spectrum. The chief difference, after allowance for random variations,
is near 3.5eV. A dip appears in the broad illumination spectrum which was
not present in the ,narrow illumination curve. The high and low energy
regions were not affected by the change. It is possible that the change
near 3.5eV is due to a facet of the field geometry or of the crystal
surface sensitivity.
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At I.T. the illumination was as in the broad band position in
all cases. In these spectra the photocurrent peak tended to be split
into two, as insampleAXS• There was strong irtdication of a dip
near 22Om~ in all spectra. The spectrum was not changed by a
significant amount when the scanning direction was reverseq (fig. 3.25).
3.7 Photoconductivity in Uncleaved Crystals
The results described above indicated the general features of photo-
conductivity spectra in CdI2 single crystals. Structure near 22Om~
was also apparent. Strong polarisation effects were found in the
majority of.crystals. All of these results were obtained with cleaved
solution-grown crystals. Some investigations conducted by Yu had, however,
been on.uncleaved solution grown crystals. Crystal.AXg was therefore used
to investigate the polarisation and photoresponse of as-grown crystals at
room and liquid nitrogen temperatures.
Initially the front surface electrodes were tested to ensure that
the conta~ts were ohmic. The ionic current is plotted against applied
field in figure 3.26. The relationship was linear at low fields but in
some cases fluctuations occured at higher fields.
The normal procedure in measurements of ionic conductivity is to
apply the potential and to then wait until the current reaches a fairly
steady value. The time required for this in our,investi~ations was
usually some 15 minutes. For sample AXg this decay was present for the
low applied fields but not for the higher fields in all cases. The ,
current at high fields decayed from the initial value but after some
10 minutes became unsteady so that in some cases it actually increased.
The photoconductivity of· the uncleaved crystals was characterised
by a longer time constant than that of the ,other samples. The RT photo-
current took ~3 minutes to saturate. There was no evidence of polarisation
since the current did not decay with prolonged illumination and represented
readings at the same wavelength gave the same current value. The room
temperature response curve recorded using the point by point method is
illustrated in fig. 3.27. There is a peak at 37Om~ (3.35eV) with a
-12maximum current of 1.8 xlO amps.
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At I.T. the corresponding peak was near 36Om~ (3.44eV) with a
maximum current of 6 x lO-14'amps. The shape of the scanning curve is
of interest because of the good agreement with the point by point spectrum.
The scanning method became possible because of the shorter response time
of the photocurrent at I.T. The ~A~ curve peaked at ~372m~ indicating
that the time constant was important in the low energy region.
The long time constant and the apparent lack of sensitivity at
high energies compared with that at low energies as determined by the
preliminary experiments led us to use cleaved crystals in future. Further-
more, published reflectivity spectra had all been taken with cleaved
single crystal samples.
3.8 Preliminary Experiments with the Electric Field
Perpendicular to the Cleavage Plane
The initial measurements of 'c axis' photoconductivity were
relatively fruitless. The first sample was used,with quartz plates
between the crystal and the nickel sheet electrodes. The plates of
quartz insulated the crystal so that the,electrodes were 'blocking'.
This sample suffered from rapid polarisation effects and no reliable
results were obtained. Sample CX2with nickel sheet electrodes in
contact with the crystal and CX3, with evaporated gold electrodes, were
both largely unsuccessful. The former sample suffered from spurious
electrical noise and the latter from overwhelming dark currents.
Sample CX4 was ,therefore the first sample of thi~ type to produce
reasonable results. The monochromator slit width was fixed for the'
scanning spectra since the slit'drive mechanism was not available at
this time.
..'A'·
The spectrum shown in fig. 3.28 was determined using lmm slit width.
There is a broad peak at 26Om~ (4.77eV) followed by a sharper peak at
33Om~ (3.76eV) and a low energy peak at 365m~ (3.4eV). The spectrum was
then determined using the constant bandwidth, point by point, method.
The currents ~ear 4eV are then much larger than similar 'a axis' results.
The double low energy peak is an intensity effect and is probably
analagous to that illustrated in fig. 3.7 for sample AX3• The field
used in the ~axis' samples was much greater than that used in the 'a axis'
configuration because of the smaller electrode separation. The field for
sample CX4 which was l75~ thick was 2.6 x l04V/cm•
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After the initial experiments described above the point by point
method was used w~thcrystal CXs which had evaporated gold electrodes.
Some results obtained with this sample are illustrated in fig. 3.29.
Comparison maybe made between measurements obtained usi~g the depolarisation
procedure and with field reversal without depolarisation. It was not
possible to depolarisebetween field reversals because of the increased
duration of,the experiment.
The preliminary experiments described above indicated an entirely
different low energy spectrum to that obtained at" I.T. using the a axis
geometry. The blocking electrode configuration was therefore repeated
in an attempt to remove suspicions of polarisation effects.
3.9 The Blocking Electrode Geometry
Previous unsuccessful attempts had been made to use this geometry.
In the experiments on CX6 a thicker crystal some 845U thick was used with
a small amount of success. The currents obtained were very small, however,
the peak current at RT was 10-14 amps. This maximum was near 390mu
(3.l8eV) the width of the peak wa9~2Omu at half maximum. The dark
current wa.s.:~ x 10-14 amps which decayed because of ionic polarisation.
At I.T. the peak shifted to 368mu with a maximum current of 4 x 10-14 amps.
The 'current fell to 7 x 10-15 amps at· 360mlJ and 375mu. There was no
evidence of photocurrent polarisation at.these current levels.
After these experiments gold, electrodes were evaporated onto the
c~stal surfaces. These electrodes were found to be ohmic, see fig. 3.30.
The effective sample resistance was 1.4 x'lo14n which corresponded to'
a 'c axis' resistivity at RT of -2 x lOISncm.
The RT non-blocking spectrum shown in fig. 3.31 is in good agreement
with.the blocking electrode results as far as peak position and shape is
concerned. The overall current was 50 times greater in the non-blocking
experiment.indicating that the sample was polarised by the ionic current
in the blocking experiments
The I.T. results indicate that the peak was at a lower energy in
the non-blocking experiment. The experimental arrangements were very
similar so that it is difficult.to explain this ~esult. The blocking
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electrode results are suspect, however, because of the measurement
difficulties, and neither experiments agreed with those previously
carried out.
In view of the results obtained above, the crystal CXs was used
again and designated CXsII. The crystal had been, kept in a light tight
dessicator between the two sets of measurements. The RT spectrum is
illustrated in fig. 3.32, it is peaked near 385m~ (3.22eV) and is in
good agreement with the other RT 'c axis' results. The I.T. spectrum
is .shown in fig. 3.32a in some spectra a peak appeared near 3.35eV.
Polarisation occurred at wavelengths above 22Om~ and the light beam
was therefore attenuated to reduce this effect; the results are those
shown in fig. 3.32a. The attenuated results have been corrected for
the attenuation factor. In some runs no polarisation occurred and the
results appear as fig.3.32> with a peak near 3.35eV.
The experiments described for CXsII were repeated using sample
CX7• This sample was used to investigate the effect of decomposition on
photoconductivity, the results are presented in Chapter Seven. The
spectrum obtained before decomposition is presented in fig. 7.7. The
spectrum is in good agreement with that obtained for CXsII.
SUMMARY
The results of a large number of experiments to measure the
phot.cconductdvd'ty of single crystals have been described. Some of
the experimental difficulties and the techniques adopted to overcome
them have also been discussed. In Chapter Four these results will
be converted into quantum efficiency spectra and analysed and compared
with published spectra from other materials.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE INTERPRETATION OF ROOM TEMPERATURE
AND 1800K PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY SPECTRA
4.1. Introduction
The results obtained from a large number of photoconductivity
and associated experiments were presented in Chapter Three. Many of
these experiments were intended to establish a reliable technique for
the determination of structure in curves of photoconductivity.
The photoconductivity spectra were recorded using measured
spectral distributions of intensity, a simple correction could be made,
ho~ever, since the photocurrent was proportional to the intensity. The
spectra to be described will therefore be corrected for the incident
illumination intensity and presented in terms of photoelectrons detected
per incident photon.
In the experimental arrangement used the photocell and sample
received the same illumination so that the currents measured would be
proportional to the quantum efficiency of the detector. The quantum
efficiency isthis context is the number of electrons measured per
incident quantum. and is equal to
• (v)
n(v) = lp P cell
-- -. tv)
1p cell
where ip and ip are the sample and photocell currents for a givencell
illumination flux and n llis the photocell quantum efficiency.p ce
The majority of the spectra described below show the spectral
variation of "CdI ; the subscript will be omitted in the text. These
will be compared,2where possible, with published results. Since
published results were confined to high temperatures (at or above RT)
and to low energies (below 3.4eV) this comparison will be limited.
4.2 Room Temperature Photoconductivity Spectra 'a axis' Geometry
The quantum efficiency spectra corrected for intensity obtained at
RT with six 'a axis' samples are illustrated in figures 4.1-4.6. These
have been corrected assuming a linear intensity dependence. In the first
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two spectra the illumination was high and strongly energy dependent
(see f~g. 3.1) so that this approximation may not have been valid.
The spectra shown in figures 4.3-4.6 were recorded using the constant
bandwidth technique, the experimental details of which were described
in Chapter Three.
In the constant slitwidth teChnique used on the samples AX! and
AX2 the intensities at 3.18eV with 2mm and lmm slit openings were
4.5 x 1012 photons/cm2/sec and 1012 photons/cm2/s~c respectively. The
later samples were used with fluxes of <5 x 1010 photons/cm2/sec, the
photo current being proportional to the intensity at these intensities,
~ee fig. 3.23).
As well as the preliminary and constant bandwidth samples described
above a sample HCAX2 was used at RT in the liquid helium cryostat. This
sample was accidentally destroyed because of a vacuum leak at low temperature.
The thickness could therefore not be measured but was of the order of
500~; it exhibited a low energy photoconductivity peak at 3.1geV at RT,
see fig. 4.7.
4.3 Comparison with Previously Published Spectra
It is possible, in the low energy region, to make comparisons
with spectra published by Fotland (1959) and more recently by Yu (1967).
Fotland reported photoconductivity in crystals of CdI2 grown by
the Bridgmann technique. These crystals were of high impurity and
defect content; the total content of metallic impurities was of the order
of 15Op.p.m. Some solution-grown crystals, prepared from reagent grade
starting material, wer~ also use~but it is difficult to make an estimate
of their.purity since purification would have taken place during
crystallization.
The photon flux of 2 x 1013 photons/cm2/sec used in Fotlands
investigations was much higher than those used in our experiments. The
photocurrents were also larger and varied between 10-11 and 1.5 x 10-8 amps.
Smaller currents could not be measured because of the lack of sensitivity
of the electrometer used.
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Yu (1967) has studied the photoconductivity of high quality solution-
grown crystals in the same energy region as Fotland, i.e. 2.9-3.4eV. Two
samples were used, one of 400~ and the other· of 954~ thickness. They were
not, cleaved and silver.drag electrodes in conjunction with flat spring
clip mechanical contacts were used.
The low energy photoconductivity peak occurred at 3.2leV for the
400~ crystal and at 3.12eV for the 954~ crystal. There was also some
indication of a feature near 3.35eV. The photon fluxes used were similar
to those used by Fotland and were 5 x 1012 and 2.8 x 1013 photons/cm2/sec.
The entire area between the electrodes was illuminated in these experiments.
The important low energy peaks obtained from our experiments and those
of Fotland and of Yu appear in the table below.
TABLE 4.1
Sam121e Thickness Low Ener~ guantum Efficienc:l Field
Number .!::!!! Peak Position at Peak Stren6th v/cm,
AXl 60 3.3eV 6 x 10-5 730
AX7 75 3.23eV 2 x 10-3 730
AX3 80 3.l8eV 10-4 140
AXg 83 3.36eV 7.2xlO-3 730
AXe 320 3.18 5 x 10-4 730
Yu 400 3.21 .4 x 10-5 286
AXlO 470 3.15 4.6 x 10-4 730
HCAX2 -500 3.19 2 x 10-
4 730
Fotland -900 3.16 ",,10-2 1000
Yu 954 3.12
The quantum efficiencies shown in the table are those recorded at
the low energy peak and correspond with the number of electrons measured
per incident photon. This quantity was found to vary linearly with applied
field. The internal field was probably not uniform (see Fotland) and
although this field was proportional to the external field it is unlikely
that the two were equal at all points. In particular there was a sensitive
region near the electrodes; the increased field in this region was probably
due to space charge effects.
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In the present measurements the field strength was usually of the
order of 700v/cm. The electrode separation was chosen to be large
compared with the size of the image on the crystal. The upper limit was
fixed by the lateral dimensions of available crystal. In this way the
separation of 0.63cm was chosen. The illumination was usually confined
toa region near to the electrometer 'High' electrode. This area was
a region of high sensitivity and illumination near an electrode simplified
tests for photoemission.
In view of the marked differences in experimental techniques and
sample type, the peak quantum efficiency found by Yu of 4 x 10-5 electrons
per photon for a 400~ crystal is in good agreement with our results. Yu
investigated the photocurrent versus light intensity curves down to
pot.on fluxes of 4 x lOll quanta/cm2 Isec; this was somewhat higher than
those used in,the majority of our experiments. The photocurrent was not
proportional to the intensity for the intensities and energies used; the
relationship dep~nded upon both quantities (Yu 1969). No attempt was made
to repeat these.measurements. An intensity dependence experiment was,
however, performed at l800K and the photo current was found to be proportional
to the intensity at the low light levels used. We have assumed for the
purpose' of comparison that the RT relationship was also linear. Low
intensity RT measurements were difficult because of·the datk current.
Since· Yu's experiments were performed on uncleaved cr,ystals,
direct comparison with the present results is impossible as the only
uncleaved crystal was much thinner than those used by Yu. It is therefore
necessary to make comparison between two different sample types.
Ionic Polarization was always present in our RT experiments. Similar
effects have been observed in NaCt by Sutter and Norwick (1963). These
authors concluded that the polarisation was not due to the build up of
space charge near the electrodes, but was a result of a dielectric
relaxation process. Our experiments on Cdl2 indicate that an enhanced
field exists near the electrodes which was probably caused by a space
charge effect. It is likely, therefore, that in Cdl2 at RT both processes
occur. The time constant of the polarisation in Cdl2 was found to be
reduced at high temperatures and in fact, polarisation could not be
observed, (see Chapter Seven).
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4.4 Room Temperature Photoconductivity Spectra 'c axis' Geometry
The room temperature results with the 'c axis' geometry were
severely hampered by polarisation effects. This prevented measurements
of photoconductivity in many cases. The application of an external
field at RT led to a dark current which roseto a maximum value in less
than 1 second and then began to decay. The decay foi1owed a typical
exponential polarisation curve. Thorough investigations of this
phenomenon would necessitate measurements over many decades of current
and time. The temperature must be highly stabilised since the ionic
current depends exponentially on the absolute temperature.
The increased polarisation in the 'c axis' case was caused by
either the ,increased field strength or the different field geometry.
Several sets of results were obtained however, and these are illustrated
in the table below and in fig. 4.8.
TABLE 4.2
Sample Thickness Low Enereil guantum Efficiencl Field
Number ~ Peak Position at Peak Strength vl.:cm
ex, 195 3.24eV 2.7 x.IO-2 23,000
CXsII 475, 3.22eV 1.12x 10-2 9,500
cxs 845 3~20eV 0.78x 10-2 5,300
The quantum efficiencies increased with decreasing thickness,
indicating that the photocurrent was approximately proportional to the
field strength when the crystal thickness was altered, rather than the
applied potential. The applied potentia1.usedto give the above fields
was 450V.
The only previous measurements using the c axis geometry were those
of Fot1and, who found a room temperature peak at an energy of 3.23eV.
-9 . h fThe current at ,the peak w,"s some 2 x 10~ amps at a fleld strengt 0
17,000V/cm. The crystal thickness was probably· 500~ and the quantum
efficiency· 5'x10-3 electrons/photon.
/' ..:
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4.5 Summary of 'a' and 'c axis' Low Energy Room Temperature Results
The results of Fotland suggested that the position of the photo-
conductivity peak would depend upon the crystal thickness. This effect
is well known since the work of de Yore (1956) indicated that the peak
depended upon the value of the product of a, the absorption coefficient,
and d the crystal thickness. De Yore's theory was based upon a balance
between surface and volume recombination processes.
A photoconductivity peak indicates the presence of surface
recomination since the curve tends to an asymptotic value for no surface
recombinatione The increase of,photoresponse to the limit corresponds
to the increasing proportion of photons absorbed, until at high values
of ad all photons are absorbed. Low energy excitation leads to
negligible photoresponse, until at higher energies significant numbers
of photons are absorbed. The photoconductivity rises with absorption
coefficient until the majority of incident photons are absorbed. At still
higher absorption coefficients the surface recombination may become
important because of absorption in a thin surface layer of thickness
- and the photoconductivity then falls.
1
Since the peak position on the de Yore theory depends upon the
product ad then it will be at low absorption coefficients and therefore
lower energiest in general, for thicker samples. Figure 4.9 is a plot
of peak position against crystal thickness for several a and c ax~s
samples. There is a large spread in the valuep from a axis samples. The
mean value for a 4oo~ crystal was near 3.18eV for an 'a axis' sample and
near 3.22eV for a 'c axis' crystal. The discrepancy may be due to the
scatter in the 'a axis' case, or to the internal field geometries of the
t~o electrode configurations.
The de Yore theory essentially describes the.a axis geometry since
it does not include the possibility of carrier drift due to the applied
field. This case has, however. been treated by Goodman (1959) who
considered a sample in which diffusion was neglected and in which the
illumination.was parallel to the applied field.
In the 'a axis' electrode geometry the electrodes were both on
the f::ont surface and the internal field was therefore depth dependent.
This non uniform field distribution might have an effective penetration
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depth Y. The depth Y need not approach the crystal thickness for
large values of d the thickness, but might be related to it. If such
a condition existed then the effective crystal thickness would be
reduced and would not lead to a reduced energy peak. Furthermore the
electrodes used by Yu and Fotland would not have caused this effect.
In Yu' s experiments the electrodes were on the rear surface of the
I crystal and would have caused' a: 'shift to low energies.
It is interesting to note that the existence of a fieid penetration
depth might have the effect of reducing the shift of the phot.oconduct.fvity
peak with crystal thickness.
The peak position in crystal AX9 was at a higher energy than that in
cleaved crystal spectra for samples of similar thickness. If a field
geometry effect was present in uncleaved crystals only, then the difference
in peak position between these and the cleaved crystals could be exp.l.ai.ned,
Polarisation of the photo current did not occur in uncleaved samples
however, and this difference could account for the difference in peak
positions. This aspect will be discussed in more detail in a later section.
The low energy measurements of photoconductivity a.re in good agreement
with those previously reported. No previous results had been obtained using
such low intensities or on cleaved high quality crystals. Spectra obtained
using two different electrode geometries are in good agreement.
The low energy peak is apparently shifted to lower energies by
polarisation, since in an uncleaved crysta~ in which the effect was absent
the peak was at a significantly higher energy.
4.6 High Energy Room Temperature Spectra
At the high energy end of the spectrum reported by Yu, there was a
weak feature at 3.35eV. This feature has been found in our investigations
and in many spectra was comparable with the peak near 3.2eV. The position
of the peak in samples AX3, AX7' AX10' AXa, AX9 and CX7 was at 305, 3.45,
3.'35, 3.44, 3.5 and 3.46eV. It therefore appears to be a genuine feature
of photoconductivity measurements. There are no reflectivity features at
this energy, hence the secondary peak cannot be explained on an optical
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reflectivity basis so that the proportion of photons absorbed does not
change. A similar feature appeared at I.T.and some analytical experiments
were performed to investigate the nature of this feature. Both RT and
I.~secondary peaks will therefore be discussed together.
The reflectivity spectrum of CdI2 measured at RT is presented in
figures 4.10 and 4.110 The spectra were recorded using two separate
samples HCRXl and HCRX 2. The reflectivity spectrum was also recorded
at liquid nitrogen temperature and liquid helium temperature. These
results' and the measurement techniques used will be described in
Chapter Five.
The reflectivity spectra are in good agreement with one another and
Iwith other spectra of single crystals reported by Greenaway and Nitsche (1965~
and Brahms (1966).
It is instructive at this point to consider some of the features of
the spectra. For convenience the spectrum illustrated in fig. 4.11 for
crystal HCRX2 will be discussed.
The high reflectivity at energies below 3eV is due to the low
absorption of the crystal allowing reflection from the rear surface. The
fall .in reflectivity near 3.15eV corresponds to the onset of absorption
and consequent extinction of the rear surface reflection. The reflectivity
rises gradually from 3.2 to 5.15eV. There is some indication of a feature
at 3.75eV. There is a broad peak at 5.2eV followed by sharp peaks at
5.6eV and 6.15eV. In this region, where the absorption coefficient is
high, the variation of the extinction coefficient or absorption coefficient
is reproduced in that of the reflectivity. The chief reflectivity features
are summarised in table 4.3.
TABLE 4.3
THE REFLECTIVITY FEATURES, ROOM TEMPERATURE
Peaks
Shoulders
Dips
5.l5eV,
3.1 eV, .
3.18eV,
5.6leV,
3.75-3.8eV
3.8-3.geV, 5.5leV, 5.83eV
6.1eV
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The above information is to be compared with photoresponse spectra
obt~ined from seven samples. The sturcture apparent in each of the quantum
efficiency spectra is summarised in table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4
THE FEATURES OF THE PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY QUANTUM
EFFICIENCY SPECTRUM A~ RT
Crystal AX7 75~
Peaks at 3.23eV Shoulders at 3.45, 4.75, 5.5, 6.05eV
Dips at 4.1, 5.35, 5.65eV
Crystal AXg 83~
Peaks at 3.36eV Shoulders at 3.5, 4.95, 5.5, 5.geV
Dips at 3.65, 4.75, 5.4, 5.65eV.
Crystal AXe 320~
Peaks at 3.18, 3.4eV Shoulders at 4.8, 5.75eV
Dips at 4.6, 5.5eV.
Crystal AXIO 470~
Peaks at 3.15, 3.27eV Shoulders at 3.85, 4.45, 4.85, 5.5, 5.geV
Dips at 3.6, 4.0, 4.6, 5.15, 5.6, 6.05eV.
Cryst~ HCAX2
Peaks at 3.lBeV Shoulders at 3.53, 4.00, 4.45, 5.07, 5.51, 5.98eV
Dips at 3.45, 3.63, 4.6, 5.15, 5.56, 6.0geV.
Crystal.CX1
Peaks at 3.24eV Shoulders at 3.4, 4.13, 5.geV
Dips at 3.36, 4.45, 5.15, 6.05eV•
. The low energy photoconductivity peaks at ....3 l5eV corresponds to the
edge in the reflectivity spectrum at this energy. The reflectivity
feature near 3.8eV is rather weak and correspondingly weak peaks were also
found in some photoconductdvd+y spectra, al.thoughin the majority there vas
negligible indication of structure at this energy. The high energy photo-
conductivity featUres below 5.5eV were not well resolved but shoulders were
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present in many spectra at 5.5eV followed by dips at 5.6eV. The 5.6eV dip
corresponds to the reflectivity peak caused by the formation of excitons.
The quantum efficiency illustrated in the curves drawn so far has
been the number of electrons created per incident photon. This quantity
does not take account of the number lost by reflection. If there are Io
incident photons then the number reflected is I R(v) where R(v) is theo .
reflection coefficient. The number transmitted through the surface is
then I (1 - R(v». This quantity represents the number of photons absorbedo
provided that the absorption coefficient is sufficiently large to make the
rear surface reflection negligible. The factor 1 - R(v) ma~ be applied as
a correction to the quantum efficiency for incident photons so that the
internal quantum efficiency may be determined. If this quantity was
independent of photon energy then the photoconductivity spectrum would
reproduce the 1 - R(v) curve.
The HCAX2 photoresponse spectrum has been corrected throughout for
reflectivity loss and has the form indicated in fig. 4.12; the 1 - R(v)
curve is also shown. The definition of both photoconductivity and
reflectivity spectra at RT was generally poor so that lower temperat~res
were used to improve the spectra.
4.7 Intermediate Temperature Measurements
Measurements of photoconductivity were more readily obtainable
'with the single ,stage LNT cryostat because of the "freezing out" of the
dark current. No previous measurements had been reported at temperatures
below RT, so that there was no possibility of comparison as there was
with the RT measurements.
The l800K or Intermediate temperature (I.T.) quantum efficiency
spectra were obrained by the e~perimental methods described in Chapter
Three and are illustrated in figures 4.13-4.19. The preliminary spectra
have not been plotted for the sake of simplicity and because the high
intensities used make the spectra less reliable. The positions of the
low energy peaks are swnmarized in table 4.5.
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TABLE 4.5
POSITION OF LOW ENERGY PEAK AT
INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE
Sample
Number
Thickness
..!::!!!
Low Energy
Peak Position
AXs
AXI
AX7
AX3
AX9
AX2
AX6
AXe
AXit
AXIO
40
60
75
80
83
93
202
320
415
470
3.36eV
3.27eV
3.27eV
3.2 eV
3.36eV
3.30eV
3.27eV
3.27eV
3.27eV
3.22eV
The above table gives an indication of the effect of crystal
thickness on photoconductivity peak energy. The peak energy decreaBes
with increasing crystal thickness.
If the photoresponse peak is caused by increased surface recombination
at high absorption coefficients then the position of the peak in terms of
the product ad will be fairly insensitive to the re~ombination parameters.
The value of ad at the peak will be between 1 and 10 (de Vore 1956). This
value of ad will therefore be largely temperature independent. For crystals
of typical dimensions of 100~ the value of a at the peak will be~103 em-I.
The peak energy consequently corresponds to the indirect absorption edge.
This edge is strongly temperature dependent with a coefficient of
-1.2 x 10-3eV/oK (Greenaw~ and Nnsche 1965).
The temperature measured at the sample holder in the single stage
ocryostat at I.T. ,was of'the. order of 130 K, the front surface may have
been at an appreciably higher temperature par~icu1ar1y in the 'a axis'
experiments. In an experiment to measure the front surface' crystal
temperature a copper-constantan thermocouple was cemented with 'silver dag'
onto the front surface of an 800~ crystal. This procedure severely
damaged the sample but enabled an upper limit to be placed on specimen
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temperatures. The temperature measured was ~2200K and would be higher
.than the temperature of the photoconductivity specimens. It is likely
that the temperature at the front surface of -4oou crystals was near
l8ooK.
The RT reflectivity spectrum of typical cleaved crystals has been
described above; a spectrum obtained at 800K is also illustrated in
fig. 4.11. The feature found in the RT spectrum at 3.l8eV shifted
to 3.45eVat 80oK. This feature corresponds to the cut-off of near
surface reflections, so that the absorption coefficient will be
approximately equal at the two energies. The RT photoconductivity peak
was located near this feature, hence the low energy LNT peak would be
expected to be near 3.45eV. Since the sample temperatures were near
l800K then significantly lower energies than 3.45eV would be expected
for the peak.
It is possible to compare the reflectivity spectrum with the I.T.
photoconductivity if several approximations are made. The sample temperature
is assumed to be l800K and a linear relationship between the shift of
reflectivity spectral features and temperature is assumed.
The temperature difference between RT and l800K is 1130; the low
energy photoresponse peak shifted by some O.leV between RT and the
Intermediate temperature. The temperature coefficient of the peak was
therefore lO-3ev/OK• The reflectivity edge shifted from 3.l8eV at
RT to 3.45eV at 800K corresponding with a coefficient of 1.3 x lO-3eV/oK•
There is therefore fair agreement between the two coefficients, but the
reflectivity coefficient is somewhat greater. The low temperature photo-
conductivity peak may not correspond with the dip in reflectivity, or the
optical structure may change non-linearly with temperature.
In the'c axis' configuration using crystals eXsII and eX7 at I.T.
edges were found at 3.35eV and 3.36eV, see figures 3.21 and 3.22. The
RT peak positions were 3.22eV and 3.24eV respectively, corresponding to
shifts of O.13eV and O.12eV. These values are in closer agreement with
the reflectivity shift. In some early 'e axis' experiments no low energy
peak was apparent. The 'c axis' samples were, however, at a somewhat low
temperature than the 'a axis' because of better thermal contact, there was
also the possibility of an artificial shift because of chromatic aberration
of the image. This aberration would be relatively unimportant in 'a axis'
experiments but might be significant in the Ie axis' geometry because of
the small electrode aperture.
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4.B The Nature of the Seconda!y Low Energy Peak
In the majority of experiments at the intermediate temperature
there was a shoulder on the high energy side of the main peak. The
position of this shoulder was at 3.45, 3.6, 3.5, 3.45, 3.65, 3.5, 3.5,
3.45, 3.55 and 3.4eV for samples AXI-AXlO'
It is clear from fig. 4.23 that the position of the high energy
shoulder is closely linked to the low energy peak position. The separation
between the peaks was 0.2eV in the majority of samples.
In Chapter Three the techniques used to investigate these features
using crystal AXe were discussed. The double peak was present even when
a quartz-iodine tungsten filament lamp was used instead of the deuterium
lamp. The double peak became a single peak when lower intensities were
used. The position of the single peak found at low intensities was near
3.35eV for sample AXe' (see fig. 3.20). Point by point measurements had
previously indicated that energy dependent polarisation effects' were
present in the majority of experiments. The simple polarisation phenomena
observed were of similar form to those studied by Ben Sira, Pratt, Harnik
and Many in NaC1 (1959).
4.9 Analysis of Photoconductivity Polarisation Effects
Although the basic behaviour of the polarisation phenomena was as
reported by Ben Sira et al (1959) in NaCt there were complications because
of the energy dependence of the effects.
In a typical crystal AXIt at lBooK t hene was no po.Lardeat.Loh with'
10 2 I. light levels of 10 photons/em /sec at 23Om~ (5.3geV). At 38Om~ (3.27eV)
the photocurrent took 4.seconds to reach its peak value of 7.2 x 10-1Itamps,
and fell to 4.8 x 10-14 amps some 6 seconds later. Eleven seconds after
the peak the current was 4.5 x 10-11t amps. The intensity was as for the
23Om~ (5.3geV) illumination. Attenuation by a factor of 2 reduced the
current to 5.1 x 10-11tamps and the peak occurred some 6 seconds ,after
illumination began. The current fell to 4.8 x 10-14 amps 6 seconds after
the peak. The maximum polarisation was found to occur for the 360-37Om~
(3.45-3.36eV) illumination. The polarisation at 38Om~ (3.27eV) was slight
compared with that in the 3.4eV region. The time taken for the current
to saturate was longer for the low intensity illumination and for weakly,
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polarising illumination. High intensity illumination caused strong
polarisation, thereby preventing the current saturating and the
current consequently decayed before reaching the saturation value.
In sample AX7 the polarisation was again strong near 3.4eV but
negligible at 3.3eV. There was negligible polarisation at 5.2eV. The
polarisation was found to be strong in the region near theaectrodes,
see fig. 3.14.
Polarisation effects were negligible in all samples in the region
above 5.4eV; at lower energies the intensity varied slowly and fell
steadily to 3.leV. If ,the polarisation had been simply intensity
dependent there would have been a maximum polarisation near 5.4eV. It
is clear that the effect will be dependent upon the number of photons
absorbed rather than the number incident, consequently the effect will
be reduced in regions of high reflectivity. The maximum effect was near
3.4eV however, so that since the reflectivity varies slowly in the region
an additional factor must be important. Since the polarisation is dependent
upon the number of carriers created, it depends upon the number of photons
absorbed and the quantum efficiency of carrier generation.
If a sample is illuminated in a narrow strip perpendicular to the
electric field direction, then during the illumination carriers are
trapped near the illuminated strip. Since the oppositely charged carriers
have moved under the influence of the field in opposite directions before
being trapped there will be a net charge displacement. The displacement
between opposite charges creates an electric field in opposition to the
external field. This polarisation field increases with time, the rate of
increase depending upon the illumination intensity, the quantum efficiency
and the absorption coefficient.
Illumination of a given intensity, energy and quantum efficiency
creates 'a given number of charge carriers. The carrier density however
also depends upon the absorption coefficient. Illumination at photon
energies of low absorption coefficient generates carriers throughout the
crystal depth. The carrier density varies slowly with depth in this case.
~he same number of carriers generated by highly absorbed illumination
leads to a high carrier density concentrated near the crystal surface.
Since the polarisation field is due to oppositely charged carriers
on parallel regions at either side of the illuminated strip, the field is
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proportional to the charge density in the chargedregions. The trapped
charges in the parallel regions are analogous to the charges on the plates
of a parallel plate capacitor where the field strength is proportional to
the surface charge density on the plates.
Highly absorbed light leading to a high charge density consequently
leads to a high electric field concentrated near the surface. Illumination
of weakly absorbed light leads to a reduced polarisation field distributed
throughout the crystal depth.
In the case of CdI2 at 3.27eV the absorption coefficient is low
so that the absorption length may be similar to the crystal thickness.
The carrier concentration will therefore be fairly uniform 'and the
polarisation field will be low, even though the number of charge carriers
created is the same as that at 3.45eV. The absorption coefficient at
the latter energy is high, consequently carriers are generated near the
surface and the polarisation is strong and close to the surface.
The polarisation fields discussed have been caused by a given
illumination pulse, they are therefore measures of the rate of decrease
of photocurrent with time i.e. polarisation rate. Since this effect is
pronounced at 3.45eV then the photocurrent will be artifically suppressed
near this energy, particularly in scanning spectra. Scanning from high
energies will involve traversing a region of negligible polarisation, after
r
which the current will rise and then fall rapidly due to the strong
polarisation. At lower energies no polarisation occurs and the photocurrent
tends towards the saturation value. This procedure therefore leads to a
splitting of the low energy peak. The two components will be at either
side of the peak found in the absence of polarisation effects. This was
indeed the case as found in, for example, crystal AXs'
It is therefore apparent that the two components of the low energy
feature are facets of the measurements technique and not genuine intrinsic
properties of the internal quantum efficiency.
4.10 High Energy Photoresponse Structure at Intermediate Temperature
The general features of the high energy spectra are shown in
figures 4.l3to 4.19. A schematic spectrum illustrating the general
features is illustrated in fig. 4.20. There are shoulders or peaks at
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4.95, 5.51, 6.02 eV
with dips...,at
3.65, 3.88, 5.15, 5.65 eVe
The RT reflectivity spectrum R peaks at
3.8, 4.3, 4.6, 5.17, 5.61 and 6.09 eV
while the 800K spectrum has peaks at
4.0, 4.3, 4.65; 5.25, 5.70 and 6.22 eVe
The corresponding spectra have dips at .
4.0, 4.43, 4.72, 5.51, 5.85, 6.2 eVat RT
and. 4.13,.4.43,4.77,5.64,5.9,5.36 eV at 80oK.
If a linear temperature dependence of the above features is assumed
then at 1800K they are located·asfollows.
The peaks are at
3.9, 4.3, 4.63, 5.21, 5.65, 6.15eV
and the dips .in the region·of
4.06, 4.43~ 4.75,5.58, 5.87, 6.29 eVe
The photoconductivity peak at 4.5 eV corre~ponds to the reflectivity
dip at 4.43eV and the 4.95eV peak'appears to be due to the beginning of
the absorption band at 5.2eV. The dip in photoresponse at 3.65-3.88eV
corresponds to the onset of.increasIng absorption in this region. The;
reflectivity dips slightly at 4.75eV corresponding to a reflectivity peak
and the 5.l2eV peak occurs on the low energy side of 5.2leV reflectivity
peak.
Although many of the features in the photoconductivity spectrum in
this region are due to reflectivity structure, there are uncertainties
because of the small changes from the background response at these
features. ~llien.lowertemperatures were used the features became clearer
and good correlation wi~h reflectivity spectra was possible (see Chapter Five).
4.11 High Energy Exciton Photoconductivity
Exciton lines in theCdI2 reflectivity spectrum ~re located at
5.61eV and 6.0geV at RT whereas these lines shift to 5.70eV and 6.22eV
at 80oK. At 1800K they·will be located at 5.66eV and 6.l3eV if the
temperature dependence is linear.
At RT the change in reflectivity at,the first line leads to a
.change in. (l-R) of from 0.74 at background to 0.68 at the peak. On a
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second crystal these values were 0.70 and 0.61. The percentage changes
in l-R due to the peaks were therefore 9% and 16% on the two crystals
",
HCXRl and HCXRz at RT. The corresponding charges at BOoK were35% and
60%. He ,therefore take values of 12% at RT and 45% at BOoK as typical
changes inl-R at the lower energy line.
All of the photoconductivity quan~um efficiency spectra exhibited
dips at this energy before the reflectivity loss correction.was applied.
Crystals AX4, AX" CX, and AXIO were chosen to illustrate the types
of photoconductivity found. They contain spectra with sharp and weak
exciton line dipsat·the two temperatures. Sample AX4 has a slight
dip at 5.7eV at lBOoK and exhibits a peak in quantum efficiency only
when the BOoK HCXRz correction was applied. Since,the temperature was
much higher than BOoK it, seems likely that the .true BOoK, spectrum exhibits
a dip after correction for reflectivity loss. There is a sharp dip for
CX" this time at 5.64eV. which w~s still apparent after .the B'OoK
HCXRz corrections. A small peak appeared at 5.7eVwhich disappeared
leaving a.broad peak after the application of the lBooK correction.
Crystal AX, exhibited dips at RT and lBOoK both of which became.
peaks after the application of the RT and l800K HCXRz (l-R) corrections
respecti vely. Sample AX10 displayed the strongest dip at RT which was
smoothed out.when either of the RT reflectivity corrections was applied.
4.12 Summary of Exciton Photoconductivity IN CdI2 at RT and lBOoK
Excitation at.RT in the first exciton line at 5.6leV leads to
s
appreciable photoconductivity. The efficiency of the photoresponse· is
as high. as that .Ln the adjacent band to band region. In some, crystals,
the difference between the two efficiencies was ~5%in others it rose to.
l5%.
The situation,was rather more complicated atlBOoK. The strong
exciton line.caused a large ,change in·thevalue (i-a). The strength of
the peak' vari ed from sample, to, sample so.that '.the correction .facto~ also
varied.
In the case of CX" for example, the~e was a sharp dip at 3.64eV'
which was only reduced by the (l-R) HCXR2 180
0K correction. Crystal AX4,
with a dip at 5.7eV. had a peak at.5.64eV after correction with the l?OoK
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correction factor~ The majority of samples followed AX7, howeVer, and
exhibited a slight peak at 5.64eV after correction. This peak was some
20% above background but was reduced when the (r-a) HCXR
2
correction
was applied.
These results indicate that photons absorbed into the 5.6eV exciton
state lead to photoconductivity as high as that due to direct electron
production. The difference between the two internal quantum efficiencies
is.lessthan 20% and probably less than 10%. There were difficulties in
obtaining more precise information because of the reflectivity correction
uncertainty. It seems likely that strong dips in photoconductivity 'are
caused by strong reflectivity peaks, suggesting that the l-Rl correction
should be applied to the less pronounced dips. Verification of this
hypothesis would necessitate simultaneous measurements of reflectivity
and photoconductivity.
It became clear that excitation in the second exciton band near
6.05eV also led to appreciable photoconductivity and in many spectra the
quantum efficiency rose to a maximum near 6.05eV •. The majority of.the
measurements were restricted to energies below 6.2eV so that it was not
possible to repeat the analysis for this line. In later experiments at
800Kand lOoK the measurements were extended to higher energies and will
be discussed in Chapter Five. The reflectivity data discussed above.were
recorded in the liquid helium double cryostat.
4.13, Comparison OfCd~2 Photoconductivity with the Photoresponse
of Simi'lar Materials'
We begin by considering the strongly ionicalk~i halides and go
on to discuss less strongly ionic materials.
In ~bI at BOoK the optical absorption spectrum peaks at 5.7, 6.1 and
6.4eV, Huggett and Teegarden (1966), Sydor (1967). There is a shoulder
on ,the high energy side of the line as shown in fig. 4.24. The photo-
c0nductivity in the first absorption peak was almost two orders of
magnitude smaller than that near 1eV. The quantity n(l-R) which is
the charge released. due to one incident photon was obtained from the
experimental results. These results suggest that photons absorbed in
the lower energy absorption ban4 do not readily form free carriers. The
oscillator strength of thepeak:relative to that ,at 7eV suggested that
excitation into this band was a different process to that in the 1eV band.
. Optical ab-
sorption spectrum of
RbI at 800K (after
Baldini).
-~-"---,
.Optical ab-
sorption spectrum of
RbI at lOoK (after
Baldini).
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The low energy band was thought to be due to exciton formation and
excitation into this band led to the formation of non-conducting bound
states. There was a dip at 6.4eV even after correction for the
reflectivity loss. The internal quantum efficiencies in the first three
bands, i.e. in the.low energy band and.the two weaker bands, were much
less than that in.the high energy band.
oThe currents at 80 K were greater than the corresponding.currents
at lOoK. The 6.23eV current increased rel~~iy~,to the 6~~gevpe~k
indicating' that if exci torts were formed then the binding energy for the
,~. . ,.' . -'
third state was lower than that for the second. Since exciton states
are non-conducting then the photoconductivity is assUmed to be due to
theirannihilation'byinteractions with the crystal lattice and
impurities. The increase.of photocurrent with temperature leads to
a measure of the activation energy for dissociation.
In the case of·RbI the.act'ivation energy was 10-2eV and the
ionisation limit. of the exciton series was 6.36eV.
Similar techniques were utilised by Heyningen and Brown (1958) to
measure the primary photoconductivity of,AgCR. eingl.e crystals. The
properties of CdI are closer to those .·ofAgCi. than to those of the
·2· .
alkali halides since AgCt has, for exampie,' an indirect absorption edge
near 3.27~Vat BOOK.
The photocbnductivity peak in a crystal of poor surface quality
and 2mm thick was near 3B4mll (3.23eV) whereas the value of K was lOcm-1
: • ~.. .' • • I • ,
at this wavelength. The ..peak therefore corresponded to' a'value of ad
of 2. The quantum efficiency of·tQi~crystal in the range from 3.4-5.6eV
was only~ of the peak value.~. I~ higher <iual~ty crystals ~he high energy
quantum efficiency increased and, the peak .became., an edge , The. peak in
r'eflectivity near 248mll .(5·.02eV) corresponded to an increasing value of n·
The 'difference between the spectra from the two crystal types is in
agreement with the De Yore mode.ls' The decrease of the photoresponse at
high energies in the poor surface quality sample was due to increased
.surface recombination.
These experiments and those described for the. alkali halides were
performed using the primary photoconductivity technique and without
detailed reflectivity' data..for the samples used.
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Photoconductivity has also been used as a technique for investigating
steady state photocurrents in the exciton region of semiconductors and
semi-insulators. In particular Gross and Nikitine and their respective
schools have made extensive studies.
Gross et al (1964) have studied the effect of temperature and
,modulation'rate on the A. C. photoconductivity of CdS. They fo~d two
different types of behaviour and classified thei~samples accordingly.
The first type exhibited photocurrent peaks at exciton lines whereas the
second exhibited a line reversal effect. Some crystals however changed
from the first to the' seco'nc(type' on ct;oling from 770K to 200K. The
opposite effects occurred for some samples when they were cooled. There
was also a number of 'crystals whi'ch'.vere type invariant 'under the, '
temperature change. ' Similar' effects were, observed dUE:!to different
chopping rates.
Gross has explained these effects quantitatively in terms of a
DeVoretype effect. This effect is a combination of the normal de Vore
effect with a diffusion term to take account of exciton diffusion.
Exciton photoconductivity has been studied in CUzO by Apfel and
Portis (1960); they found that for steady 'illumination; at an exciton
line the'photoconductivity dipped,' whereas for, illumination chopped at
4 cycies/sec a peak occurred.", Several other materials of. intermediate
prcpertLes ,for' e::camplePbI~, have be,en,studied. PbI2' is,of particular
,interest, because of its. close si~ilarity, to CdI2• There are some
• • "I ,"
..fundamental differences,- however; the, onset, of optical absorption is at
a much lower energy 'in 'PbI2 and 'a very 'strong 'low energy exciton line has
.been observed.
Tubbs has investigated the optical absof-pt.Lon spectrUm and made
preliminary photoconductivity measurements. More recently Dugan and
Henisch (1968)' found photocondu~tivity from i-7eV to 4.0eV. The photo-
response peaked at 2.41eV corresponding to exciton formation and there
was a shoulder at 2.64eV. There was also a peak at 3.06eV t,he origin of
which was probably from a lower valence band. The quantum efficiency at
the peak was about lO-~ electrons/incident photon.
In view of the above it appears that the low energy exciton lines
in the alkali halides are not directly comparable with the exciton lines
in CdI2 near 6eV. These features in, for example, RbI lead to small
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values of the internal quantum efficiency compared with that due to
band to band transitions. The exciton binding energy in the alkali
halides is large so that the probability of·thermal dissociation is small.
There are similarities in the case of AgCi although the reflectivity
data is somewhat sparse on the crystals used. The exciton line at
24Om~ (5.l7eV) does lead to photoconductivity in the same way as that
due to the 22OmlJ·(5.64eV) 'line in Cdlz.'"
In PbI; t which has the .samestructure as Cdlz', excitation in the
first exciton line leads to a p~ak, in photoconductivity so that no
comparison is possible with CdI~. The high energy photoresponse of PbIz
would be of, great interest 'since'the' result could be compared with those
from Cdlz'
The photoresponse of CdI2 at RT and 180
0K has been described.
Particular attention was paid,to the exciton photoconductivity which was
o'f comparable quantum efficiency to the band to band response. Since the
features of the quantum efficiency spectra improved markedly between RT
and 1800K apparatus was designed ~o make measurements at lower temperatures.
A double cryostat was therefore: constructed to enable measurements to
be',made at 'liquid r:Li~rogerand liquid helium temperatures.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF CADMIUM IODIDE AT LIQUID
NITROGEN AND LIQUID HELIUM TEMPERATURES
5.1 Introduction
The photoconductivity measurements described in Chapters Three and
Four indicated that excitation at energies well above the intrinsic
, ,
absorption edge leads to photocurrents of the same order of magnitude
as those produced by excitation close to the edge. Some·features in the
spectra could be related to structure in the 'reflectivity spectrum. In
particular the exciton reflectivity peak at '5.6eV caused a dip in the,
photoconductivity spectrum.which vas sharper at 180oK,than at room
temperature.
In view of the sh~rpness of the features of the photoconductivity
spectrum at ~'_'18ooKcompared with those at RT it seemed reasonable to
study photoconductivity at even lower temper~tures. The ref1ectivity
spectrum of single crystals also sharpens considerably when the temperature
is lowered to 77°K (Greenaway and Nitsche 1965).
The cryostat used previously was of ~he single reservoir, cold
finger type and suffered from tWo serious drawbacks. "The temperature of
the specimen was much higher than that of the liquid nitrogen reservoir
and a temperature gradient~xist~d in the specimen because of heat input as
radiation. The sample holder of P.T.F.E. was a source of high thermal
resistance· so that the temperature of the sample and holder was high. A
liquid helium c~ostat was therefore designed to eliminate these effects
and to maintain temperatures of -BOoK and 4oK.
5.2 Design of Liguid Helium Cryostat
The liquid helium cryostat was designed with the primary aim of
achieving ,temperatures near,that of liquid helium, Le. 4.20K.
Since poor thermal contact and high thermal resistance caused the
large temperature difference between the reservoir and sample,~ound with
the single stag~ crYostat, a more efficient thermal connection was
necessary at liquid helium temperature~ This was achieved by allowing
the sample holder to be in direct cont.ac'tivith vthe copper block which
formed ~ne,wa1l of the liquid helium container (see fig. 5.1). A sheet
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of Mylar plastic some 0.001" thick was attached to the copper block. Good
thermal contact,was ensured by means of silicone grease. MYlar was chosen
as an insulating sample holder because of its excellent electrical
properties; in particular it has a high electrical breakdown strength.
The sample assembly was 'enclosed by a copper heat shield which was
a push fit onto the stainless steel helium tube. This shield was surrounded
by a second shield which fitted onto the outer liquid nitrogen tube (see
fig. 5.2).' Apertures were cut in the copper shield for illumination of .
the sample through a suprasil outer window. '
Electrical leads,were,necessary'between the sample and the exterior
of the cryostat. The simplest method of minimising heat conduction along
these leads would have been rt o use very long connections of thin wire.
Such a system lacked rigidity, however,andwould'have caused electrical
noise through the vibrations' of the wire. ,In the previous apparatus
vibrations from extern~ sources' such as the e~acuating system caused
the electrical leads to vibrate, thereby generating noise signals. The
optimum unsupported length was found to 'beIV20cm of -36 S.W.G. wire.
The gold wireelectrod,es were' supported by nickel sheet, to which
they were soft soldered~'The nickel sheet connectors were soldered to'
th~ copper wires 'an'd,Clemped between Mylar sheets ,on"thesample holder
(fig..5.3)!· This system ensured a rigid set of electrical connections
, ',' • I'·
and Ii heat sink from'the nickel sheet to the'liquidhelium reservoir., A
·P.T.F.E. ,lead-through was used to make connection through the cryostat
, " .wall. The c210stat to electrometer connection was made with the system
of demountable interlocking wires previously described. The entire assembly
was mounted on a rigid platform' and the cryostat ,was evacuated through a
side tube close to the top of the wall. Oil vapour ,fromthe vacuum pumps
was then condensed on the outer 'liquid nitrogen wall rather than on the
crystal. The vacuum pumps were mounted separately and connected to the
cryostat by a flexible metal b~llows to minimise vibration. The ultimate
vacuum measured near the pump was 10-5 torr with the cryostat at room
temperature.
5.3 The Specimen Holder
The central tube of,the c~ostat, which constituted the liquid'
helium reservoir, could be removed to position samples on the sample holder •
.A MYlar sheet was attached to the copper block by smearing silicone grease..
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onto the copper. Two pieces of MYlar some 0.01" thick were placed under-
neath the nickel electrode holders to prevent the nickel sheet piercing
the thin sheet (0.001" thick) of MYlar underneath. A P.T.F.E. insulator
was then placed over the nickel electrode holders between the P.T.F.E. and
MYlar. The entire assembly was cleaned with trichlorethylene, acetone
and finally with ethyl alcohol in the manner described in Chapter Two.
Silver dag was used to cement the gold spring clip electrodes onto the
evapor-abed gold on the crystal. "
It was not possible in the "c axis' 'configuration to use the cold
finger as a front electrode support as in the previous apparatus. The
crystal was therefore' connected as shown in .rig. 5.4. Connection was made
to the rear by placing the crystal on a MYlar sheet coated with 'silver
dagt, The rear evaporated gold electrode'~as then in contact with.the
tsilver dag' which was in contact with a nickel sheet. The front
electrode consisted of two evaporated gold strips connected by means of
nickel sheet and.copper wire. The rear electrode was the electrometer
tHight electrode.
5.4 ·The Measurement of Sample'Temperature
Two separate measurements of the s~:ple'holder temperature were made.
The first measurement was made with a germanium diode thermometer,. . .
which utilised a diode I.R. ;type roDI •. Several semiconducting diodes
were investigated and this type was found to have ~he highest sensitivity
near,lOoK. The method of measurement used was to feed a constant current,
in this case 100~A, through the diode and to measure the voltage drop
across the diode in the forward direction. The circuit used is shown
in fig. 5.5. It consists of.a transistor with constant base biassing
to provide constant current. The current was minimised to avoid Jpule
heating of the device and therefore spurious measurements. This current
was, however, required to operate a galvanometer voltage measurement
device. It was not.possible to use a potentiometric device to measure
the voltage drop because of feedback into the transistor circuit. A PYE
scalamp galvanometer was used with a sensitivity of I Megohm/volt on
all ranges. The current drain was therefore I~A at F.S.D. and caused a
negligible error, since the device was calibrated with the scalamp in
circuit. The heating effect~ the 100~A current was found to be
negligible and was tested by observing the variation of.the e.m.f. with
time after switching on.
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The germanium thermometer was calibrated against a copper-constantan
thermocouple and using fixed points. The thermocouple junction was
wrapped round one lead of the diode as cl~~e to the body of the diode
as possible thereby ensuring that the two devices were at the same
temperature. The assembly was placed in a copper tube of ¢" I.D., the
outside of which w~s thermally insulated with tape. The entire assembly
was then lowered into a dewar containing a quantity of liquid helium. The
• other thermocouple junction could be maintained at liquid helium or
nitrogen temperature. The output of the thermocouple was fed into a
Keithley'· Microvolt-Ammeter and displayed on a chart recorder. The
assembly was then allowed to warm up by being slowly raised from the
liquid helium reservoir. The temperature of the diode was then recorded
.continuously on ·the chart and could be compared with the potential drop
across the device. In this way the'diode thermometer was calibrated
at 4.20K and 770K and at intermediate and higher temperatures using the
thermocouple calibration data of Powell, Bpnch and Corruccini (1961).
In the liquid helium cryostat the diode was placed on the sample
holder so that.it was lightly pressed against the MYlar sheet. A small
quantity of silicone grease was used to ensure good thermal contact and
to minimise the pressure required to maintain contact. This device
was positioned near the top of the sample holder, the thermocouple wa.s
placed in a similar manner near the bottom •
.The calibration curve obt-ainedwith the diode is illustrated in
tig. 5.6 •. The sensitivity is high up to:'~240K. Between 4.20K and 70K
the sensitivity was ,,0.16v/oK but fell to a lower value between 24°K
and 700K. The temperature error in the latter case was '10%. At higher
temperatures the sensitivity increased. ~he copper constantan thermocouple
sensitivity increased rap~~ly with temperature (fig. 5.7), so that when
the diode sensitivity fell'near 300K the thermocouple potential could be· .. ' . .
measured. The Keithley- electrometer was not available for the thermo-
couple measurements and a less sensitive Doran potentiometer was therefore
used.
The leads from the temperature measuring devices were necessarily
+ong to avoid heat input along the wires. They were thermally shunted
to the liquid helium and liquid nitrogen reservoirs 60 that heat conducted
I .
along the wires travelled into the reservoirs and not into the thermometers.
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In the experiments liquid nitrogen ..,was used to pre-cool both
reservoirs, after which the inner container was emptied of liquid
and flushed with helium gas before filling with. liquid helium. The
ultimate temperature recorded was lOoK with liquid helium in the inner
vessel,and 790K when liquid nitrogen was used. Although these
temperatures are not.the temperatures of the sample, they represent
the temperature of the diode which was in a similar position to the
sample.
5.5 Room Temperature Photoconductivity Measurements in the
Liquid Helium CrYostat
Initially photoconductivity measurements were made at room
temperature (RT) to ensure that photoconductivity spectra obtained
with this apparatus were similar to those previously obtained. There
was some difficulty with early experiments because of a vacuum leak in
the cryostat which occurred at low temperature only and destroyed two
samples.
A room temperature spectrum is shoWn in fig. 5.8, it was obtained
using the point by point method. The magnitude of the photocurrent, the
.spectral distribution, a$ well as the polarisation effects, were all in
keeping with those found for previous samples and reported in Chapters
Three and Four. One interesting effect which was noticed was a very
slight dip below background'when the ill~ination ceased. This effect
occurred for 38o-39Om~ illumination and was probably caused by an ionic'
current produced by the polarisation field set up during the illumination.
Asecond sample .used at ~T .with the scanning apparatus produced the
spectrum shown in fig. 5.9. The spectrum although different in shape
from the one shown in fig. 5.8 has many.simularities, the difference was
probably caused by a poorer surface quality in the first sample combined
with different methods of measurement. According to De Vore (1956)
increasing surface quality.reduces the height of the low energy peak and
in a perfect crystal there would be no peak in photoresponse. There was
also a tendency for the low energy curve to be flattened when the
scanning method was used.
There was a.dip corresponding to the exciton line at -5. 6eV in both'
spectra. This dip disappeared when. either spectrum was corrected for i
reflectivity loss. The dip was therefore a facet of the reflectivity
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spectrum displayed in the photoconductivity response.
5.6 Liquid Nitrogen Temperature Measurements
The BOoK photoconductivity and reflectivity spectra have structure
different from that previously described at1BOoK. A typical spectrum
obtained from sample HCAX4 is illustrated in fig. 5.10. There are
strong features in the spectrum near the exciton lines at 5.7 and 6.2eV.
Also illustrated in fig. 5.10 is the reflectivity correction factor
1-R2(v). The corresponding reflectivity spectrum was obtained using a
cleaved single crystal in the liquid helium cryostat. There is a
remarkable similarity between the inverse of the reflectivity correction,
curve and the photoconductivity spectrum before correction for the
reflectivity loss. Much of the photoconductivity structure therefore
appears to be caused by reflectivity loss.
One of the most significant features of the photoresponse curve is
the position of the low energy photoresponse peak. The lowest energy
feature of the photoresponse curve of fig. 5.10.is at 3.85eV whereas the
lowest energy peak at RT was at 3.2eV. The equivalent peak at 1BooK
was near 3.4eV.
The high energy of the onset of photoconductivity (in HCAX4) at
BOoK.using the scanning.technique has been reproduced by the po~nt by point
method. The position of this feature is therefore independent of the
method of measurement. Sample HCAX3 had a_low photosensitivity and it
was therefore necessary to use a high intensity illumination to measure
the photoresponse. A spectrum obtained using the scanning method with
constant slit width is illustrated in figure 5.11. An interesting feature
is the shoulder at 3.45eV. this feature was also present in some spectra
obtained with the constant bandwidth technique.
It is clear from the above.that the main low energy photoresponse
feature.is at 3.B5eV at BOoK and that a faint shoulder was also present
in some spectra.at 3.45eV. The RT low energy peak corresponded with
the position of the indirect absorption edge and with the extinction of
the rear surface reflection in the reflectivity spectrum. The latter
feature occurred at 3.45eV at BOoK so that the peak at 3.B5eV does not
correspond to the extinction of the rear surface reflection or to the
indirect absorption edge.
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It is therefore necessary to explain the shift of the photoresponse
peak from the position of the indirect absorption edge to a higher energy
and absorption coefficient when the temperature was lowered to 800K.
Photoresponse Peak Position (De Vore Theo!y)
No absorption spectra were available for Cdr single crystals at
2
Thin film data have been presented (Tubbs 1968) but these do not
extend to low absorption coefficients and are therefore restricted to
high energies.
Since the RT photoresponse peak corresponds with the reflectivity
feature at 3.l8eV then the peak occurs when the extinction distance is
of the same order as the crystal thickness. The peak at LNT is at a
much higher value of absorption coefficient so that the peak corresponds
to an extinction distance which is small compared with the crystal thickness.
The peak in photoconductivity, using the de Vore model, is caused
by increased surface recombination at high values of absorption coefficient
(de Vore 1956). The peak in photoresponse then appears at a value of
ad corresponding to absorption throughout the sample so that ad~l, where
a and d are the absorption coefficient and crystal thickness respectively •.
The only experimentally observed changes in the reflectivity spectrum at
LNT are.the higher energy (3.45eV) of the LNT step and the increased
sharpness of this feature. Since the LNT step corresponds to a similar.
value of a to the RT.step then the De Vore peak would not be affected by
these changes. The photoresponse against photon energy curve, however"
would be affected and the peak would in fact sharpen~
Since the peak in photoresponse has ~n fact shifted to a high value
of ad at LNT compared with that at RT then several alternatives are possible.
The surface recombination may, for instance, have been reduced relative to
the volume recombination thereby increasing the surface sensitivity.
A similar effect has bee~ observed in HgI2 by Bube (1960, 1957) where
the "surface excited" photoconductivity increased by a factor of'~lOO
relative to the "volume excited" photoconductivity when the temperature
was lowered from 2000K to 10aoK.
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There was also the possibility of the electric field penetration
depth being temperature dependent so that the electric field was
constrained to the surface region at LNT. The 'c axis' results obtained
at 800K were in excellent agreement with those obtained with the alternative
geometry so that this effect is not thought to be significant.
.conductivity experiments.
in place of the sample to
It is clear that the optical absorption feature near 4eV is of
greater significance at LNT than at RT. This feature has been described
by Tubbs (1968) as one member of an exciton doublet. He has suggested
that an excitation model might be appropriate since a band-theoretical
treatment has not been performed for this material or for any of the met.allic
l~erstructure dihalides. On the 'low energy side of the exciton line an
associated band edge of the direct type was found. Tubbs' data were---\
recorded with thin film CdI2 specimens. Thin films of CdI2 ~ave been
found to exhibit many structural properties similar to those of single
crystals. We have.also reproduced the basic features with single crystal
reflectivity spectra. The spectra shown in.fig. 4.11 were recorded in
the same apparatus and under identical conditionsl~o those of the photo-
'"It was necessary to use a standard reflector
calibrate the system. The standard used was an
aluminium mirror whose reflectivity had been calibrated by measuring the
incident and reflected intensities throughout the spectrum.
5.8 Photoconductivity Spectra after Reflectivity Correction
The photoresponse spectrum of sample HCAX4 after correction for
reflectivity loss is shown in fig. 5.12. The 3.85, 4.03, 4.75, 5.06 and
5.5eV features were still ~resent. The. strong dip in photoresponse at
5.7eV before reflectivity correction.became a~light peak. It is clear
thatsuc~ a transformation depends upon the ref+ectivity correction
factor at the exciton line. When a second correction, obtained from a
different sample, was applied the shape in the exciton line region was
noticeably different. The two reflectivity spectra were obtained under
identical, experimental conditions in the same apparatus so that the
variation is due to a variation i~ the samples.
Reflectivity spectra have been re~orded independently by Greenaway
and Nitsche (1965) and by Brahms (1965). There is good agreement between
our spectra and.the other published results.
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The important conclusion to be drawn from these results is that
after allowing for reflectivity loss the exciton photoresponse quantum
efficiency in terms of electrons measured per absorbed photon was equal
to, and in some cases 20% greater than, the efficiency in adjacent
spectral regions where band to band transitions caused the absorption.
A real comparison between exciton photoconductivity quantum
efficiency and band-to-band transition efficiency can only be made in
terms of-absorption coefficient. According to De Yore (lg56) the photo-
conductivity of-a given specimen is determined by the absorption coefficient
of the illumination. This means that the same quantum efficiency should
be observed at photon energies having the same absorption coefficient.
A comparison between exciton and band-to-band photoconductivity should
therefore be made on this basis.
The thin film absorption data of Tubbs (1968) has therefore been
used for this comparison. The photoresponse spectrum has been corrected
for intensity and reflectivity. A curve of photoresponse against
absorbance is shown-in figure 5.13, the curve is smooth from 4eV to 6eV
with the exception of the point corresponding to the exciton peak. A
similar curve was draw~ using the RI correction.
It is reasonable to suggest from fig. 5.13 that excitation with
light of an a. d corresponding to an absorbance of 4.7 should lead·measure
to a photoresponse of~0.35 units depending upon the reflectivity
correction applied. Excitation into the exciton state at 5.7eV therefore
leads to a photoresponse somelOO% higher than that predicted o~ the basis
of absorption ~oefficient extrapolation. Even if the extrapolation is not
accepted, points plotted on both sides of the exciton line fell on the
curve so that an anomaly exists at the exciton line. It is therefore
possible to state that excitation into the exciton line leads to a
photoresponse corresponding to a smaller value of a than that at the line.
This phenomenon will be discussed in connection with the results
at liquid helium temperature. A similar result was obtained for
exciton line at 6.2eV.
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5.9 800K 'c axis' Measurements
..._. ......~
Some intensity corrected photoconductivity spectra obtained with
the electric field parallel to the c axis sre illustrated in fig. 5.14.
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There was some indication of a slight shift O.OleV between scanning
directions due to the response time of the system. There was an
appreciable difference at low energies, however, the curve corresponding
to scanning f~om low energies (~Ae) peaked at 3.95eV whereas the curve
for the opposite scanning direction (~Ae) peaked at 3.84 and 4eV. This
effect has been discussed in Chapter Four and is a polarisation effect.
Scanning from low energies shifts the low energy peak to higher energies,
because of the time constant of the low energy response. Scanning from
high energies tends to reproduce the high energy spectrum accurately
until at the low energy edge polarisation occurs and the response falls,
there is neglibible polarisation at the low energy side of the edge so
that the response increases.
The curves have similar forms near the 5.6eV line and after
correction for reflectivity loss the dip became a peak of some 25%.
These results show that both 'a' and 'c' axis geometries yield
almost identical spectra. This indicates that discrepancies between
'a' and 'c axis' samples found previously were environmental effects
probably due to different sample temperatures in the'two electrical
geometries.
5.10 1iquid Helium Temperature Measurements
Since optical spectra, particularly in exciton regions usually
sharpen markedly near liquid helium temperatures, the photoconductivity
and reflectivity measurements were extended to this temperature. The
photoconductivity measurements were made more difficult by the increased
polarisation effects.
The reflectivity spectrum did in fact improve when the temperature
was lowered to lOoK. The reflectivity shown in.fig. 5.15 rises to 60%
at the 5.7eV exciton line and falls to 16% ,on the high energy side of
the line and to 35% on the side of the low energy peak at 5.3eV.
The photoconductivity spectrum measured at lOoK also exhibited
sharper structure. Figure 5.16 illustrates results obtained from,
sample HCAX t a corresponding spectrum after correction for reflectivity
'+
loss is also illustrated in this diagram.
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The only thin film absorption data available at liquid helium
temperature were those of Brahms (1965) but the measurements were
I
restricted to energies below 5.2eV. These results indicated that
the liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperature absorption spectra
were similar.
When the lOoK photoresponse was plotted against absorbance the
curve shown in fig. 5.13 was obtained. Once again the photoresponse at
the X3 ~d X4 lines was twice as great as the values extrapolated from
the curve. This curve of photoresponse against absorbance was of the
De Vore type and peaked at 3.geV. ,
.
The lOoK~ axi~photoconductivity was remarkably similar to that
in the 'a axis' case; a typical spectrum is shown in fig. 5.17. The
~photocurrent was approximately 5 times greater in the 'front electrode +ve'
field direction than that in the opposite field direction. The Dember
,_
A effect results obtained in Chapter Six indicated that electrons moved
with greater mobility than holes so that the increased current was not
caused by differing mobilities. There was some indication that the
effect was caused by a strong space charge polarisation. The overall
shape of the spectra obtained with the 'c axis' geometr,Y are in good
agreement with those obtained with the a axis configuration.
We conclude from the above results that in the lower energy
region below the strong exciton',line near 5.7eV a plot of photoresponse
quantum efficiency against absorption coefficient was a smooth I curve.
This means that the photoconductivity efficiency is dominated by 'the
absorption coefficient rather.than by the processes involved. These
absorption coefficients determine the relative proportions of surface
to volume recombination processes, thereby leading to curves of the
De Vore.type.
, Since the exciton photoconductive response does not agree with the value
expected from the band to band transition response'a separate mechanism
must contribute to the photoresponse.
The exciton photoconductivity problem may be considered in the.
following way.
Illumination fn a band to band transition region leads to carrier
generation, the measured quantum efficiency of which depends upon the
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surface and volume recombination rates and the relevant lifetimes and
diffusion coefficients. The problem is usually complicated by non-linear
intensity dependences and reflectivity loss corrections. If we assume
that the intensity is low so that the photocurrent is proportional to
the intensity and that the reflectivity correction has been applied we
may attempt an analysis based on De Vore's theory.
De Vore showed that the surface recombination term leads to a
reduction in n, the quantum efficiency,at high values of a. This
reduction causes a peak in photoconductivity at values of ad between
land 10. De Yore used an equation of the form
d2n nD + IN e-ax-~- - ....dx T = 0
to interpret the spectrum. The terms in the equation are those of
diffusion, recombination and generation respectively. A general solution
of this equation was obtained and boundary conditions imposed. These
conditions were the relevant surface recombination rates.
The above equation is valid for single-step electron production
processes. It is also valid when exciton creation occurs as an inter-
mediate step in the production of electrons and holes provided that the
exciton diffUsion distance is negligible compared with that for electrons
and holes.
In reality the situation is much more complicated since at photon
energies c~rresponding to exciton peaks both free carriers and excitons
are created. The free carrier generation then corresponds to one value
of a and exciton generation to a second. The excitons may diffuse and·
dissociate and the dissociation process will lead to free carriers.
The exciton generation, recombination and diffusion may be
represented, in the same way as the carrier equilibrium, by an equation
of the form
d2nD exc
-cix2 = o , . •Texc
where the suffix 'exc' refers to exciton properties. When excitons are
trapped or dissociate free carriers are formed at a rate proportional to
- 84 -
nexc
t A fUll description of exciton photoconductivity therefore
exc . ..necessltates the lncluslon of the above term in the band-to-band
transition generated carrier diffusion equation (5.2). Alternatively
the two processes may be considered separately, the total carrier
density being regarded as the sum of two terms, one from airect carrier
generation and the second from exciton dissociation. The latter view-
point was adopted by Gross (1964) who calculated curves of photoresponse
against (a + a)L where a , a and L are the exciton and band to bando 0
transition absorption coefficients and L is the free carrier diffusion
length. The exciton surface recombination velocity was nine times
greater than that for electron-hole pairs. Four curves were plotted,
one for each valu~ of the ratio ~; where Le is the exciton diffUsion
d d'" Le hlength. The photoresponse ecrease wlth lncreaslng values of .r; , t e
-4 -2 -four values of this quantity plotted were 0, 10 , 10 and unity.
The first curve approached an asymptotic value of-0.5 at high values
of (a + alL whereas the others tended towards a value of -0.1; the
o 5value of (a + a)Lwas then~lO •o
This result indicates that when the exciton surface recombination
is high compared with that for free carriers increasing exciton diffusion
reduces the photocurrent. The surface free carrier recombination rate
must therefore be lower than that for the rest of the sample.
Our results indicate the opposite effect to that described above and
are interpreted as follows.
Most of the oscillator strength in the exciton line is taken up
with exciton formation so that the number of carriers produced directly
will be less than the number of excitons produced. -If we assume-that
excitons dissociating near the crystal surface lead to higher electron-hole
recombination rates than those diffusing into the crystal bulk then
formation of these excitons reduces the surface recombination and therefore
increases the number ot carriers available for photoconductivity. Since
the number of free carriers produced directly is small, then the exciton
diffusion coefficient and surface'recombination velocity determine the
free carrier density and therefore the photoresponse. For a given surface,
increasing exciton diffusion increases the number of free carriers by
reducing the surface recombination rate.
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One method of testing this hypothesis would be to use thin
crystals, whose thickness was the same order of magnitude as the exciton
diffusion length. Goto (1965) has used this technique on thin film
specimens, although there are then difficulties of interpretation
because of structural variations with film thickness. The film structure
should therefore be determined, for example, by electron diffraction
and microscopy, in order to remove this possible difficulty. Some film
structure analysis experiments have been perfor.med on CdI~ by Yu (1968).
/
Some thin film CdI2 samples were prepared to investigate the above
effects. The techniques used were similar to those described by Huggett
and Teegarden (1966). Although these experiments were not performed
at liquid helium temperature no photoconductivity could be observed,
presumably because of ionic space charge polarisation. If these experi.·
ments were to be repeated at liquid helium temperature the ionic current
causing the polarisation might be reduced to a negligible value.
The Huggett and Teegarden electrode arrangement used was of the
blocking type which was also found to be largely unsuccessful with
crystals. The a axis non blocking electrode arrangement was therefore
used with thin films. The film of CdI2 waS evaporated onto a quartz
substrate onto which gold electrodes had been evaporated in the same
vacuum. The photocurrents were many orders of magnitude smaller than
those recorded with single crystal samples. It was necessary to use either
a deuterium lamp with fully open monochromator slits or a mercury discharge
lamp with smaller bandwidth but widely varying intensity. The results
obtained and shown in fig. 5.l8are therefore open to the objection that
although widely varying intensities were used, no investigation of the
intensity dependence of the photocurrent was made. It is gratifying to
note that although the mercury lamp spectrum consisted of a series of
lines of various strengths there· were no large fluctuations in the photo-
current spectrum. There is some evidence of a dip at 5.63eV in the
response spectrum but this is not as marked as the dip found in the
spectra from single crystal samples before reflectivity correction. It
was not possible to correct the thin film spectra for reflectivity
loss since no thin film reflectivity spectra were available.
The smaller currents found in thin films are probably caused by the
structure of the films which is composed of many small crystallites.
These crystallites have the effect of reducing the electron mobility and
S~e:C:T~AI.. OISTRIBUTION Or=" F='~OTOCONOUC::"TIVI'TY
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cause polarisation fields inside the illuminated crystallites as well
as causing ionic polarisation at higher temperatures.
5.11 Summary
The spectral variation of the photoconductivity quantum efficiency
o· 0of CdI2 at RT. 80 K and 10 K has been described. No previous measurements·
existed at the lower temperatures but the RT results were in agreement
with previously published low energy spectra.
The photoconductivity spectra reproduce many of the features of
reflectivity and when the photoresponsewas corrected for reflectivity
loss the sharp dips at exciton energies were smoothed out. When the
corrected photocurrent was plotted against absorption coefficient the
exciton photocurrent at 5.7 and 6.2eV was greater than that predicted
. .
on the basis of absorption •. The difference between the band to bana
and exciton photGconductivity has been interpreted in terms of an exciton
diffusion model.
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THE DETERMINATION OF TRAPPING ENERGY LEVELS AND
THE SIGN OF 'THE PHOTO-GENERATED CARRIERS
IN CADMIUM IODIDE ---
6.1 Introduction
Theprec~ding chapters have been concerned with the opto-electronic,
properties of,cadmium iodide. It-was assumed in the ,discussion that the
properties described were those of ideal single crystals. Real crystals,
however, contain large numbers of defects such,as impurities, dislocations
and surfaces.
In an ideal crystal the lifetimes of electrons and holes are
determined by the direct_recombination process. In real crystals, however,
carrier lifetimes:are governed by capture atrecaWlnation or trapping
centres. In particular, impurity atoms may behave as trapping centres;
many experiments have been performed on semiconducting crystals in order
to investigate such centres.
Several techniques have been applied 'to the study of the amount:of.
energy required to excite an electron or hole, from a trapping centre to-
a free state. The required energy is known as the trap depth energy. '
6.2 Measurement ,Techniques '
If a crystal is illuminated at a low temperature ,and warmed by a
square ,temperature pulse the traps, filled by the illumination, will be
emptied. The height of the temperature pulse may be varied and the
corresponding variation in current due to thermally released carriers
studied to give the trapping energy levels. -Although this technique has
.the ,benefit of simplicity of interpretation there are.experimental,
difficulties ,because of the requirement of a square temperature pulse.
In an alternative and widely used procedure the temperature:is
raised in a linear manner with time and the corresponding release of the
charge,carriers determined. The rate of release of carriers from a given
set of traps of given energy is determined by the number offilled traps
and the ,temperature. As the temperature is increased the number of
filled traps decreases while the probability of emptying increases. The
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variation of the two factors m~ lead to a peak in the thermally stimulated
current against time curve. The thermally released carriers may take part
in a radiative recombination process so that luminescence occurs; there will
then be a luminescence' or '''glow''peak at the current peak.
It is also possible to study the trap energy levels by means of
optical, instead of thermal, excitation. It.is usually necessary to use
low energy illumination (usually·of infra red frequencies) for this purpose.
If high energy ,illtlminationis used to cause intrinsic photoconductivity
the photo-generated carriers will be subsequently trapped. Trapping centres
therefore play.an important part in the rise anddec~y of photoconductivity.
When a trapping centre changes into a recombination level there is a change
in the photosensitivity which may be observed by simple photoconductivity
measurements. The transition ~ take place when the temperature or
illumination intensity is changed.
In .our experiments to measure
ultra-violet illumination was.used,
such as'sources and monochromator.
photoconductivity in Cdr high energy,. ~
this necessitated specialised equipment
The equipment WaS not suitable for.low
energy excitation so the method of thermally stimulated currents was used
to investigate trapping levels. Since apparatus had.been constructed to
measure photoconductivity at liquid helium temperatures and above, this .:
was also used for the glow curve"determinations.
6.3. .'If1eoryof Thermally Stimulated Cur~n_'t_!.
When a crystal is illuminated ata low temperature with a light flux
of sUfficient energy to create free carriers some of the generated carriers
will be .trapped at impurity centres. Prolonged illumination leads to the
filling ot traps haying ~scape energies greater than~T whereT is the
specimen temperature at which the illumination is performed.
Consider.only electrons and assume that the escape energy associated
with a given trap is E. This energy is.t~at required to raise an electron
from the trap to the bottom of the conduction band. In the case of holes.
_. the excitation is from the trap to the valence. band. The probability ot:
escape of.an electron will be of the form
p = -E/kTse • .. 6.1
where s is'the attempt to escape frequency (Randall and Wilkins 1945).
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If there are n electrons in the traps at time t and the rate of escape is
given by
-dn
dt
-E/kT= nse 6.2
n 'JT a : -E/kT- = - - se dTn B .
o
where B is the rate of,warming and no is the number of traps occupied at :
1;=0 IT 1 -E/kT- - se dT
then n = neB 6 •4o
therefo;oe log • .. 6.3
and at a glow peak maximum where T = TG
E = kTG log s [1 + log kT~/BE ]
. log s
(Heyningen and Brown 1958)
Eq~ation 6.5 enables E to be determined if TG, s and B are'known. Several
assumptions are~however, involved in the derivation and these.invalidate
the treatment in many,practical cases.
dnIn practice the electrons released may be retrapped and the term dt
should therefore include a retrapping term. Recombination processes may
also occur and should be allowed for.
The paramete~ s is unknown but it is probably temperature dependent.
It is possible, 'using an analysis due,to Grossweiner '(1953), to eliminate,
s; this method depends upon tbe knowledge of the glow peak width,which
mlzy'have a large uncertainty. Retrapping effects are neglected in this
method also.
Haine and Carley~Read (1968) have made a study of different methods
of analysis of thermally stimulated current curves and conclude that many
of the standard methods' used on crystals of CdS are in error by orders of
magnitude. They have given an analysis which takes account of retrapping
and recombination effects. Their.expression is somewhat.unweildy, however,
and leads to a similar result to that of Bube (1960).
Bube's.expression depends upon the thermal equilibrium between
electrons in traps and those at ,the Fermi level. The analysis is similar
to that for donor and acceptor levels'in.semiconductor theory.
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The expression is
E = kT log N e~max c--- 6.6am
where ~ is the electron mobility~ N is the density of states at the bottomc
of the conduction band and a and T are the peak conductivities andm max
temperature respectively.
Tmax and am may be determined by plotting glow curves using various
warming rates, this leads·to two e~uations.
E = kTa log .6-
o a •
E = xkTb log ·0
b
• • 6.8
•• •
xT log·- =a a
a
x'Tb log --ab
T
(.~ ) a =a
a
=
6.10 ,
• 6.11
• • x =
1 ..._--T - Ta b • 6.12
" Ta Ta-Tb
(_aa )E = kT log
. a Tb
ab
If a a and ab are known at the peak'temperatures Ta and Tb' the value of
E may be determined. This method assumes that x (~d therefore the
1
• 6.13
product'N~) is independent of temperature. The chief di~advantage however,
c
is the strong dependence of E on Ta- Tb.
It was extremely difficult to vary the rate of warming (a) in our
apparatus sufficiently to cause significant change in T • The valuesmax
of a were unreliable because of space charge effects. The expressionmax' ,
derived above does however include retrapping effects since it is based
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upon thermo~namic equilibrium. ,Bube (1955) found that in CdS the variation
between the trap depths found with this technique and with the one described
initially was of the order of 50%. Neither method includes allowancies for
recombination.
6.4 Experimental Procedure
There were no thermally stimulated current curves available for CdI2 ,
so that it was preferable ,to illuminate at as Iowa temperature as possible.
The samples were therefore, illuminated at lOoK with the total output from
a high pressure mercury discharge lamp. ,The illumination caused a current
to ,flow with ,zero applied field, the ,illumination continued until a steady
current, value was attained. The sample was then allowed to warm naturally
to 770K. This warming could be accelerated by removal of the brass top
cover of the liquid helium cryostat •
.Afterthe ,liquid helium had evaporated the .sample temperature·
otended towards 77K, the temperature of the liquid nitrogen reservoir.
The warming rate was therefore initially Slow,'increasing after the
liquid helium ,had all evaporated and falling when the temperature
oapproached 77 K. The latter effect was reduced by the addition of a
heating coil to the helium reservoir. The coil was made from Nichrome wire
insulated with glass fibre and was heated by means ,of a "Variac" transformer.
The sample holder and temperature measure~entdevices were as used in the
photoconductivity experiments and,many of,the glow curves were recorded on
the same samples as the photoconductivity spectra.
6.5, Experimental Results a axis Geomet!Y
The curve ,illustrated in fig. 6.1was recorded with a cleaved solution-
grown crystal HCAX4 which had.been heated in vacuo to ~1500C before· the
photoconductivity experiment. The vertical scale of.the figure is a
current scale,and the horizontal axis,indicates' elapsed.time from an
arbitrary origin. The warming curve of temperature again~time is also
plotted on this diagram.
The first peak on this curve was at 54°~there are many other,peaks
visible~some,of which interactwitn their neighbours to give double peaks.
The peaks were .located at 54°K,' 700K, 800K, 830K, 880K, 950K, 1110K"
000118 K, 148 Kand at 166 K, corresponding to warming rates of initially,
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2.70K/minute falling to 0.80K/minute and rising to·2.8°K!minute.
Although it has.been,indicated that a fixed warming rate a is,used
in the derivation of E,this condition is necessary only over the activation
range of a given glow peak. At temperatures below the onset of a given
peak the rate of emptying from the trap is negligible, so that the warming
rate history does not affect the shape of the peak or its position.
In a second experiment on sample HCAX4 the curve illustrated in
fig. 6.2 was obtained. The peak positions were then'at·
55. 79. 84,102, 115. 150, '1620K
with warming rates of
o'3.2, 0.57. 1.0. 2.9, 4.0, 4.7 and 4.7 K/minute respectively. There'
are remarkable similarities between the .two curves both in the~pe of the
peaks and in their positions,
6.6 Trap Depth Determination a axis Ge,ometI'Y._
It is necessary to assume a.value for s the frequency factor in
order to analyse the above,results. This factor is related to the
lattice vibration frequency of the crystal. Strong absorption bands in
the low energy ~egion of the optical spectrum arise from the vibrations
of the crystal lattice, In the case of CdI2 J.P. ~on (1966) found infra-
red absorption bands in the re~ion of 90+30cm-1 with a strong band at
-1 .'. d 012 . / .9lcm " ThlS aOsorptlon correspon s to a fre~uency of2.7 x,l cycles sec,
we ,have therefore assumed a value of 2 x 1012 cycles/sec for sthe frequency
factor.
It ,is clear that the value of sfor CdI2 must be an order of magnitude
estimate,but an error of.2 orders of magnitude will only cause an error
in,log s,oflO%.
If .the above,value for sis assumeit.may be substituted into equation
.,6.5 and the values of E determined. One of the simplest methods of solving
the equation for E is to plot a graph of.y against E where
y .= E - kTG log s ~ kTG log kT~
- "BE'""
• • 6.14
.
Several of these ,plots are illustrated in fig. 6.3. Various values 'of E
were substituted into equation 6.14 .and the y~O intercept found so that
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the equation could be solved. It was then clear that the term in
2kTGlog kTG was generally some.lO% of the larger term kTG log s.
SE
The procedure was then changed so that an approximate,value of E.was
found,from
• 6.16 '
The approximate value of E.was then substituted into the second term
kTG log kT~ and the two values added to give a more accurate value of E.
SE .
It·is clear that since this second term depends upon log E then alO% error
in E.will not be significant. The results obtained for the two curves from
HCAX4 are,therefore
Peak Temperature OK 54. 80, 83, 88, 95, Ill, 118, 148, . l66°K
Trap EnergyeV 0.14,0.23,0.24,0.25,0.27~ 0.29, 0.31, 0.38. 0.43 eV
and
Peak Temperature OK 55. 79, 84, , , 102, 115, 156, l68°K
Trap Energy eV. 0.15,0.22,0.23, • 0.29 • 0.32. 0.41, 0.47 eV
There is good agreement between the ,two sets of results. The reason for
this is that the term in kT log s'dominates in the.expression for E and
there was good agreement between the.two sets of peak temperatures.' Both
sets of results were ,obtained with an a,axiselectrode geometry. The
remaining results were obtained with the c axis electrode configuration.
6.7 Experimental Results c axis Geometry
The electrode geometry was the same as that for the caxis photo-
conductivity experiments. The glow curves were, however, obtained'in a
similar ,manner·to,those described above. One such curve;is illustrated
-12x.lO. amps.in fig. 6.4. The peak at 550K corresponded to a current of 2.4
. . 0 0 0Secondary peaks were observed at78 K, 84 K and 87 K. The peak current for
- . 0these was of the crder'of 50% of tllatof the 55 peak. There was another
peak at 12~oK with a shoulder at 104°K. A most remarkable peak appeared
at l78°Kwith a peak current of, 10-10 amps. Thisls in marked contrast
with the a axis results where the 530K peak was 10-12 amps and higher.
temperature peaks 'were' of the same order with a .maxiIIlUInof 2 x 10-12 amps.
660 6 -13 .The high energy peak.at 1 K was of some .1 x.IO amps·and was over two
order of magnitude smaller than "that.for HCCX
1
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Repeat experiments were performed on HCCX1 and are illustrated
in figs. 6.5 and 6.6. The peak in fig. 6.5 at 560 has a peak current
of 6.9 x 10~13 amps. There are smaller peaks at 670,and 830but the
o .• -12 8 0102 peak has a maxamum current of 2.9 x 10 amps. The 11K peak
has a maximum current of 9 x 10-11 amps. Similarly fig. 6.6 has a peak
760 . . -11at 1 wlth a current of -7 x 10 amps.
The results obtained from the above three runs Qn the same sample
are summarised in Table 6.1. The method used to calculate the peak energies
was as described for the.a axis sample.
TABLE 6.1... _-
Peak Position 59 , 78 , 84 ,87 , 105 , 127 • 1800K
Peak Energy 0.16, 0.22, 0.24 0.25, 0.31, 0.36f 0.50eV.
".
Peak position 56 , 67 , 83 103 , , 1810K
Peak Energy O.a.;. 0.18, 0.23, , 0.29, 0.51eV
Peak Position 4; 51 > , 74 , 81 , 86 ,. 107 'r 128 , 145 , 180
Peak Energy 0.12, 0.14, 0.21, 0.22, 0.25, 0.30, 0.36, 0.40, 0.50
There is very good agreement between.the majority of peak heightsbetween
runs.
Similar results were obtained from sample HCCX2 with peaks at
6.7fig.
Peak
Peak
position T'G 109°,
.0.31,Energy E
and for a.second run on this sample
fig. 6.8
0 55, 72, 90, 108, 130, ;152, 182Peak·Temperature'TG .K
Peak.Energy E eV, 0.15, 0.20, 0.26, 0.30, 0.36~ 0.42, 0.50
The peak at 500K was small compered with the second peak which was
of a similar size to the'1800K peak.
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6.8 Comparison of Results from Both a and c·axis Geometries
The above analysis indicate~.~ha~.ma~Y.~f.~~~.~~t~y~.~r~ps found
in 'a axis' crystals were also.pres~n~iI,l.t~~.'9.~~~~.~~ples. There are
distinct differences, however,and these appear to be caused.by the
difference in field geometries. The sc~ematic differencies in the field
geometries are illustrated in fig. 6.9. ·It can be seen that the a axis
configuration leads to an increased surface field relative to that in the.
'c axis' geometry. The former geometry therefore tends to have an
increased surface sensitivity. The 'c.axis' geometry is closer to the
ideal glow curve determination apparatus since the crystal field tends
to be more uniform than'that in the a axis configuration.'
Since the a axis geometry is more sensitive to surface carriers then
any glow peaks enhanced with this system are more likely.to be due to
surface traps. This argument may be applied to the curves obtained~where
the 0.15 and 0.20eV traps were enhanced in the 'c axis' geometry. The
0~20eV peak in HCCX1 was relatively small, however, and may have been due
to a change in impurity content. The glow peak at 0.5eV was larger in the
c axis crystals.
It appears that the peaks below 0.5eV are caused by surface enhanced
traps whereas the high energy peak is a volume distributed trapping centre.
Comparison of energies of traps found in various samples is justified since
a peak at a given temperature certainly corresponds to a given trap energy.
The energies are likely to be in error by as much as 50% because of the
estimation of the frequency factor s and the neglect of retrapping and
recombination. In view of the above errors we.have attempted to make use
of Bube's method.to determine one energy level. In Bube's expression it
is necessary to know Nc~ and TG to determine E directly~ It is however
possible to use different hea~ing rates so that ,the change in TG and 0G
may be determined and Nc~ eliminated from the two equations.·
Consider the low energy peak at
heating rates were 2.7 and3.2oK/min.
0.15eV. In the case of HCAX4 the
The value of E computed from these
values was 0.16eV. The 'c axis' samples were used with heating rates that
were closer together, so that there waS a large error in determining E.
The values of E were of.the order of O.leV however.
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These values are in good agreement with the value of 0.14-0.l5eV
calculated on the simple theory. It .was not possible to use the method
.'
of Bube for other trap depth determinations 'since the heating rates could
not be varied sufficiently to change TG appreciably •.
If we consider the high energy glow peak in the 'c axis' samples
we find that the peak current was 10-10 amps. Now the area under the glow
peak gives the total charge flow and hence the number of electrons released
assuming no retrapping or recombination. The width of the curve was
2.2 minutes so that the area was some lOll electron chaJ!geunits~ The
crystal volume was some lcm x lcm x lmm i.e. O.lcc but the illuminated
volume was probably near O.Olcc so that the trap density when retrapping and
b' , d 013-1.recom ~nat~on were neglecte was 1 cc • These processes prevent an
accurate assessment but it ~s possible to determine the trap density by
allowing for them using the analysis of Haine and Carley-Read(1968).
6.9 _C.!1!.talPurity
In order to.assess the impurity content of typical samples an analysis
was performed,by Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd •• The assay is illustrated
in fig. 6.10. The chief impurity was found to be iron with a concentr~tion
of less than 3 parts per million. This assay illu~trates the purification
of CdI2 by the crystallization procedure. The starting material was Analar
grade CdI2 of onlY,2N purity.
In view of the large number of elements present, in very small amounts
it is difficult to link particular impurities to trapping levels. Itis
possible that the high energy peak is connected with the Fe impurity
although fUrther evidence is required for a complete assessment. It is
usual ,to use crystals of known impurity content to correlate impurity levels
with traps. The doping may be,varied and the corresponding changes.in the
glow curves recorded.
..
6.10, pummary
CdI2 has been. shown to be a particularly interesting material from the
point of view of trapping level determination. Many glow curves have been
analysed using a simple model and the trap depths have been determined and
compared. These results were also discussed in terms of surface and bulk
traps and possible impurity effects.
',-. Reference No .
Johnson Matthey Chemicals Limited
Analytical Laboratories
Orchard Road Royston Herts
Telephone: Royston 2021
22.10.68.
:~trtificatt of ~naI!,5i5
;r0 ~E::.;y~.~~.:::.~~~!.:..~!..~~.~~:~.~ .
Dear Slr(s),
We have examined the ~.~~.~~.:?:..~.~~.~~.~~..~.~~~~:.: ~ ..
....~ , , ,.., , , , ', ,., ~ , received from you
on the and submit the following repo~t:
)
f '
,'Element .'Estimate'of'QuarttitY'Present
Results as Parts per Million
i
t
I
Bismuth
Calcium
Copper
Iron
Magnesium
'~icon ;
Silver: .
<1
<1
<1
3
<1
·<1
<1
The following elements were specifically sought ~ut not detected:-
Al, As, Au, B, Ba, Be, Co, Cr, Cs, Ga, Ge, Hf, Hg, In, I~, K, Li, Mn, Mo,
Na, Nb, Ni, Os, P, Pb, Pd, Pt, Rb, Re, Rh, Ru, Sb, Se, Sn, Sr, Ta, Te, Ti, T1,
V, W, Zn, Zr.
k'{ o
for Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd.
~~.~_.l
.kB. S. COOPER.
Manaiel'l_Analyt ical.Laboratories ,~_. __...._. .__.. _
,.
f
I
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Although no previously reported thermally stimulated current curves
were available some trap depths ~etermined from luminescence measurements
have been reported by Phillipe and Langouet(1967). In their measurements
peaks were found at l090K and 138°K:corresponding to ~raps of O.08eV and
O.13eV with a value of s of.lO~±l. This value of s is to be compared with
our value of 2 x l012sec-1• The. former value is apparently low in view of
the lattice vibration frequencies and the results of Heyningen and Brown
for AgCl. If we substitute our value of s this.would introduce an' energy
scaling factor of 2.5 so that Phillipe and Langouets results~ould indicate
I
trap depths of O.20eV and O.32eV for thel090K and 138°K peaks.
It is possible to determine the mobility of carriers from glow
curve experiments using Bube l a expression. If E; TG, Nc and aG are known
then 1Jmay be determined. NI, the density of states at the conduction bandc
minimum may not be known so that this will not be possible in many samples.
In an anisotropic crystal it should be possible ,to determine the ratio of
the mobilities along crystallographic planes and there~y eliminate Nc' In
a layer structured material for example, the mobilities perpendicular to and
parallel to the basal plane are lJ and lJand are related by
E = • 6.17
The anisotropy in 1Jwill then be accompanied by a corresponding change in
G •T between the two geometrles.
In the case. of CdI2 the high temperature peak at 180
0K is located
at 167°K in the 'a axis' geometry and at 1800K inthe 'c axis' geometry.
-12. .The peak current in the 'a axis' case was 2 x.lO amps'wlth an applled
potential of 450V and a thickness Of 500lJ. The electrode separation
was O.6cm and the crysta.l width Lcm..
Hence G~ .. = =
in the c axis direction the peak current.was 4010 amps and therefore
= -14 n-110 ..
. '. <j. =
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then 167 log Nc e ~JL
5 x 10-14
= l80log Nc elJM
10-14
E= it
=
180N e~(c ,,)
iO-14
E/kx180
e =
• •
E/kx167e .
E/kx180
e
log e = E C.l - 1)
k. 167 1805
1 lJ r ;» 0·5 . (13 ) = 2.5og e 5ll 8.65xlO-S '3xlO-4
"lJ "";50lJ which indicates tl},athe IIlobility in the cleavage
plane is 50 times greater than that in 'the perpendicular direction •.
. .
6.11. Thin film Glow Curv~
" .
One eXperiment was performed on a thin film of CdI2 and'a glow
curve determined, this i~ illustrated in fig. 6.10. There was a quartz
cover slip between the film of CdI2 an¢ the sample holder. It is possibleI
therefore that the.film Was at a higher.temperature than the sample holder
o _13for measurements below 77K. The peak current was·of the order o~ 10 amps
although for some glow peaks the maximum 'was10-14amps •. The peaks vere ..
located at ?2, 57, 62, 72, 80, 90, 142, 159 and 1990K. The overall shape
of.this curve is in good ~greement with that for the 'a axis' samp~e, in
particular the peak near 1900K is weak.· It·is clear that only surface
traps will be important in thin film sp,cimens so that strong peaks in
. I
thei~ glow curves must be derived from surface traps.
6.12 The Determination of the Sign of.the Current Carriers in CdI2
Although a preli~inary discussion of trapping energy levels in CdI2
has been.presented above, the discussion did not include the nature of.
the trapped charge carriers.
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The dark ~urrent in CdI2 at room temperature is caused by the
motion of ionic defects. At lower temperatures impurity effects become
important. It was not likely that direct thermal, excitation across
energy band gaps contributed significantly to the dark current in any
of the measurements. The dark curre~was usually negligible at temperatures
below R.T••
Since,electronic charge carriers are not present in significant
numbers it is necessary to create them by illumination to observe any
effects due to the sign of the carriers. Normal methods of carrier determin-
ation such as the Hall effect are not suitable; because of the small
mobility and photocurrent extremely sensitive voltage measuring equipment
and high magnetic fields would be required. The techniqu&,used to
determine the charge carrier sign was the Dember effect.
6.13 The Dembe~~c_~ "
Consider a thick crystal illuminated with light of hv>F and
gwith no externally applied field. If this illumination is strongly
absorbed so that the extinction.distance is much less than the crystal
. '\
thickness a voltage may be developed across the crystal. If one species
of charge carrier has a higher mobility than the other, so that it can
diffuse to the rear of the crystal more readily than.the other, an effective
"charge separation.will occur. This mutual separation tends to a voltage
called the "Dember Voltage".
In the equilibrium state a'density gradient of carriers of either
sign exists. The density gradients depend upon,the mobility of the
charge carriers. If, for example,electrons have the higher mobility.. ' "
then there will be a greater electron density near ·;therear of the
crystal. If the hole mobility equals that of the·electrons however, then
two identically opposite charge distributions. occur~and'no nett potential
exi.st.a.. In general the mobilities will not be equa.l.and the higher
mobility carriers will .beretarded by the Dember ffeld so that an
equiiibrium is established.
The Dember yoltage VD is given by
. (b - 1) rL
.VD = 1.1 (n + p(l+a)
n 0 0
'.......
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Where L = diffUsion ~ength, b = mobility ratio, a = ~LT and.s is the surface
recombination velocity. q is the photon absorption rate, T is the carrier
lifetime, U is the electron mobility and n and p are the electron andn 0 0
hole carrier densities.
It is clear that if q, L, s,T, n , P', a and ~ are known ,then b may. 0 0 n
be determined from VD. Since a knowledge of.the diffusion parameter is
required for this, the equation is more suitable for determining the sign
of (b-l). If this quantity is positive then the electron mobility is
greater than that for holes, the opposite is true for the negative sign of
(u-i.) •
In principle by illuminating a crystal with light which is strongly
absorbed the sign of the Dember voltage enables the carrier of higher
mobility to be determined. In practice, however, crystals may not behave
as isotropic media and surface states and polarisation effects may mask
the Dember effect.
6.14 The Dember Effect in CdI2
The 'c axis' electrode geometry was used to measure the Dember
voltage in CdI2• Polarisation effects were found to be extremely im~~rtant
however, and a sample was therefore used without previous exposure to
illumination or.electric field. At low temperatures the absorption edge
in CdI is near 3.5eV and photoconductivity is strong near 4eV; the2 ..
illUmihation used for the Dember effect.was therefore 4.43eV (28Om).J).This
energy is strongly absorbed but does not come into the strong exciton
region near 5.5eV.
\The initial experiments were performed upon crystal HCCX. Fig. 6.11. ,1
illustrates the effect of illumination at zero field (fig. a) followed by
subsequent illuminations (b and c). When the electric ~eld was applied
in the fro~~ positive direction the effect was as shown in (d), the
opposite effect occurred when the.field direction was reversed. Illumination
at zero field therefore had the same effect as illumination with an applied
field in the front +ve direction. It is also interesting to note that
illumination at zero field was determined by the polarity of the previously
applied field. This effect may be seen in figs. 6.l1(e) and 6.ll(i).
Crystal HCCX2 was therefore used without previous exposure to light other
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than that from a darkroom safe-light. No external field was applied before
these measurements.
Illumination at lOoK with zero field produced the effect shown in
fig. 6.12. The effect of illumination at zero field was to cause a
current in the same direction as illumination with the electric field in
. ,
the front -ve cirection. Illumination with weakly absorption light (36Om~)
.caused an opposite effect which was then duplicated by the 28Om~ illumination
(figures a, b and c). A glow curve was then performed with the front -ve
polarity and the measurements repeated and illustrated in figures (e) to (h).
A second glow curve was performed with reve~sed polarity and the 28Om~
illumination used with zero field, the effect shown in fig. 6.l2(j)
reproduced the previous results. The effect of the 28Om~ illumination at
zero field was therefore. similar to that produced by illumination with an
applied field in the front -ve direction. This means that electrons moved
more rapidly than holes towards the rear of the sample, thereby indicating
that the mobility of electrons was greater than that of holes at this
temperature. Weakly absorbed light (36Om~) tended to reverse this effect7
presumably because it produced a photoeffect in the.Dember field.
After these experiments the.sample was warmed to room temperature
to remove polarisations and then cooled to 790K. The experimental procedure
described at lOoK was then repeated. The results obtained were in agreement
with those found at lOoK, a simi1ar cycling procedure was adopted to
obviate the effects of polarisation.
We conclude from the above results that electrons are more mobile
than holes in CdI at both lOoK and 790K•. 2 .
The measurements at room temperature were complicated by the ionic
current.which tended to cause polarisation.~ An experiment was performed
.and the results obtained are illustrated in fig. 6.13. The effect of
28Om~.iilumination was in the opposite direction to that for the lower
temperature experiments. Illumination with light at lower energies
produced an effect in the same direction as the 28Om~ illumination, but
~rolonged illumination tended to reverse the effect (figs. 6.l3(c) and (d».
When the 38Om~ illuminatio.n was repeated it remained in the direction
.opposite to the higher energy illumination direction. Figure 6.l3(d)
illustrates the opposite effects of·360 and 38Om~ illumination. The
direction was found to change'between 37Om~.and 375m~.
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Illumination with high energy photons produces carriers near the
surface, these may then diffuse and lead to a Dember voltage and field.
This'situation occurs for 28Om~ and 36Om~ illumination. At lower
energies, however, ,the absorption coefficient may be low and.photo-
generated carriers are produced throughout the crystal. If a Dember
field exists due to the carriers trapped from the previous high energy
illumination, the low energy illumination produces carriers in,an
electric field. These carriers will then move in the opposite direction
to the original carriers, thereby producing the opposite effect.
6.15 Summary
Some preliminary experiments concerned witn the determination of
trap depths have been described. The trap depths were calculated using
a'simp1e,mode1 and the results compared with other methods of analysis.
The energies determined for one sample were in good agreement with those
for other samples. The strength of the "glow peaks" from the two sample
geometries indicated that different traps were dominant in each case.
i
Tentative conclusions ,were then, drawn about the volume and surface
recombination levels. '{hen a thin film specimen was used the results
were ,in qualitative agreement with those, for the a axis single crystal
sample, indicating that surface traps were dominant in the latter case.
The purity of the crystals was high and,no dominant impurity
existed, so that' it was not possible to make a precise ,correlation between
a dominant glow peak and an impurity. The main impurity was iron and
this may. contribute to the ,volume trap at.O.5eV.
Dember effect'measurements' have been made' in CdI2' using apparatus'
of a simple type~ It has been,possib1e to make the measurements on
this'high1y self-polarising materials by means of a cycling procedure •.
The results indicate that electrons are more mobile than holes at lOoK
o .and 79 K but that at RT a slight reverse effect exists:
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CHAPTER SEVEN
STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF PHOTDECOMPOSITION OF
CADMIUM IODIDE
p ....
T.l Introduction
The preceding chapters have been chiefly concerned.with experimental,
measurements of photoconductivity andreflec~ivity in single crystals of
cadmium iodide. These experimentsweredesigned,to yield information on
the electronic structure of.the material and complemented the optical.
absorption measurements performed by Brahms (1965), Tubbs (1968) and
Greenaway and Nitsche (1965).
Real crystals contain frequent departures from the ideal crystal
structure; these departures may be in thermodynamic equilibrium and are
therefore intrinsic defects or appear as the result of the preparation of.
the crystal, for example as defects associated with impurities. Many
imperfections extend over more than one lattice site and occur in the
form of line, plane or volume defects. Some physical properties are
influenced by the concentration of defects, for example many mechanical
properties are dependent upon dislo·C$tions; whereas the electrical
conductivity is often dominated by point defects.
When a crystal is illuminated with light in the.region of,funda-
mental .absorption leading to photoconductivity, the photo-generated
charges are trapped.at defects, the nature and abundance of trapping
centres therefore has a profound effect upon photoconductivity response.
We have therefore performed experiments to investigate the trapping
centres in CdI2 ; the method of thermally stimulating currents was
used, these experiments are described in Chapter six. Although the purity
of the samples used was high, so that.they contained less than 5p~p.m.
of impurity, many.different trapping levels were found. It was possible
to draw conclusions about the identity of volume and surface traps from
these measurements.
Studies of the photoconductivity in ionic crystals are inevitably
linked with t.hoaeof.the dark conductivity, since the two components of.
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the total current may be comparable. It is possible by studying the
temperature dependence of the dark current to determine the activation
energies of the defects contributing to the ionic current. The temperature
dependence of the dark current in CdI2 has b~en studied by Yu (1967) who
investigated the effect with the electric field both perpendicular to
and parallel to the cleavage plane.
All of the ,above studies were on crystals of high quality. The
defects in the crystals were therefore either in thermodynamic equilibrium.·
or present through unavailable impurities or mechanical strain. Studies of
defects may be simplified, however, by the incorporation of varied, measured
quantities of defects so that the corresponding change in the physicQl
properties may be observed. In, for example, glow curve determinations
the impurity concentration may be varied and the effect on the glow curve
measured. It may then,be possible ,to correlate impurity species with
specific trapping levels.
Cadmium iodide belongs to a group of materials which decompose when
exposed to light.in the region of fundamental absorption. Photodecomposition
may therefore be used as a means of producing a concentration of defects.
The defect concentration may be varied by adjusting the exposure and the
temperature.
7.2 Photodecomposition in Crystals of Cadmium Iodi~
The photodecomposition of,cadmium iodide has,been reported by
Yu(1967) and by Fotland (1960). These experiments were concerned
with the photosensitivity of filter papers soaked in'a solution of
CdI2 in water and dried. The sensitivity of CdI2 paper is sufficient
to enable images to be recorded at room temperature. The exposure
required to produce perceptible darkening is of the order of 1016
quanta of N3.4eV energy. The photosensitivity of papers is high compared
with that for crystals, in the latter case some 1020 quanta produced no
effect at room temperature. Fot1and has suggested that the increased
photosensitivity of papers may be due to the smaller crystal size and
consequent increase in effective surface area aided by the moisture
trapped in the paper.
Although studies of.photQdecomposition in CdI2 have not been
extensive, many experiments have been reported. for PbI2 which has
similar structural and electronic properties. In particular Tubbs (1965)
has shown that·PbI2 crystals and films are photosensitive to light in
the region .of·fundamental absorption; the maximum photosensitivity occurs
near 1900C so that decomposition .does not occur at room temperature.
The fundamental optical absorption in PbI2 begins in the visible region
and causes the material to be yellow. Photodecomposition is accompanied
by a marked change'of colour so that a sharp contrast is observed between
the exposed and dark regions. The resolution of this process when used
to record images is at least as good as that of available optical
systems (e.g. ~l~).
Cadmium iodide single crystals are colourless and therefore do not
exhibit a sharp contrast when decomposition occurs. Temperatures near
o250 C were nece~sary to cause appreciable decomposition even when the
total output of a Xenon arc lamp was used. This'lamp was found to be
particularly advantageous since it had a high output in the ultra violet
and strong lines in the infra-red which tended to heat the crystal. When
this lamp (with a total emission of-100mW) was used visible decomposition
occurred after several hours at 2500C. When. the temperature was
increased the crystals began to sublime so that the optimum temperature
depended upon the decomJosition and evaporation rates.
A typical CdI2 single crystal as taken. from solution is illustrated
in fig. 7.1. There is clear evidence,of a growth spiral on the surface
of the type described by For~ (1951) as well as surface inclusions and
small crystallites. The appearance of the crystal was changed markedly
by decomposition, fig. 7.2.illustrates this effect, in particular
preferential decomposition along the .edges of growth spiral steps.and
at surraceirregularitiessuch as small crystallites. Photodecomposition
does not appear to ,have caused appreciable lateral displacement of the
growth' spiral steps. The penetration of the decompo~tion along the face
of each step appears to have been independent of the width'of the faces.
The narrower faces have been entirely decomposed, whereas the wider ones
have large areas free from decomposition. This seems to indicate that
photodecomposition proceeds inwards from the edge of the step, occurring
most readily at the edge of.a decomposed region. The edges of the decomposed
regions.are not.straight, indic~ting a non uniform decomposition rate;
~Lg. 7.1
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closer examination, however, reveals that this effect is sometimes due
to photodecomposition beginning at less well defined growth steps. The
preferential decomposition at. step edges m~ be due to the increased
probability of charge trapping at the edge, coupled with the lower
formation energy of ionic defects at the edge.
The effect of decomposition was particularly noticeable when a
.mask was used to prevent photodecomposition of part of the crystal (fig. 7.3).
The preferential decomposition is again in evidence but the exposure was
greater. There was a sharp dividing line between the exposed and the clear
regions. With the increased decomposition there was a tendency to form
discrete particles of decomposition products. There was no evidence to
suggest a.movement of the growth spiral step even with increased
magnification (figs. 7.4 and 7.5). At the·edge of the masked zone
illustrated in fig. 7.5 straight filaments of decomposition products may
be observed. These filaments appeared to have grown along crystallographic
directions, two main directions had an included angle of 600• There was
some doubt about the formation mechanism of the ·filament. They could,
for example, indicate an early stage in decomposition since they were
formed. in a region where the illumination intensity was low, or their
growth may have been connected with the presence of the heavily decomposed
region. It is also possible that grown-in defects such as dislocations
had been decorated by.the decomposition products.
Preliminary investigations of the spectral variation of.photo-
decomposition have been carried out by Yu (1967) using CdI2 papers.
Images could be formed using photon energies greater than 2.geV and
up to at least4.geV. The peak sensitivity was at a somewhat higher
energy than the onset of photodecomposition and was probably near 3.4eV.
Although the intensities were not measured, the photodecomposition
appeared to have a similar spectral variation to the optical absorption
spectrum. We have repeated this experiment and obtained similar results.
The images.placed onto CdI2 paper were bleached after several weeks so
that direct image recording and storage is not possible. The 'images
were apparently more permanent when stored in a dessicator so that
water vapour may be connected with the bleaching process.
In the case of lead iodide Tubbs (1965) has shown that photo-
decomposition and photoconductivity have similar spectral vari~tions
1
for thin film specimens. In the case of CdI2 no results have qeen
F"Lg. 7..3
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obtained for thin film specimens because of the high temperatures required
and consequent evaporation of the film. In the case of single crystals
the efficiency of photodecomposition is so low that the spectral variation
cannot be determined because of lack of intensity
7.3 .The Photoconductivity of Photodecomposed CTlstalsof CdI2
Detailed investigations of photodecomposition could not be carried
out because of the large exposures at.hightemperatures necessary to
produce visible decomposition. A more sensitive technique was therefore
required to determine small amounts of decomposition. This uses the
fact that photodecomposition produces defects to change the photoconductivity
response, thereby enabling photoconductivity to be used to estimate photo-
decomposition.
Since photodecomposition involves the heating of the sample to
2000C, experiments were performed to find the effect, if any, of this
heat treatment, A photoconductivity experiment was performed, the sample
was then heated to the decomposition temperature after which the photo-
response was measured and any change noted. The photodecomposition
then took place and the.change,in photoconductivity was measured.
The cryostat described in Chapter Two was.used.for the photo-
conductivity measurements! It was provided with a small, 'Nichrome'
heating coil so that the decomposition could be performed: 'in situ'
thereby maintaining the same experimental environment before and after
decomposition.
Initially attempts were made to produce photodecomposition in
vacuo but these were unsuccessful. When Cdli crystals are'heated in
vacuo to near l800K they evaporate so that photodecomposition cannot be
observed, This ,effect was clearly demonstrated when sample AXll was
heated to "'2.000C,in vacuo; When:the Xenon arc was used to irradiate
the specimen the suprasil window on the vacuum vessel became cloudy
with evaporated CdI2,
,There was an effect.due to the heating Which is .illu~trated in
fig. 7.6. The original photoconductivity spectrum ~t l800K had a single
peak' at3. 45eV but after heating to 200oC., the peak split into two
components.
A;te,...~
Heo.ti.ng
z
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The effect of the heating may be interpreted in the following way.·
Heating in vacuo exposed a.fresh surface by the evaporation of the original
surface layer. The spectrum found after heating was in agreement with the
spectra found for freshly cleaved samples and described in Chapters Three
and Four.' A small amount of decomposition caused the photoconductivity
to fall, the decrease being particularly marked at higher·energies,·
The double low energy peak structure described above has been
analyse~ in terms of polarisation time dependences. We .assumethat the
same analysis applies in the present.case.and attempt to explain the
change.between the specta found before and after heating.
If a given number of traps extending to a fixed crystal depth was
depleted by the heating process then the carrier lifetime would be
increased in that layer. The polarisation time constant Tl which depends
upon the carrier lifetime t would therefore be affected.
Tl according to Ben-Sira, Pratt, Harnik and Many (1959) is given by:
T = £
1 4n(l ...£)e~!pr
L
where E, b, L, e~ ~,-f and t are the dielectric constant, illumination
width, electrode separation, electronic charge, mobility, generation rate
and carrier lifetime respectively.
•
The photoconductivity decay rate depends upon Tl and therefore upon
the other parameters. An.increase in intensity, mobility or lifetime
decreases Tl whereas an increase in ~ has the opposite effect.
E~uation 7.1 was derived for an illumination of.low absorption
coefficient so that the carrier generation was independent of depth. The
\effect of,non-vanishing absorptiQn coefficient a is to decrease the
surface polarisation timeconstan}l,relative to that of the bulk. This.
means that the time constant of the polarisation changes with depth so
that the rear polarises more slowly than the front.
We approximate for non vanishing absorption coefficient in the.
following way. Consider a crystal illuminated with strongly absorbed
light so that a»d.where d is the crystal thickness •. The sample then
polarises with time constant T given by e~uation 7.1.' The effect ofl' .
non.vaniShing polarisation is to reduce.the effective depth of illuminated
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sample. If.the number of c~rriers generated is independent of absorption
coefficient then the electron density will be higher for'strongly
absorbed illumination.·· In this case the illumination extends to a 'cut-ofr
depth of approximatel~ ~ whereas it extends uniformly for weakly absorbed
light. The density er generation is therefore approximately proportional. to 1.
If the illumination width b.at the generation rate~' are constant
for illumination of a given a then any'change in Tl is caused by a change·
in ~T. An increase in ~T is.therefore accompanied by a decrease in Tl~'
The polarisation rate is therefore increased by an increase in ~T. Both
the mobility and the lifetime increase with decreasing trap density; any
increase in crystal quality therefore leads to an increase in polarisation.
Polarisation is therefore greatest in high quality samples.
We have indicated in Chapter Four.that polarisation leads to a
splitting of the low energy photoresponse.peak, it is now clear that
this effect only occurs in high quality samples where T is large.
The heating of a c~eaved crystal in vacuo therefore caused an
increase in the polarisation of the photocurrent, a characteristic or
high quality crystals.
Initially the a axis electrode geometry was used for photoconductivity
measurements. The effect of photodecomposition was often masked by an
increase. in the dark current. since the a axis geometry is particularly
sensitive .to surface currents. Visible photodecomposition therefore
caused an overwhelming dark current. The effect of the photodecomposition,
on the photocurrent was.difficult to detect when the.decomposition was
reduced. There was some indication of a reduction in the photoresponse.
after decomposition, but the exact shape of the spectrum could not be
reliably determined.
..
When a quartz-iodine tungsten filament lamp was used, with the
monochromator slit set at lmm, a broad peak appeared in thephotoresponse
spectrum with its maximum near 65Om~(1.geV). The shape of the peak
could have been caused by the spectral variation of.the incident intensity,
it is interesting to note, however, that decomposed crystals have a
yellow appearance so that some absor~tion occurs at shorter wavelengths.
There is the possibility that photoemission occurs from metallic Cd
or its salts into the'conduction band ~f CdI2•
,I•.
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When large decomposition exposures were used, so that visible
discoloration took place, the surface resistance of the crystals fell
by many orders of,magnitude to a value near 106n and even as low as
103n• The dark resistance was then ~ndependent of temperature over a
wide range between-1800K. and N350oK. The current was carried in the
surface layer since when the surface was ,removed by cleaving the
resistance increased to the original value.' Photodecomposition therefore
causes a conducting layer which prevents 'a axis' photoconductivity
measurements. It was therefore. apparent that,the 'c axis' geometry
was more suitable for these measurements since the decomposed surface
could be used as part of the,front electrode. The decomposed region
does not therefore contribute to the dark current in the tc axis' ,
direction.
The experiments performed using the 'caxis' geometry were similar
to those previously described. In this case because of the different
sample holder the decomposition took place in air in a separate apparatus.
The photoconductivity spectrum obtained after.the preliminary
heating is illustrated in figure 7.7. After decomposition the high energy
response fell relative to that at lower energies; increases occurred at
330mlJ (3.76eV) and 365mlJ (3.4eV). The high energy response atRT was
also reduced and was observed by the dark current.
The effect of photodecomposition appears to have been, a decrease
in the high energy photocurrent combined with a marked increase in the
dark current. Since the decomposition was ~onfined to the surface region,
the dark current did not seriously'increase,in the te axis' direction so
that photoconductivity 'could be measured on heavily decomposed samples
with the electric field perpendicular to the cleavage p.Lane,:
The increase in the high energy photocurrent 'may be interpreted
in terms of,an increase in the number of surface traps relative to those
in the volume of the specimen. The increase in photocurrent at low
energies, and in particular near 65Om)J, is probably caused by photoemission
from the decomposition products into the conduction band.' A similar
effect has ,been observed when photoelectrons were, emitted from Na
particles in NaCI and reported by Gyulai(Mott and Gurney 1948). This
effect, could account for the increase quantum efficiency at energies
belov:the'absorption edge of Cd12• Further investigations are necessary
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to investigate these possibilities; it would be interesting to determine
the stochiometric excess of Cd in a decomposed crystal and to compare
the photoconductivity of a decomposed crystal with that from a crystal
containing a simple stochiometric excess of.Cd.
The increase in the dark current along the surface of a photo-
decomposed crystal is of interest because of the possibility of·using
this change as a measure of the photodecomposition. It is also interesting
because of the remarkable stability of the current with changing temperature.
We have indicated how the decomposition increases the surface dark
current and that this may be returned to its original value by.removal of
the surface layer.
Figur~7.8-7.l0 indicate the appearance of a crystal after decomposition
sufficient to produce a visible change in the crystal. The decomposition
pro~uced small particles of decomposition products which decorated areas
bounded by cleavage,steps and other surface imperfections. Many of the
cleavage steps were themselves decorated, thereby forming filaments of
dec~mposition products. These. filaments extended for considerable
distances, of.the order of mm, so that the surface resistance of the
sample was reduced by the decomposition.
Figures 7.11-7.12 indicate the effects of decomposition which
changed the crystal to a yellow brown colour. The decomposition extended
over the crystal surface but many bands of decomposition products may
be observed.
The above results indicate.that the surface current after decomposition
is carried along surface defect lines, so that·the number of,defect lines·
will determine the increase in the dark current. The quality of the
crystal surface may therefore be important in using the increased dark
'current as a measure of the decomposition.
7.4 The Movement of Silver through CdI2
When an applied field was used in conjunction with a mask. in an
attempt to observe a lateral displacement of the decomposition with
applied field no effect could be observed. When the applied potential
was connected to the crystal by 'silver dag' electrodes an interesting
~L9 .1.8
• IOO~
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effect was observed. The sample.was heated to 2500C and illuminated with
the total output of a Xenon arc lamp. The illumination caused a photo-
current of several ~A when a field of several hundred volts per cm was
applied. There was no polarisation of the photocurrent. The absence
of polarisation is attributed to the absence of active traps so that no
polarisation field was built up at this temperature.
An irreversible current effect was, however, found in many crystals.
The total current through the crystal increased with time and eventually
attained such a high value that the crystal was severely damaged. Prolonged
application of·the electric field in the dark, also caused this
effect. Microscopic.in~estigation revealed that branches of silver were
growing from the negative electrode towards the positive. When a branch
of silver eventually reached the positive electrode a short circuit
occurred because of the high conductivity of silver; the crystal was then
severely damaged if the applied field was not reduced.
Some typical silver branches' are illustrated in fig. 7.13. An
interesting interference fringe system was observed around all such
branches. The fringes are caused by the wedge system formed when the
layers of CdI2 are forced apart.by the silver branch. A double fringe
system m~ be observed in many micrographs indicating that some growth
has taken place in a direction perpendicular to the cleavage plane,
alternatively, a second branch m~ have formed at a different level.
The branches growing from the electrode in figures 7.l3·and 7.14 appear
to be growing preferentially from a region of continuous silver, the
growth has not occurred as readily in regions where the silver dag is
not.continuous. When the branches have been growing for an appreciable
distance they split into smaller branches, as shown in fig. 7.15. The
interference fringes extend over large distances, of the order of mm,
indicating that the surface deformation may be extensive.
Although there does not generally appear to be preferential
growth along cryatallographic directions some branches do follow
cleavage or growth spiral steps. Figure 7.16 illustrates a branch
growing along such a step.
The fringe spacing measured at the outer edge of typical systems
was_2~ per fringe so that the wedge angle was approximately 0.1 radi~s.
The thickness of the branchee in the direction perpendicular to the cleavage
FL~. 1.13
F"Lg . 7.14
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plane on this basis was therefore ltflll.The true thickness was of the
order of 10~; this was determined by the optical microscope uS1ng the
depth of focus method. The discrepancy was probably due to the non
linearity of the wedge sides, in particular the wedge angle will be
greater near the branch.
Although the double fringe system indicates a lateral thickness
of the branches it does not necessarily indicate branching perpendicular
.to the cleavage plane. An experiment was therefore performed whereby a
sandwich electrode configuration was used. A semi transparent silver dag
electrode was p~inted onto the top surface of the crystal and· an'opaque
electrode of normal thickness on the rear. The electric field was at
least 20 times 'that used in the successful 'a axis' experiments but no
silver diffusion, could be observed. It was more difficult to observe
any growth in this sample but no irreversible current or sample shorting
occurred even after many hours at 270oK. This result is evidence for
the higher mobility of Ag ions in the cleavage plane compared with that
in the perpendicular direction. There is also the possibility that,,_
since silver arms grow within a few microns of the surface, the relative
ease of lifting the surface in the a axis case contributes to the rapid
growth along the cleavage plane. Typical silver branches grew at the
rate of lOll/sec in the former direction with applied fields of ~500V/cm.
The effects described above were all observed with 'silver dag'·
electrodes. Similar effects have been observed with solid silver but
the effect'was less pronounced because of the poorer contact bet~een
the metal and the sample. No effect. could be detected with either solid
ogold or evaporated gold electrodes even when _a temperature of 270 C and
intense Xenon arc illumination for -10 hours was used. This result
indicates that silver in any form is an unsuitable material for
electrodes to measure ionic conductivity in CdI2, particularly at .
otemperatures above 200 C. Evaporated gold electrodes do not appear
to have any undesirable effects at any of the temperatures likely to
be used in such experiments.
7.5 Sunnnaq
When single crystals of CdI2 were irradiated with ultra-vio~et
light at 2500C they decomposed and the decomposition was confined to
the surface layers.
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The surface decomposition occurred preferentially along defect
lines thereby increasing the dark current by many orders of magnitude.
The increased dark current was largely temperature independent so that
the a axis photoconductivity could not be measured with visible
photodecomposition. The c axis geometry was therefore adopted, enabling
larger amounts of decomposition to be used.
There was an increase in the photoresponse at low energies after
the decomposition which may have been caused by photoemission from the
decomposition products.
A change in photoconductivity after heating in vacuo has been
interpreted in terms of a change in surface quality and consequently
change in polarisation time constant.
The results described above indicated that the dark current is
more sensitive to photodecomposition than the photocurrent. The dark
current after decomposition is carried along surface irregularities so
that the increased current depends upon the surface quality of the
sample.
When an applied field was used in an attempt to measure any
displacement of the photodecomposition products an irreversible effect
was observed due to the migration of silver from the silver dag
electrodes. This effect suggests that silver dag must not be used
for high temperature conductivity measurements in CdI2, High
temperature dark current measurements reported by Fotland (1959)
and by Yu (1967) were probably subject to this effect and should be·
repeated using evaporated gold electrodes.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE OPTICAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
OF CADMIUM IODIDE
8.1 Introduction
This chapter summarises some of the relevant structural and
opto-electronic properties of CdI2• The properties of pure material
will be discussed in the first part; in later sections attention will
be directed towards the effects of imperfections on these properties.
Some aspects of decomposition in CdI2 will also be discussed.
8.2 The Crystal Structure of Cadmium Iodide
Cadmium iodide crystallizes in the.well-known hexagonal plate
habit. This structure has been found in crystals grown from solution,
melt or vapour, it may be described in terms of a lattice of close
packed iodide ions with the Cd++ ions occupying half of the octahedral
interstices between alternate planes of iodide ions. The effect of this
positioning is to form sandwich-like layers of cadmium ions between
layers of the larger iodide ions (figure 8.1). The bonding between.
'oppositely charged layers is mainly ionic, whereas the adjacent layers
of iodide ions experience a Van der Waals attraction. The bonding
between iodide layers, and therefore between the I-Cd-I sandwiches,
is thus greater than that between the cadmium and iodine ions of the
sandwiches. The crystal therefore cleaves along the basal plane more
readily than in any other direction.
Since the structure of CdI2 is based upon the cl~se packing of
iodide ions it is possible ,to arrange the packing in various ways.
If the first two layers are packed together as shown. in figure 8.2a
and 8.2b the third layer may be directly above A when the packing may be
designated ABAB, alternatively this layer maybe positioned as C and the
packing sequence is then ABCABC. The former sequence leads to hexagonal
close packing and.the latter to cubic. It is clear that successive
layers may be packed according to different sequences, each sequence
has a different.number of.layers in its repetition period and is called
a. polytype.
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Polytypism in CdI2 was first investigated by Forty (1952) since
when many polytypeshave been catalogued (Srivastava and Verma 1965).
Forty's experiments were concerned with observations of growth spiral
step heights by interference microscopy. Growth spirals occur because
of crystal growth along screw dislocation lines (Frank 1951). The height
of the growth spiral steps was found to be equal to an integral number
of polytype'periods in many cases. This relationship was not always found,
however; Trigunayat and Verma (1962), using both optical and X-ray diffrac-
tion techniques, found that a correspondence existed for small period
polytypes only.
The majority of crystals grown from solution are of the 4H poly-
type which has four layers of iodide ions in its polytype period, these
are stacked according to lA{ Cd)B, C(Cd)B I, where the letters A, B and C
refer to iodide ion packing and (Cd) refers to the cadmium ion. Kleber
and Fricke (1963) found that 86% of crystals grown in this way had the
4H structure. It is therefore important to remember, when'measuring
structure sensitive properties, that a significant proportion of crystals
grow with other polytype structures. The polytyPe should therefore be
determined, or a significant number of samples used .to ensure that ,the
results obtained are not peculiar to a particular polytype.
'8.3 Cadmium Iodide Thin Films
The growth and structure of evaporated layers of materials are
closely related to the mechanisms of crystal growth.
The optical properties and structure (determined by X-ray diffraction)
of thin vacuum deposited films of CdI2 were found by Best ,(1963) to be
dependent on the substrate temperature during and after deposition. Films
prepared on substrates at room temperature appeared to be amorphous whereas
those prepared at temperatures near 8coc were crystalline. The optical
absorption spectrum, particularly at exciton lines, sharpened considerably
when the films changed from the amorphous to the crystalline form.
The texture of vacuum deposited films has been studied recently
by Yu (1967) using electron microscopy.and electron diffraction. Electron
diffraction patterns ,obtained from films Of~5CR thickness indicated
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that·the deposited film consisted of randomly distributed particles some
loooi across. When the film thickness increased to.looR the particles
began to join together and.an indication of single crystal diffraction was
. ........,
obtained from some areas. Increasing thickness caused an increase in
ordering of the film, so that.at 500i thickness single cryst~l diffraction. ~.
patterns were obtained from areas of 100 square microns.· The crystalline
areas were orien1edwith their.' c axis' perpendicular to the substrate. The
films studied by Yu were all prepared at room temperature, so that the
results are not in agreement with those of Best. It is, however, possible
that Yu's results were influenced by atmospheric water vapour since the
films were exposed to air before measurement.
The optical absorption spectrum of films prepared in vacuo and
transferred in vacuo to the measuring cryostat has been investigated by
Tubbs (1968). These measurements indicated that film preparation on a .
.0substrate at -80 C gave higher quality films that those prepared at
room temperature. The spectrum was also sharpened when the film thickness
was increased.
There.is strong evidence from Yu's results to indicate that CdI2
films prepared on substrates at room temperature are largely crystalline,
provided that the film thickness is much greater .than 2ooi. Although
this result is not substantiated by.Best's experiments, it may be
concluded that films of -loooi prepared at BOoC are largely crystalline.
This result is of some importance since ,thin film specimens may be.
necessary for optical absorption measurements in regions of high·
absorption coefficient. In some parts of the region of fundamental
absorption the absorption coefficient may ~ise to _106 cm-1 so that.the
maximum specimen thickness that can be.usedin normal.optical transmission
experiments is of the order oflOOoi. Single crystals, whose lateral
dimensions may be of the order of mm, usually have thicknesses orders of
magnitude greater than 100oi. In the case of,CdI2, crystals of mm width
are normally -lOO~ thick.. Thinner crystals may be obtained from solution
by cooling ofa saturated solution but manipulation of these is difficult.
Evaporated films are therefore the only readily available means of
measuring optical absorption at high values of absorption coefficient, (a).. .
Comparison between.the absorption spectra of thin films and the reflectivity
spectra of single crystals may be made in regions of high absorption
coefficient; the reflectivity at high values of a is dominated by the
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absorption coefficient, so that there should be good agreement between
the two types of spectra at high energies (where a is large).
The films used by Yu (1967) were exposed to the atmosphere between
deposition and measurement, there was therefore the possibility of
their being affected by atmospheric moisture. This objection could be
of some importance in the growth mechanism and future experiments should
therefore be performed 'in situ' so that the films are not exposed to
the atmosphere.
8.4 The Optical Properties of Cadmium I~
, The first investigation of the optical absorption spectrum of CdI2
was conducted by Fesefeldt (1930) who used evaporated films. Fesefeldt's
results indicated strong absorption at 3.6eV and 5eV (measured at room
temperature) •
The observed absorption spectrum was of similar form to that reported
for AgCl and T1Br. The material was then studied in single crystal form
by Gross and Kapliankii (1955) who reported a narrow absorption band at
3835i (3.24eV). This band was weak and has not been reported in more
recent work on high quality single crystals. Nikitine (1962) duplicated
this line using crystals containing a stochiometric excess of iodine
and concluded that the line was not an intrinsic featUre of the optical
spectrum of single crystals of CdI2• In a recent publication, Yu (1968)
indicated that a low energy line has been observed by Greenaway but this
line was only observed in crystals containing lead as an,impurity.
Great care is therefore necessary in the interpretation of the low
en~rgy absorption spectrum of CdI2• If crystals containing certain
impurities are used then the impurity may contribute to the absorption
(and to the photoconductivity). This ,contribution will be small compared
with the fUndamental absorption but may be significant at low energies,
for example in the tail of the indirect absorption edge where ~~ 103 cm-l.
Interest in the region of :fundamental absorption at hi'ghenergies
was stimulated by the experiment of Greenaway and Nitsche (1965) on
metallic chalcogenides having the CdI2 structure. Their experiments
included measurements of the reflectivity spectrum of CdI2 single crystals
and extended to high energies.
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When the optical absorption was measured at low energies and
(absorption coefficient)~ plotted against photon energy linear regions
were found indicating that indirect transitions were occurring. The
corresponding indirect ,band edge was found to have a temperature dependence
of 1.2 x'lO-3eV/OK; this strong temperature 'dependence derives from the
phonon assistance necessar,y,to conserve electron momentum in the electronic
transition.
Features were also reported at 3.8eV and 5.leV which were thought
to correspond to higher energy interband transition thresholds.
The most remarkable features of the reflectivity spectra were the
sharp peaks ,located at 5~6eV and 6.leV. The strength of these lin~s'and
particularly their Increase in sharpness with decreasing temperature, is
typical of exciton line behaviour. These lines were therefore attributed
to exciton transitions. It is of particular interest that they occur at
some 3eV above the interband edge and in such an anisotropic material.
The work of Greenaway and Nitsche has since been sUbstantiated by
the measurements of Brahms (i965) who made measurements at 4.20K and
absorption measurements on evaporated films. The reflectivity peak at,
6.2eV was found to have a polarisation dependence ~o that ,the peak energy
changes by O.04eV when the polarisation of the light was changed from
E..C to E' C.
Tubbs, 1968) has recently made 'absorption measurements on films
of varying thickness prepared under different substrate temperatures.
These experiments were part of a programme of research into the optical'
properties ,ofmetallic dihalides. The peaks found·in the absorption
spectrum of CdI2 at 3.geV, 4.6eV, 5.7eV and 6.2eV were designated Xl'
X , X, and X respectively. This nomenclature will be used below.
2 3 It
The Xl and X2 peaks were temperature dependent with a coefficient'
of ~5 x lO-lteV/oK, whereas the corresponding figures for,the X3 and Xit
peaks were ~4'x IO-~V/oK. The spectra obtained from thin film ab~orption
and single crystal reflectivity experiments are in good agreement, so
that,the optical spectrum of Cd! 2 is well established. Tubbs has
proposed an excitation model to explain the optical spectrum and to
correlate it with the spectra of other similar halides.
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The optical absorption spectrum of CdI2 was compared with that for
many other iodides and many common features were found.
The .low energy peaks, Xi'and.X 2' could be observed in the majority
of the iodides investigated, but theX2 peak was absent in ZnI2• The,
higher ene~gr peaks X3 andX4 were present in Cd, Mn, Ph andSb iodides.
These results indicated that the peaks were associated with
excitation of the iodide ion since they are present for iodides of such'
a variety of metals. The position of the Xl peak in the majority of
iodides varies linearly with the inverse square of the interionicdistance
so that the particle in a box modt!l is apparently appropriate. The iodide"
ion is thought to have excited states 5p56sand 5p66p which are hybridized
by the strong interionic electric field (which ~ists because an I- ion
has a Cd++ on one side and an I~ ion on the other). These levels are then
split by the spin-orbit coupling to give four excited levels. These
excited levels may then be 'reached by allowed transitions from the ground
state, leading to the ,experimentally observed peaks X
1
-X4• This model
therefore predicts similar temperature dependences for each element of
the doublet.
8.5 Cadmium Iodide Band Scheme
The band,scheme of CdI2 derived from the excitation model is shown
in figure 8.3, it consists of a pair of'spin-orbit ~plitva1ence bands
derivea.~fromthe ,iodide ion. The spin orbit 'splitting is therefore that'
of this ion and is.....o.6eV.The''Upper valence,band,islifted at k~O to
give an indirect band edge in a similar way to that in AgCl and AgBr.
There,is also a~,pair,of conduction bands, or alternatively a single
band with an extremum atk~O. This then allowsexcitons to be associated
with each band or with two extte;ma of the same band. The sharpness of
theX3 and,X4 exciton peaks indicates that the exciton states have a long
lifetime and sugge~ts that the band pair model is appropriate, since'it.
allows'exciton transitions associated with conduction band minima. 'Ex,citons
derived from sadle point's at k~O may not form bound states (Duke and
Segall (1966), Vclicky and Sak (1966). Our evidence for exciton diftusion
also indicates that ,these excitons have finite lifetimes~
6 eV
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The sharp peaks X' and X correspond to transitions from the valence
3 . '+
bands ,to the exciton states derived from the upper conduction band. The
shape of these exciton peaks is probably caused by the high ~ensity of
states.nearthe miminum of the conduction banq.. There are sharp'anti~
resonant dips on the high energy s'ide'of the peaks which may be caused by
the degeneracy of.the exciton and interband,transition processes, (Brahms 1965).
The low energy exciton peaks Xl and X2 are associated with the lower
conduction band, the energy difference between the Xl and X2 peaks is:
approximately equal to that between X3 and X,+. The differep.ce of some-,'·
O.leV between the separations may be due to the differences in binding
energies of the excitons.
The semi-empirical model described above accounts for the observed,·
features of the optical absorption and photoconductivity spectra. Remarkable
similarities between iodides described by Tubbs (1968) suggests that a
band structure calculation for a typical member would be very.useful in
associating the structure observed in optical absorption experiments with
transitions at particular points in th~ Brillouin Zone.
8.6 Photoconductivity in Cadmium Iodide
When optical absorption takes place in the region of fundamental
absorption electrons m~ be excited into the conduction band. 'The
conduction electrons'm~ then be detected by measuring the corresponding
current in an electric field. In principle this technique measures the
efficiency of electron production. If the number of incident photons
is measured and compared with the number of electrons detected the
,
variation of the quantum efficiency of electron production with wavelength
may be.determined. In this way absorption processes leading to free.
electrons and,those forming non-conducting states may be distinguished.
It is not possible, however, to measure the number of electrons
created directly since many secondary processes occur. The electrons
and holes may·be·trapped at impurities or other.defects and take no further
part in condueti~n or the.trapping may lead to a recombination of opposite
charges. When the absorption coefficient of'the illumination is large
the generation rate of charge carriers depends upon the depth in,the
crystal. The distribution of trapping or recombination centres may also
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depend upon the distance from the cry~tal surface. These factors.mean.
that·the measured quantum efficiency depends upon the absorption
coefficient, the sample purity, the.electrode geometry as well as the
illumination intensity and the nature of the absorption process.
In the case of CdI2,we have shown that the quantum efficiency of
photoconductivity depends smooth:ty upon the absorption coefficient.' This
result is in good agreement with the theoretical model of De Vore (1956),
who showed that a low energy peak in photoconductivity wa~ caused by the
balance between surface and volume:recombination rates. The smooth
dependence of photores~onse;on absorption coefficient ceases at the X3
exciton peak where the quantum efficiency is greater than that expected
on the absorption coefficie~tbasis. The quantum efficiencies used to
plot .the curves had,been corrected for reflectivity loss.
The apparent.increase in quantum efficiency at the.exciton lines is
surprising since excitons are non conducting states. Excitation into
an exciton state leads to equal and opposite bound char~s whose collective
motion leads to zero total current. Photoconductivity may'therefore only
occur.whenexcitons dissociate.
Our results indicate that photons abeorbed ,at '.exciton lines'not
only lead to photoconductivity but to a higher photoconductivity than
band to band transitions at the same absorption coefficient. This result
was interpreted in terms of exciton diffUsio~.
When photons are.absorbed.at energies corresponding to band to band
transitions the electron hole pairs generated contribute to photoconductivity
directly.
Fthe absorption of photons leads to the.creation of excitons~
however, photoconductivity will only result when the excitons dissociate.
The quantum efficiency of·the photoresponse of the exciton process will
therefore be lower if the two processes have the same absorption
coefficient and if no excitondifrusion occurs.
Since the absorption coefficient in the exciton region is large
(1V106cm-1) the direc'tinterband.process generates ,electrons and.h~les in
a layer near the surface of the crystal, these charges may thendiftuse,
recombine or be trapped.
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In the exciton process, excitons are created in the same
surface.layer and if no diffusion occurs they may annihilate to
free electrons and holes, or recombine. The number of charges created
for a given number of absorbed photons will therefore be less than
that for·the interband process. These cha~~es will then be generated
in similar conditions to.those generated by band to band transitions so
that the photoconductivity will be lower.
If the excitons are allowed to'!diffuse away from the surface layer
where the carrier recombination rate maybe high, they may travel to a
region of relatively low density of recombination centres. The correspond-
ing photoconductivity may then be increased.
Our photoconductivity result.is therefore evidence-tor exciton
diffusion. It .is also possible that absorption at exciton lines caused
re-emission at lower'energies and correspondingly lower absorption
coefficients. Luminescense,could cause this effect but would probably
lead to an increased effect at lOoK, which was not observed.
If exciton diffusion occurs it should be.possible,to estimate
their diffusion length by varying the sample.thickness. When this falls
below the diffusion length the exciton photoconductivity should decrease
relative to that in the interband region. For these measurements the
properties which influence photoconductivity should not depend upon the
specimen thickness. In the case of,thin films many physical properties
do depend upon the thickness and deposition rate, so that great care.is
necessary in these experiments.
8.7 The Ionic Conductivity of Cadmium Iodide Single CrYstals
When 'an,electric field is applied to ,a crystal containing charged
defects the defects may move in the applied field and contribute to the
'dark current'. The corresponding conductivity is known as the ionic
conductivity.
In many crystals, such as narrow band-gap semiconductors, a
small amount of energy is sufficient to raise electrons from the
valence band into excited states in.the conduction band. Thematerial
then exhibits electronic'conduction with no external excitatiom provided
that the required energy is available from lattice vibrations.
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In strongly ionic crystals only a small number of electrons may
be thermally excited because of the large band gaps of these materials,
so that electronic'conduction will not be significant. The dark
conductivity will therefore be caused by the motion of ionic defects.
These defects may consist of ions or ion vacancies. The number of charge
carriers of a given type available at a temperature T will be determined
by the energy of,formation of that defect. The contribution to the ionic
conductivity of a given defect, will also depend upon the energy required
to move the defect from one site to an equivalent ,site displaced by a
lattice period. If ,w is the defect formation energy and u·is the energy
required to move it from one lattice position to the nearest equivalent
one then the contribution to the conductivity is given by
~
vAe2e kT-kTa '= ., 8.1
where A is constant for the particular defect and depends upon the
entropy ~charge due to the defect and upon the lattice parameter, v is a
'frequency'factor related to the lattice vibration frequencies. '
The equation maybe written
_(3U+E)
2 2 3kT2vABNa e e= 8.2a
for a material of the ,CdI2 type where a is the contribution from ~acancies
and E is the formation eners;t.ofa vacancy set, consisting of one-Cd++
and two I-,vacancies.
If log aT is plotted against ~ a straight line may b~ obtained
whose slope gives w+u at high temperatures (intrinsic:region) where
the defect concentration does not depend upon impurities.
A second linear region at'lower temperatures is influenced,by"
impurities (extrinsic region), 'the slope in this ,region depends upon
u only since the defects are,not formed by thermal excitation.
Measurements of the ionic condu~tivity of CdI2 have been made by
Fotland (1959) and by Yu, (1967), both using single crystals. Measure-
ments'were made along the c axis and in the perpendicular direction.
The conductivity perpendicular to the c axis was~500 times ,greater
than that in the parallel direction. The activation energies of
the two orientations were the same, however, so that the curves of'
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1 . t 1og a aga~ns T were parallel.
solution·grown crystals could be
form
Yu found that the conductivity of
represented by an equation of the
a =
0.8eV- ..~
a' e + IIa e
0.5eV
kT 8.3
where a' and all are independent of temperature but dependent upon the
orientation.
The first term was dominant at high temperatures and the second
at temperatures below 350oC. These measurements did not extend below room
temperature. A.second set extended from RT to 210oK, but these measure-
ments were confined to the higher conductivity direction. An activation
energy of 0.5eV was apparent above ~250oK which increased to 0.geV below
this temperature.
Fotland investigated the higher te~perature region and found that
the activation energy was 0.3eV for temperatures above 500oK. For
T < 5000K this fell to 1.4eV for solution-grown crystals and was
apparently 0.8eV for melt grown samples.. .
There appear to be four different conductivity regions in CdI2;
these are summarised in the table below and compared with similar layer
type materials such as PbI2 (Seith 1933) PbC12 (DeVries 1965) and
PbBr (Verwey and Schoonman 1967).
2 .
The lower temperature regions indicated depend upon the concentration
and nature of the sample impurities.
Activation Energy eV .Temperature Range oK
CdI2 3 >500
0.8 - 1.4 350 - 500
0.5 250 - 350
0.9 <250
PbI2 1.2 >350
0.38 < 350
PbC12 0.87 >300
0.35 < 300
PbBr 0.77 >200
0.29 < 200
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The Cdlz ,results may be compared with those reported by Seith (1933)
for Pblz which has a similar layer structure. A radioactive tracer
technique has been used to determine diffusion activation energies in
Pblz' These wer~ in agreement with those for the intrinsic ion
conductivity. Pb++ intertitials are probably the main current carriers
in this reg1on. It is not likely that the larger iodide ions are
mobile. Iodide ion vacancies probably contribute to the current in the
extrinsic.impurity region.
The intrinsic conductivity in PbBr2 and PbC12 is apparently due to
iodide ion vacancies; in the extrinsic region only those impurities which
would create iodide ion vacancies increased the ionic current. Interstitial
ions were not throught to be significant because of the size of the ions
relative to the available interstitial space. The radius of Pb++ ions is
1.2~ and those ofBr- and C1- are 1.95 .and l.8R respectively.
In CdI2 the Cd++ ions have a radius Of-O.9yRwhereas the iodide ion
is 2.16R. There may therefore be a larger number' of metallic ion defects
in DdI2 than in the materials described above.
It is possible that the lowest temperature region of the conductivity
of CdI2 is connected with a particular defect or with defect as~ociation.
The next two higher temperature linear regions are similar to those in
the lead dihalides and are probably connected with iodide ion vacancies
or with Cd++ interstitia1s. At the highest temperatures th~ high
activation energies of 3eV may be connected with the diffusion of silver
ions (see,Chapter Seven) since 'silver dag' electrodes were used.
It is clear that a thorough investigation is necessary involving
controlled doping and measurements over the entire temperature range.
Stable ohmic. electrodes such as evaporated gold must be used and particular
,
attention paid to leakage currents at low temperature.
8.8 PhotodecomP9sition in Cadmium Iodide
The phenomenon of photodecomposition is;closely related to the
optical properties' and ionic and electronic conductivities of a given
crystal.
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The silver halides are the best known and most widely used materials
that exhibit photodecomposition. In these materials large exposures are
necessary to give print-out images; it is therefore usual to reduce the
required exposure by means of a chemical development process. A 'latent'
image may then be formed with a very small illumination intensity. The
latent images cannot be altered after fixing so that it is therefore
difficult to add information to the initial record. The resolution of the
process is limited by the grain size of the developed image.
Lead iodide has also been shown to exhibit an interesting photolytic
This is a direct.print out process with a maximum sensitivity near'
The effect is related to the absorption of light in the intrinsic
absorption region and the quantum efficiency of the decomposition has a
similar form to that of the optical absorption (Tubbs 1965). The main
advantages of the PbI2 process over the silver halide process are the
superior resolution and the absence of chemical development. The chief
disadvantages of this material are the poorer constrast, which may
be improved by suitable choice of method of observation, and lower
technical sensitivity. The latter disadvantage may not be of importance
in applications where safe handling and small'images are required.
Cadmium iodide also exhibits photodecomposition. Filter papers
soaked in CdI2,solution and allowed to dry are sensitive to light at
room temperature. The paper, which is normally white, turns brown or
black after strong ultra-violet illumination. Single crystals do not exhibit
apprecia~sensitivity at room temperature. The increases sensitivity
of the CdI2 papers is,thought to be due to water contained in the paper
and to the smaller crystallite size,Fotland (1959). It is preferable to
study photodecom~osition in,single crystals or films, however, since
these are more likely to give reproducible photo-effects characteristic
of the pure material.
In ocl'J,~vestigations of photodecomposition in sinsle crystals
large exposures were necessary to produce noticeable decomposition. The
total output of a,Xenon arc ,lamp (i.e. some 30m watts UV output
concentrated into an area some lcm square) was used,with an exposure of
several hours to give a marked discoloration. The material appeared to
decompose most'readilY at 250oC; this temperature was the maximum possible
because of the:sublimation ~f the crystal at higher temperatures.
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Satisfactory decomposition could not be obtained in vacuo because of the
evaporation of Cd~2. It vas therefore necessary to use an inert gas
such as argon for decomposition in an air-free atmosphere •
.It is clear from the above results that single crystals of CdI2
do not have sufficient. sensitivity to make the material competitive vith
other photosensitive materials. It may be possible to increase the
sensitivity by doping vith, for example, silver in the same vay as for
PhI2 (Tubbs, Beasley and Foster1969). There is no reason to suggest
that cadmium iodide vould then be any more sensitive than PhI2 although
a feasibility study vould be extremely useful.
Several interesting phenomena vere observed during the studies
of photodecomposition. One experiment vas concerned vith the effect of .
an electric field on the position of the photodecom~sition products •
.'
An electric field vas applied during photodecomposition in an attempt
I
to detect any displacement 'of the decomposition into.a masked region.
Although no effect could be detected an interesting phenomenon vas
observed. When silver in the form of 'silver dag' or metallic silver
vas used as an electroqe material tree-like growth of silver.vere formed
,
inside the crystal. These branches of silver grev from the negative
electrode tovards the positive. Interference fringes vere observed·
'around the branches indicating that the layers of CdI2 vere being forced
apart by the metallic silverr This experiment indicated that silver
ions' diffu'e readily in CdI2 at suffici~ntly high temperatures. The
process occurs most readily parallel to the basal plane, and could not
be detected in the perpendicular direction in a much stronger electric
field. The silver diffusion anisotropy is in good qualitative agreement
vith .the conductivity anisotropy found by Yu (1967) and by Fotland. (1959).
8.9 Polarisation Phenomena in Cadmium Iodide
An interesting feature of the conductivity measurements onCdI2
is the decay of the current vith time. This decay is caused by the
polarisation of.the sample. In the case of ionic polarisation the, .' ,
application of the electric field causes ionic displacement vhich leads
to an opposite internal field and consequent polarisation. The polarisation
field in CdI2 is probably caused by tvo components, one £rom the
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dielectric relaxation of the crystal lattice and the other from the
space charge formed py the ionic carriers. The increased internal
field near the electrode suggests that the space charge exists. Further
experiments are necessary to clarify this phenomenon. The anisotropy
of the ionic conductivity makes CdI2 an interesting material for the
study of polarisation phenomena because of the possibility of different
polarisation rates in the two main crystallographic directions.
The photocurrent was also found to decay with time,indicating that
electronic polarisation was taking place. This effect coupled with the
ionic polarisation made photoconductivity measurements difficult. The
polarisation of the photo current could be reduced by the use of low
illumination intensity, whereas the ionic.conductivity could only be
reduced by lowering the sample temperature.
The photoconductivity polarisation arises from trapping of photo-
generated carriers at localised sites in the sample. These carriers
move in the direction of the internal electric field before being
trapped, so that there is a mean displacement between oppositely charged
trapped carriers. This displacement creates an internal polarisation
field in opposition to the applied field.
The photoconductivity polarisation in CdI2 depended upon both the
energy and the intensity of the illumination, 'so that great care was
necessary in measurements of photoresponse spectra.
8.10 Proposals for Future Work
1. Photoconductivity
The low temperature photoconductivity spectrum of CdI2 contains
sharp dips at high energies corresponding to exciton transitions. When
the spectrum was corrected for reflectivity loss these sharp features
were smoothed out. The final shape of thephotoresponse curve for
absorbed photons depended upon the shape of both the photoconductivity
and reflectivity curves at that temperature. Ideally both spectra_
should be recorded simultaneously on the same sample in 'the,'Same
appartus.
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In many photoconductivity experiments, particularly those where
higher intensities than those used in our experiments are used, the
photocurrent is not proportional to the ,intensity. It is usual in these
circumstances to measure the photoconductivity for a constant number of
incident photons. A linear photoconductivity-intensity relationship
must then ,be assumed if a correction is to be applied for the reflectivity
loss. It would be more satisfactory in many cases to maintain a constant
number of absorbed photons and the reflectivity spectrum must therefore
be known. An apparatus has therefore been designed to measure photo-
conductivity and to compensate for the loss by reflection.
In this apparatus (fig. 8.4) an illumination intensity I (v) iso
partially reflected from the plate A and transmitted through the second
parallel and identical plate B. The photocell PI therefore receives an
intensity I6(V) RA(l-BB)TB where RA' RE and TA and TB are the relevant
reflectivities and transmission coefficients of the plates.
The light transmitted through A has an intensity Io(v)(l-RA)TA
which is reduced to Io(v)(l~RA)TARs after reflection from the sample.
Reflection from A onto the second photocell (p2) therefore leads to an
intensity IO(v) (l-RA)TARSRA•
If each photocell has an identical spectral response then the
signals may be amplified and subtracted to give a signal of the form
S m A[Io(V)RA(l-~)TB - Io(V)(l-RA)TARsRA]
If RA • ~ and TA = TB
then
which is proportioal to
The number of photons absorbed by the sample is Io(v)(l-RS)
and this quantity must be constant. If RA and TA are constant then it
is sUfficient to make S constant, thereby making the number of photons
absorbed,constant. This may be accomplished by comparing S with a
MONOC~~OMAT
t-oJeu.tro.L. wedge
.._~ So.m~le
J:"L9. 8.4
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reference signal and the difference fed into a servo system operating a
neutral density wedge in the monochromator input. The number of
absorbed photons could then be held at a fixed vlaue. If RA and TA
were not constant it would then be necessary to incorporate wavelength
dependent compensation into the photocell output. In many cases, for
example 'Suprasil' when used with wavelengths above 20Om~, the values of
RA and TA vary slowly and would not be significant in regions of rapidly
varying sample reflectivity.
An alternative apparatus could utilise a rotating mirror system
and,one photocell only. The photocell woul~ ~~ceive the light from the
monochromator during part of a cyele and that reflected from the sample
during the next equal part of the cycle. The two signals could then be
substracted to give a signal which was proportional to I~(V)(l.RS).
This apparatus would enable precise measurements to be made for
many materials, it would be particularly interesting to investigate
the layer structured metallic iodides whose absorption spectra has
been studied. Once a band structure calculation has.been performed
further optical experiments may be necessary. It will be of interest,
for example, to study the spectra of mixed crystals of·this group.
One interesting feature of the.polarisation of the,photocurrent
is the possibility of charge storage. The polarisation caused by
illumination with an applied field persi~ted when the applied field
was removed and could be detected by illUmination with zero applied
field. It might therefore be possible to make use of this effect
in a device.
One of the standard television camera tubes is the '!Vidicon" which
has a thin film of photoconductor on its upper surface. An electron
beam scans this photoconductor which is illuminated by the visual scene.
A~ositive potential applied to a front semi-transparent electrode
creates an electric.field in the photoconductor when the electron~eam
negatively charged the rear surface. Illumination then causes a
current to flow so that the rear negative charge is reduced. The
scanning electron beam removes the effective positive charge thereby
causing a 'potential change 'at the front electrode. Thepotential
change constitutes the signal.
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In a material of the caI2 t~e, semi-transparent electrodes could
be used,on both front and rear. An electric field could then be applied
between the electrodes, when suitable illumination would cause a trapped
charge polarisation double layer. This would persist at low temperatures
so that the polarisation could be detected by scanning with an electron
beam or ultra violet light beam, leading to a current in the opposite
direction to the original field. Such a device would not be practicable
with pure CdI2 because of the lack of'visible response, but a material
having similar electronic properties might be suitable. It might also
be possible to use a doped material, thereby changing the, spectral
response.
As far as the intrinsic properties of photoconductivity are
concerned it would be~'of interest to study t,he effects of exciton
diffusion on the polarisation. This should be reduced if exciton
diffusion occurs, so that it ~0U1~ be interesting to study the effect
of thickness variation on both photoconductivity and polarisation.
2. Ionic Conductivity
In the case of the ionic conductivity of CdI2 the results are so
far not conclusive. It would be necessary in future experiments to
use electrodes tnat did not diffuse into the sample. Evaporated gold
electrodes are suitable for these measurements and would remove doubts
about the high temperature conductivity. A more suitable sample holder
would then be necessary since PTFE decomposes at temperatures near
2500C. Quartz or alumina would be suitable for these measurements.
At lower temperatures, where impurity effects are important,
particular attention should be paid'to the insulation of the sample
holder since very low currents may be involved.
High purity crystals should be used and subsequently doped with
known amounts of impurities, these could for example, be in the form
of mono or trivalent metallic iodides which would in4icate if iodide
ion vacancies'were,contributing to the current.
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